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Abstract
Using the Internet for teaching and learning has become a trend in modern higher
education, facilitated through the exploitation of advanced computing technologies.
Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) applications support online learning over the
Internet, and VLEs have thus emerged as e-learning domains that are essential
prerequisites in cutting edge design and implementation technologies in education.
Service Oriented Computing (SOC), as a novel software development and imple-
mentation approach, has become an active area of research and development. Web
services, as an example of SOC, support the integration of software applications in
an incremental way, using existing platforms and languages that utilize and adopt
existing legacy systems. Thus, VLEs should be particularly well suited to Web ser-
vices through the SOC approach. VLE services is a field subjected to continuous
development but VLEs as Web services are still not generally accessible for academic
institutions, although they have been adopted by some scientific projects. The next
generation of VLEs should address the limitations of the current online systems by
providing a richer context for online learning, one that is sensitive to the specific
domain requirements of e-learning.
Web Services Matching and Selection (WSMS), as a part of the functional re-
quirements of Web services, has received less attention from SOC researchers. It
involves discovering a set of semantically equivalent services by filtering a set of
available services based on service metadata, and instantaneously selecting the best
iv
v
possible service. WSMS is the discovery of a service by a user, where correspon-
dence is established between the objectives of the consumer and the capabilities of
the service. It thereby aims to match and select the optimal service that best meets
the requestor’s needs.
The main aim of this doctoral work is to explore novel architectural designs for
VLEs, based on the SOC paradigm and its related techniques. In addition, this
investigation aims to extend the core ideas behind VLE tools, which are gradually
becoming dominant within academic institutes. Another aim is to devise a policy-
based technique to enforce security requirements for VLEs and to build a test-bed
for VLE security based on Modular Moodle.
The fundamental contribution of this thesis that it demonstrates that VLEs
can be considered as services, which can be published, discovered and composed as
perceived in the SOC paradigm. An additional contribution to the knowledge is
that it has built a new extension to the structure of Web services: the Web Services
Matching and Selection (WSMS) system. Another contribution to the knowledge
is that traditional security requirements have been modified to cater for the highly
mobile and changeable environment of VLEs; this has been achieved through policy-
based techniques. These contributions to the body of knowledge have been published
in learned journals and at conferences.
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• To describe the motivation, aims and objectives behind SOC and VLEs.
• To identify the research questions and highlight on original contributions.
• To explain thesis structure and reading guide.
1.1 Background
Technological development has become so manifest in all fields that it is now crucial
to take it into consideration whenever possible. Such development has resulted in the
tremendous amount of information that exists nowadays. Hence, it is not unusual
to meet the expression ‘the information revolution’ wherever you go.
Service Oriented Computing (SOC) has become an active area of research and
development. Web services, as an example of Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA),
which is a part of SOC, support the integration of software applications in an incre-
mental way, using existing platforms and languages that utilize and adopt existing
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legacy systems. Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs) are one of the emerging
domains that need to be extended to SOA.
Using the Internet to support teaching and learning has become a trend in mod-
ern higher education by using VLEs that support online learning and teaching over
the Internet. These VLEs feature a set of robust core capabilities that enable teach-
ers to efficiently manage courses and assignments, and foster collaboration, among
other key functions. The next generation of VLEs could address the limitations of
current online systems by providing a richer social context for online learning.
The main aim of this research is to extend the core idea behind the VLE tools
that are gradually dominating academic institutes. It is important to know that
educational theory is outside the scope of the thesis. However, aspects of educational
theory guided the architectural design and develop of our VLEs.
1.2 Motivation of the Research
It is undoubtedly the case that the emergence and use of computers can be regarded
as the main scientific and technical achievement of the present century, and it has
given a great boost to scientific and industrial progress. However, VLEs as Web
services are still not generally accessible for academic institutions. Developers are
still developing VLE services and they continue to be adopted by some scientific
projects. Nowadays, there is an increasing demand for VLE methodologies and
technologies. This part will summarize motivations in three main points, which are:
1. VLEs as Web services are still not generally accessible for academic institu-
tions. Therefore, VLEs need:
• To demonstrate that VLEs can be considered as services that can be
published, discovered and composed as perceived in the SOC paradigm.
This project should open a wide door for collaborative VLE services that
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are widely distributed, more flexible and effective.
• To modify the traditional security requirements to cater for the highly
mobile and changeable environment of VLEs.
2. To find the most suitable technology for supporting the worldwide trend of
offering online joint courses over the Internet, which includes institutes in dif-
ferent countries who employ roaming staff and target mobile students. This
will allow teachers at different institutions in different countries to work to-
gether and share material that is hosted on different VLE platforms.
3. There are limitations for using VLEs in Saudi Universities, especially in Qassim
University; despite the large number of VLE platforms that exist in institutions
in Saudi Arabia, they are not used in a well-organised or well-integrated way.
Most of these VLE platforms are only used as local self-contained systems. The
use of VLEs through the Internet in Saudi Arabia is not fully developed, and
this has reduced the benefits of sharing and exchanging data among different
institutes in Saudi Arabia. Therefore, this thesis will try to find the most
suitable VLE software that meets Qassim University’s needs.
1.3 Aim & Objectives of the Research
The main aim of this study is that using Web services in VLEs should allow educators
at different institutions in different countries to work together and share material
by connecting individual courses together, even when they are hosted on different
VLEs. Therefore, educators at different institutions who teach the same course will
be able to share courses, assignments, chat, etc., and be able to communicate with
each other. The main objectives of this investigation are:
1. This thesis aims to explore novel architectural designs for VLEs based on the
SOC paradigm by extending the core idea behind VLE tools that are becoming
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so widespread in academic institutes. It aims to build a VLE around the Web
services technology. This thesis aims to present new technologies for VLEs
that no previous works have done, and these techniques are:
• Introducing a Web services technology to meet the requirements of VLE
by extending the existing architecture of VLE. This study aims to allow
institutions to exchange data cheaply and easily, and to deploy techniques
such as service descriptions, registrations and discovery for collaborative
VLE services, all of which are flexible, easily accessed and effective.
• This study aims to build a new extension to the structure of Web services:
the Web Services Matching and Selection (WSMS) system. It involves
discovering a set of semantically equivalent services by filtering a number
of available services and then selecting a suitable service during execution.
2. This study considers that VLEs can be services, which can be created, pub-
lished, discovered and composed within the SOC paradigm. This allows teach-
ers at different institutions in different countries to work together and share
material by connecting individual courses together, although hosted on differ-
ent VLE platforms. Therefore, any number of teachers who deliver the same
course at different institutions can share course materials, assignments, exams,
etc., and can readily communicate with each other.
3. To devise a policy-based technique to enforce security requirements for VLEs.
This research aims to modify the traditional security requirements to cater for
the highly mobile and changeable environment of VLEs. This objective will
be achieved through policy-based techniques.
4. To build a test-bed for a VLE that is based on the Modular Object-Oriented
Dynamic Learning Environment (Moodle) platform.
4
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1.4 Research Questions
The overall and central questions investigated by this thesis are:
1) How can we enable Web services to facilitate the process of building
VLE around SOC?
2) In what ways can we enhance the traditional security requirements and
modify them to cater for the highly mobile and changeable environment
of VLE?
In order to be able to answer these questions, we define a set of research questions
that addresses the problems in detail:
1. What is the best technology for supporting the worldwide trend of offering
online joint courses over the Internet, which includes institutes in different
countries who employ roaming staff and target mobile students?
2. Can this technology be applied to all VLEs, and especially to Moodle?
3. And what are the effects by applying Web services to VLEs?
4. In what ways can we demonstrate that VLEs may be considered as services
that can be fully utilised and published within the SOC paradigm?
1.5 Research Methodology and Evaluation
This thesis focuses on the integration of two important fields in computing, namely
VLE and SOC. VLEs are more and more becoming a major part of the strategy
for delivering online and flexible learning. Hence, there is a growing demand for
methodologies and technologies that support them. The most important challenge
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of this investigation is to find a suitable technology to develop and to aid the dis-
tribution of VLE software packages and related technology. This section focuses on
the research methodology and evaluation as follows:
1.5.1 Methodology
In this research, we demonstrates that VLEs can be considered as services that can
be published, discovered and composed as perceived in the SOC paradigm. We have
succeeded in using Web services as a technique to apply SOC with the VLE domain,
which are using Moodle as an example of VLEs. Figure 6.12 in Chapter 6 has more
details on how Web services work within the VLE domain. The methodology to
achieve this project consists of two main parts. This section will summarize these
parts and outline why this thesis uses them; these parts are:
1. The first part of our methodology is that this thesis has built a new extension
to the current archeticture of Web services as in Figure 5.1 in Chapter 5. This
extension has extended to meet the technical requirements of VLE environ-
ment, as in Chapters 5 and 8. The idea behind this extension is to provide a
method of applying Web services, which is a technique for applying SOC to
VLE as an application domain. One of the greatest advantages of Web ser-
vices is that they allow a number of applications to be integrated more quickly,
easily and cheaply than ever before. They are expressed as WSDL, which is
an XML-based language. A service specifies a contract between the client’s
requests and the operations that it can offer. A service may be published
and discovered using UDDI, while SOAP allows vendor-neutral communica-
tion between applications over HTTP. The main reasons for choosing the Web
services technology are:
• Web services allow pieces of software to be written in different languages
and to run on different operating systems, both cheaply and easily;
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• They allow applications running in different parts of an organization and
in different organizations to exchange data easily and cheaply;
• They are applications running anywhere on any technology that have
Web services.
2. The second part of our methodology is that this study has built a new exten-
sion to the current architecture of VLEs as in Figure 4.3 in Chapter 4. This
extension has a new layer that provides a generic solution for migrating any
stand-alone into SOC/VLE. It allows the owners of services to publish a de-
scription of their services and controls access to them. In addition, it works as
a central store that makes possible service discovery by service requestors. It
provides a searchable repository of service descriptions where service providers
publish their services, and where service requesters find services and obtain
binding data for these services. This thesis uses VLEs as an application do-
main, and Moodle is an example of this domain. Moodle is a VLE that lets
teachers provide and share documents, graded assignments, etc. with their
students in an easy-to-learn manner, and to create quality online courses. The
main reasons for choosing Moodle over other VLE products in this study are.
• Moodle is free, which means users are free to download, use, modify and
even distribute it under the terms of GNU.
• Moodle can be used on almost all servers that can use PHP, and data is
stored in a single database: MySQL, Oracle and others.
• The credibility in Moodle is high - there are more than 50,000 sites from
193 countries that have registered. It has a strong grounding in social
constructionist pedagogy.
• It works well with 75 languages in 193 countries. It runs without modi-
fication on Unix, Windows and any system that support PHP.
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1.5.2 Evaluation and Testing
The evaluation in this thesis was conducted along two paths:
a) Building a Test-bed
This thesis is built a test and deploys it at two schools. These schools are hosted in
different places, and they are:
1. Saudi School in Leicester
This thesis has used Saudi School in Leicester (SSiL) as test-bed environment. SSiL
is hosted in (www.saudi-school-le.net/), which uses Moodle as a VLE platform. We
consider this school as Service Provider 1 (SP1) in our model (WSMS), as in Figure
6.12 in Chapter 6. This provider publishes its services in service registry. When
the service requestor searches for his/her specific order, the WSMS will reduce the
service selection by using the attributes of both consumer and service, and offer the
suitable one that meet requestor’s needs.
2. Ajlan’s High School
We have used Ajlan’s High School (AHS) as test-bed environment with SSiL, but
AHS is hosted in different places (www.ajlan-alajlan.com/moodle/). We consider
this school as Service Provider 2 (SP2) in our model (WSMS), as in Figure 6.12 in
Chapter 6. Also, this provider will publish its services in service registry to enable
service requestor to search in service registry to find the suitable service that meet
his/her needs.
b) Questionnaire
This study has also used the questionnaire method to analyse and evaluate the
proposed solution in this thesis, which is the WSMS system. The overriding aspect
of the analysis and evaluation of the WSMS system is to gain a greater understanding
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of the needs of the users in order that the WSMS system is better able to meet those
needs in future.
The questionnaire is based on a sample of administrators, teachers, students and
guests. The answers to the questions are a choice of: strongly agree, agree, normal,
disagree, and strongly disagree. The questions depend on the kind of user and we
have tried to set these questions to consider that kind of user.
The questionnaire was sent to some users who were available at SSiL in United
Kingdom. This school has 254 students, 21 teachers and 6 administrators. The users
in this school are from various countries such as Saudi Arabia, Libya, UK, Somalia,
Syria, Palestine, Egypt, Algeria, Morocco and the Gulf countries. In addition,
the questionnaire was sent to some parents who were available in Leicester city in
United Kingdom. In this method, the researcher worked with about 200 samples
(130 students, 46 guests, 18 teachers and 6 administrators).
1.6 Contributions of the Thesis
This investigation has found that the most suitable technology for developing and
distributing VLEs is by using Web services technology and related techniques. Web
services together with VLE enable users on different VLE systems in different coun-
tries to work together and share material. As this study has chosen the Web services
technology, it has also chosen Moodle as an example of VLE platforms.
The study presents many contributions to the knowledge by developing VLEs
through Web services technology. Moreover, this thesis presents new technologies
for VLEs that no previous works have done before, and these technologies are:
1. The first technology that this thesis presents is that this study has built a
new extension to the existing structure of Web services: the Web Services
Matching and Selection (WSMS) system, as in Figure 5.1 in Chapter 5. This
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system involves discovering a set of semantically equivalent services by filtering
a number of available services and then selecting a suitable service during an
execution. The proposed approach has extended the current architecture of
Web services to meet the technical requirements of Moodle, as an example of
VLEs, as in Chapters 5 and 8. This approach allows institutions to exchange
data cheaply and easily, and deploys techniques such as service descriptions,
registrations, discovery and binding for collaborative VLE services that are
distributed in a flexible and effective manner, as in Figure 6.12 in Chapter 6.
2. The second technology that this thesis presents is that this study has built a
new extension to the existing architecture of VLEs: Web Services Technology,
as in Figure 4.3 in Chapter 4. This new layer provides a generic solution for
migrating any stand-alone into SOC/VLE. This technology allows the owners
of services to publish a description of their services and controls access to them.
In addition, it works as a central store that makes possible service discovery by
service requestors. It provides a searchable repository of service descriptions
where service providers publish their services, and where service requesters
find services and obtain binding data for these services, as in Chapter 8.
3. The traditional security requirements of VLEs have been modified to cater
for the highly mobile and changeable environment of VLEs. This employs a
policy-based technique (Ponder policy), and we build a test-bed to prove the
security requirements for VLE based on SOC, as in Chapter 7.
In addition to the above contributions, there are some other important contri-
butions to the knowledge that this thesis presents. These contributions depend on
the above contributions and they are:
1. This project has allowed educators at different institutes in different countries
to work together and share material by connecting individual courses together,
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even though they are hosted on different VLEs. This reduces the time and
effort needed by both teachers and students. In addition, this enables better
coordination and cooperation between academic institutions than ever before.
2. Another contribution to the knowledge is that this research has laid a good
foundation for other researchers intending to work in this area by providing a
full picture of Web services, VLEs and their components and related issues.
3. This study is aimed at taking the right decision when choosing a suitable VLE
platform to meet the requirements of Qassim University, as in Chapter 4. This
is a large university, and so it needs a strong VLE that meets all its needs and
this research will hopefully aid other universities as well as Qassim University
in the search for the best VLE platform.
4. These contributions are published in learned journals and conferences.
1.7 Thesis Structure and Reading Guide
This thesis contains a survey of the VLE and SOC technologies, a description of the
work, and an overview of the results and contributions. An outline of the structure
of this thesis is:
Chapter 2: Service-Oriented Computing
The second chapter provides an overview of the literature on SOC and its benefits.
In addition, it focuses on Web services, including the benefits, architecture and
scenario of Web services. Also, it describes the Web Services Protocol Stack in
detail, including the XML, WSDL, SOAP and UDDI languages, and shows some
examples of how XML is used in the real world. What Web services are good for,
and the future of Web services are also mentioned briefly at the end of this chapter.
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Chapter 3: Virtual Learning Environments as E-learning Systems
This chapter presents an outline of the literature on VLEs and their benefits. The
architecture, challenges and functional and non-functional requirements of VLEs are
also described on this chapter. The main features and tools of VLEs are described
in more detail in this chapter, together with the benefits and limitations of OSSs
and why they are used. The future of VLEs is mentioned at the end of this chapter.
Chapter 4: ‘Why Moodle?’
This chapter is an important chapter because it focuses on the system that this thesis
has used to apply its approach. This system is Moodle and this chapter gives an
overview of the literature of Moodle including the reasons for choosing Moodle and
its architecturee. The most important section in this chapter is the comparative
study between Moodle and other VLE products. Also, this chapter presents the
tools and activities of Moodle and concentrates on the assignments module as a
specific area of study. The number of websites using Moodle all over the world is
also mentioned in this chapter.
Chapter 5: Production of Technical Requirements for SOC-Based on
VLE
In this chapter, we introduce a production of technical requirements for an SOC-
based VLE by highlighting the requirements (functional and non-functional) for
VLEs (Moodle) based on Web services. At the beginning of this chapter we give a
brief summary on the distribution systems of VLEs. The main part of this chapter
contains an example: Web services for Moodle, and then the scenario of WSMS and
its requirements to enable Moodle to use Web services.
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Chapter 6: The Architecture for an SOC-Based VLE
The sixth chapter contains the general architecture for an SOC-based VLE. This
architecture will move Moodle from its current Web applications to new Web appli-
cations and will open the door for other VLE products to use Web services as a new
Web application. The UML language is described at the beginning of this chapter
as our architecture is built by using this language. The architecture of WSMS with
two VLE platforms is described in Section 5. The scenario of this architecture will
be described briefly by using the FSM tool at the end of this chapter.
Chapter 7: Devise a Policy-Based Technique for Enforcing the Security
Environment of VLEs
Ponder policy is described in detail in this chapter and it has two main parts. The
first part is ‘access control’ policy and the second part is ‘obligation’ policies. Policy
specification languages are described in Section 4. At the end of this chapter, we
explain the problem of tool simulations and of AGG simulation by set some rules.
Chapter 8: The Extension of Web Services to Support PHP Moodle by
Using the NuSOAP Technique
The PHP Web services implementation methods are described at the beginning
of this chapter. The next section focuses on NuSOAP as the most well-known
technique. The main parts of this chapter introduce the Web services approach
to meet VLE (Moodle), and the implementation of Web services to support PHP
Moodle by using the NuSOAP approach.
Chapter 9: Analysis and Evaluation of the WSMS Model for VLEs
This chapter analyses and evaluates the final models of VLE with a Web services
technology. At the beginning of this chapter, we introduce the value of the study
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for the research community, teachers and learners. We then analyse the final VLE
models with a Web services technology. In the last part of this chapter we evaluate
the final VLE models with a Web services using the questionnaire method.
Chapter 10: Conclusion and Future Work
The tenth chapter summaries the work presented in this thesis. The significance
of the main findings is presented. In addition, it highlights the most important
contributions, and then discusses methods and directions for possible future studies.
The reading guide of this investigation is illustrated in Figure 1.1 below:





• To provide an overview of literatures on SOC and its benefits.
• To focuses on Web services (benefits, architecture and scenario).
• To describe Web Services Protocol Stack.
• To give an overview on What are Web services good for, who is using Web
services and the future of Web services in brief.
2.1 Introduction
Service-Oriented Computing (SOC) has become an active area of research and de-
velopment, as e-businesses are continually evolving toward SOC-type architecture.
SOC has many advantages that help IT and managers to develop and manage their
systems [4, 5]. One of the most important advantages of SOC is their use in machine-
to-machine interaction [6]; they allow applications to be integrated faster, more eas-
ily and more cheaply than ever before. This integration occurs at an advanced stage
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in the protocol stack, based on messages centred more on service semantics and
less on network protocol semantics, which enables the loose integration of business
functions [4, 7].
Nowadays, the ability to exchange data between internal business units, partners,
and customers is essential for success. A number of continuing research efforts
focus on a variety of aspects of SOC, particular Web service, including composition,
specification modelling, discovery and verification [8]. Web services are the most
promising technology for easier system integration by providing standard protocols
through using XML messages for data exchange and a standard interface declaration
language [9, 10, 11]. Over the last couple of years, Web services have expanded
to become more popular with application developers. They can be developed on
any computer platform and in any development environment, as long as it can
communicate with other Web services using these common protocols [12, 13, 14, 15].
This chapter presents an outline of the literature on SOC and its benefits. In
addition, it focuses on Web services and related techniques, including the benefits,
architecture and scenario of Web services. Also, it describes the Web Services Pro-
tocol Stack in detail, including the XML, WSDL, SOAP and UDDI languages, and
shows some examples of how XML is used in the real world. What Web services
are good for, who is using Web services, and the future of Web services are also
mentioned briefly at the end of this chapter.
2.2 Service-Oriented Computing
The promise of SOC is that it allows services to be loosely coupled, creating flex-
ible dynamic business processes and agile applications that can span organizations
and computing platforms [16]. Thus SOC exploits the potential of business and
educational services, making them essential elements in developing applications and
solutions. However, basic SOCs do not address overarching concerns such as man-
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agement, service orchestration, service transaction management and coordination,
security, and other concerns that apply to all components in service architecture.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the roles and sequence of events in an SOC [5, 17, 18].
2.2.1 Definition of Service-Oriented Computing
SOC is a newly emerging paradigm for distributed computing and e-business pro-
cessing that utilizes services as essential elements to allow the building of agile
networks of collaborative business applications distributed within and across orga-
nizational boundaries [19, 20]. It is a computing paradigm that uses services as
essential elements for developing applications to build service models. It depends
on SOA, which is a way of reorganizing software applications and infrastructure into
a set of interacting services. The definition of SOC is given by [4, 18, 21] as follows:
‘SOC is a process of discovering and composing the suitable services to
satisfy a specification. It is a computing paradigm for distributed comput-
ing that is changing the way software applications are designed, delivered,
consumed and architected. It involves extended, loosely coupled activities
among two or more autonomous business partners’[4, pp.43].
SOC refers to the set of methods, principles, and concepts that represent com-
puting in SOA in which software applications are constructed based on independent
component services with standard interfaces [22]. The most important idea of SOC
is to separate software engineering from programming, to highlight software engi-
neering, and to de-emphasize programming. SOC separates software development
into three parties: service providers by programmers, application builders by soft-
ware engineers, and service brokers [23, 24].
All major computer companies, government agencies, banks, airlines and travel
agencies have moved towards SOC and have adopted it. In addition, universities
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around the world have geared their computing research toward SOC-based modelling
languages, service verification, validation and automated code generation [23].
2.2.2 Benefits of Service-Oriented Computing
There are a number of research challenges of SOC that need to be addressed includ-
ing, among other things, integration, monitoring, composition, discovery of services
and their quality, development, evolution and security. These are attracting the in-
terest of researchers in different communities, including those involved in databases,
software engineering, artificial intelligence and distributed systems. SOC provides
the following benefits [4, 9, 20, 23, 25]:
1. Allows separate software engineering from programming into service providers
by programmers, application builders by software engineers, and service bro-
kers, in order to focus software engineering, and to de-emphasize programming;
2. Enables novel flexible business applications of open source systems that would
not be possible otherwise;
3. Enables the customization of new applications by providing a Web service
interface that eliminates messaging problems, and by providing a semantic
basis to customize the functioning of the application;
4. Improves the productivity of programming and administering applications in
open source systems; such applications are notoriously complex;
5. Enables the efficient usage of grid resources and facilitates utility computing,
especially where redundant services can be used to achieve fault tolerance;
6. Provides a semantically rich and flexible computational model, for which it is
easier to produce software.
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2.3 Web Services
Web services are rapidly emerging as a popular standard for sharing data and func-
tionality between loosely-coupled and heterogeneous systems. Currently, most or-
ganizations employ disparate applications that exchange and store data in different
approaches [26]. They support the basics of e-business processes that are distributed
over the Internet and that exist via standard protocols and interfaces [8]. They are
an implementation of SOC that provide a simple mechanism to connect applications
regardless of device or technology. They have evolved as a practical, cost-effective
solution for uniting information distributed between critical applications over lan-
guage barriers, operating systems and platforms that were impassable [21].
Web services are a group of emerging and established communication protocols
that consist of Extensible Markup Language (XML), Simple Object Application Pro-
tocol (SOAP), Universal Description Discovery and Integration (UDDI) and Web
Services Description Language (WSDL) over Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)
[12, 27]. They allow applications to be integrated faster, more easily and more
cheaply than ever before. They are expressed as a WSDL that is XML-based lan-
guage [21]. Services specify a contract between the client and the operations that can
be expected. Services maybe published and discovered using UDDI, while SOAP al-
lows vendor-neutral communication between applications over HTTP [14, 15, 28, 29].
2.3.1 Definition of Web Services
Web services, also called service computing, are uncomplicated and self-contained
applications which achieve functions from easy requests to difficult business pro-
cesses. They happen through a machine-to-machine communication without a user
interface to call the services. The definition of Web services is given by [5, 13] as
follows:
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‘Web services are a new breed of Web application. They are self-contained,
self-describing and modular applications that can be published, located,
and invoked across the Web. Web services perform functions, which
can be anything from simple requests to complicated business processes.
... Once a Web service is deployed, other applications (and other Web
services) can discover and invoke the deployed service’ [5, pp.1 and 13,
pp.21].
The WWW Consortium [30] has defined Web services as a software application
identified by Uniform Resource Identifier (URI), whose interfaces and binding are
capable of being defined, described and discovered by XML artefacts, and which
supports direct interactions with other software applications using XML-based mes-
sages via Internet-based protocols.
Web services are software components that communicate using pervasive, standards-
based Web technologies including HTTP and XML-based messaging [19]. They rep-
resent the efforts of researchers and developers to extend the Web from an infras-
tructure that provides services to humans to one that provides services to software
looking to connect with other software. They can be developed on any platform and
in any development environment, and can communicate with other Web services
using common protocols [5, 31, 32].
2.3.2 The Benefits of Web Services
Web services are based on industry standard protocols with universal vendor sup-
port, which can exploit the Internet for low-cost communications, for high-speed
implementation processes, and for improved transport mechanisms [33]. The am-
biguous messaging approach provides connections and information sharing scenarios
via services that are self-describing and can be discovered automatically. Using Web
services can provide the following benefits [12, 15, 20, 34, 35, 36]:
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1. Web services allow pieces of software to be written in different languages and
to run on different operating systems, both cheaply and easily;
2. They allow applications running in different parts of an organization and in
different organizations to exchange data easily and cheaply;
3. Collaborations of Web services depend on runtime to enable the just-in-time
(JIT) technique for improving the runtime performance of computer program
integration successfully. Service consumer describes the service required and
uses the service register to discover and select the optimal service;
4. They provide a much richer specification of the service compared to previous
technologies, which can be accessed programmatically; the time taken for de-
velopers to properly understand how to use an existing interface slows down
the time that new connections can be established;
5. Web services promise to greatly increase interoperability and ease data ex-
change even as it lowers costs. That is an ambitious agenda, but if Web
services achieve even moderate success, the impact on the business world will
be profound.
• Web services offer a way to maintain and integrate legacy systems at a
lower cost than typical Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) efforts.
• Web services reduce the costs and complications of having multiple plat-
forms, running on everything from mainframes to servers, and from desk-
tops to Personal Digital Assistant (PDAs).
6. Web services are applications running anywhere on any technology or device
that have Web services.
7. They utilise automated discovery and provide a mechanism for discovering
service providers, which can also be automated.
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8. Web services do not require using browsers or HTML.
Furthermore, several additional advantages can be provided by using Web ser-
vices architecture: promoting interoperability by reducing the requirements for
shared understanding, enabling the just-in-time integration technique, minimizing
complexity by encapsulation, and enabling interoperability of legacy applications.
Furthermore, Web services are built on simple standards that are used to publish
applications such as SOAP (used to invoke Web services), WSDL descriptor (defi-
nition for Web services), and UDDI (the registry where Web services are located)
[37, 38].
2.3.3 Web Services Architecture
The Web services architecture aims to provide a standards-based platform for SOC.
It defines a set of specifications that support an open XML-based platform for the
description, discovery, and interoperability of distributed, heterogeneous applica-
tions such as services [39]. Web services architecture is based on the interactions
between three roles, as in Figure 2.1 [4, 24]: service provider, service registry and
service requestor. The interactions involve publish, find and bind operations. To-
gether, these roles and operations act upon Web services artefacts, the Web service
software module and its description.
Figure 2.1: The General Architectural Model of Web Services
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2.3.3.1. Service Provider
It is the owner of the service and it is responsible for publishing a description of its
service to a service registry. It also hosts the service and controls access to it.
2.3.3.2. Service Registry (Broker)
It is a central store that makes possible service discovery by service requestors. This
component provides a searchable repository of service descriptions where service
providers publish their services, and where service requesters find services and obtain
binding data for these services.
2.3.3.3. Service Requestor
It is a software component in search of the service to invoke across the Web. It
finds the suitable service by discovering a set of available services that meets some
pre-defined criteria [40].
• Publish: means that how the provider of Web services registers itself;
• Find: means that how an application finds a suitable Web service;
• Bind: means how an application connects to, and interacts with, a suitable
Web service after it has been found.
2.3.3.4. The Scenario of Web services
The scenario of Web services consists of four stages and these stages are:
• The service provider deploys and publishes a description of its services to the
service registry, and hosts these services and controls access to them.
• The service requester works with a service broker to discover the optimal
services that meet and satisfy the specifications of the register.
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• The service broker sends the services that have been found to the service
requestor.
• In the final stage, the service requester negotiates with the service providers
to bind the services after they have been found.
A service requester could be a human client, a device, an application, or any other
Web service. A service broker provides registries that make Web services available.
The service provider and requestor roles are logical constructs and a service can
exhibit characteristics of both. Figure 2.2 illustrates these stages [41, 42, 43];
Figure 2.2: The Scenario and Model of Web Services
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2.4 Legacy Systems
In the 1990s, Legacy Systems (LS) were written in COmmon Business-Oriented
Language (COBOL). It is an application that used to be delivered to a company by
an External Service Provider (ESP) [44]. A number of organizations have application
programs that are currently working but they need to integrate them with other
systems. Such computer systems are generally incompatible with other systems, are
large and complicated to modify, and are costly to replace and develop [44, 45].
Brodie [46] defined a Legacy Information System (LIS) as any information sys-
tem that significantly resists modification and evolution. These LISs have become
significantly problematic to many organizations. The LISs run on old hardware that
is slow and expensive to develop.
Currently, Web services represent a good solution for many LIS problems, which
makes LISs reusable. Thus, a number of companies have started to adapt their
legacy applications through Web services. Furthermore, the concept of Web services
architecture together with the SOC approach makes LISs available for the Web, as
in Figure 2.3 [46, 45].
Figure 2.3: Conceptual Architecture to adapt LISs as Web Services
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2.5 The Web Services Technology Stack
Web services are a set of protocols based on XML/SOAP over HTTP [27]. Web
Services Protocol Stack (WSPS) is a compilation of computer networking protocols
that are used to implement, define and locate Web services interaction with each
other. It is comprised of four main areas, as can be seen in Figure 2.4 [47, 41, 48]:
Figure 2.4: The Web Services Technology Stack
Many researchers and developers will be familiar with the WSPS, which has
formed the initial specification for Web services. WSPS contains four services and
XML as shown on the right of Figure 2.4. These services describe the best way
to publish, find and bind services between the components of Web services. This
section will give a brief explanation about these services, and we will start this
section with the XML format as follows:
2.5.1 Extensible Markup Language
XML is at the heart of SOC, particularly Web services. It is used to exchange
messages between services and applications by using SOAP (to describe the structure
of messages by using XML Schema), and to describe Web services interfaces by using
WSDL [49]. XML is centralized as recommended by the W3C standard. XML has
been defined as a flexible way to create common information formats and share these
formats and data across the Web. It is not only good for transmission of data from
server to client, but it is also ideal for passing data from application to application
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and machine to machine. XML standards have been implemented in every major
operating system and programming language, ensuring that one of most important
assets - data - will always be accessible in the future [50].
XML processing can invite significant runtime overhead in XML-based infras-
tructural middleware such as Web service application servers [51]. XML technologies
allow user to future-proof Web sites and services. Today they can easily be adapted
for future needs, allowing easy transformation into new data formats as they emerge,
and building new services in order to accomplish new tasks with existing data. Ad-
ditionally, XML serves as a common platform for the passing and sharing of data
between different systems, allowing the rapid development of Web services that
query, retrieve and share data between many sources [5, 12].
Advantages of XML
The good and bad of XML both lie in its verboseness such as well-formed pairs of
named marking-up tags for XML elements, which contribute to its human friendli-
ness and vendor-neutrality but which require extra computation in processing. The
computation specific to XML includes variable representations for the same tag,
handling of namespaces, tolerance for multi-character encodings, etc. Nevertheless,
XML has many advantages, which make it a universal and famous language, and
these advantages are as follows [14, 50, 51, 52]:
1. XML is programming language, extensible, independent and improve data
typing and structure.
2. It is modular. By allowing documents to reference other documents, XML
provides for modular designs and promotes reuse.
3. XML is hierarchical; elements can have subordinate elements under them.
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4. XML does not make any assumptions about the presentation mechanism. This
is unlike HTML, which does make these assumptions.
2.5.2 Service Transport
Service Transport transfers messages between network applications and protocols
are:
1. Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP); a method used to transfer information
on the WWW. The original purpose was to provide a way to publish and
retrieve HTML pages [53];
2. Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP); a relatively simple process that trans-
fers mail to another process on the same network or other networks through
a gateway accessible to both networks [54, 55];
3. File Transfer Protocol (FTP); one of the oldest and widely used protocols on
the Internet. It is used to connect two computers over the Internet so that the
user of one computer can transfer files and perform file commands on another
computer [56];
4. Blocks Extensible Exchange Protocol (BEEP); a framework for creating net-
work application protocols. It is intended to abstract the common features
that have traditionally been duplicated in each protocol implementation [57].
2.5.3 XML Messaging
This encodes messages in a common XML format, therefore messages can be un-
derstood at either end of a network connection. Today, this area includes protocols
such as:
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2.5.3.1. Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)
SOAP is the powerhouse of Web services. It is a specification for performing business
method requests like XML applications. It uses the XML format and the HTTP
protocol to enable any system to communicate on a socket over a simple protocol
that can interoperate with any system. SOAP is a highly adaptable Object Ori-
ented protocol that exists in over 80 implementations on every popular platform. It
supports a flexible communication layer between applications, regardless of platform
and location. The power behind SOAP lies in its simplicity. SOAP is a lightweight
and very easy-to-understand technology, and is also easy to implement [58, 52].
In May 2000, W3C issued the specification for version 1.1 of the Simple Object
Access Protocol [58]. SOAP initially meant Simple Object Access Protocol, but
the name has been redefined to Service Oriented Access Protocol. The reasons for
this are that SOAP is not simple; it is not object oriented as not all languages are
object oriented. This flexibility in the protocol enables a program to be written in
one language and run on one operating system and to communicate with a program
written in another language that is running on a different operating system [15, 59].
The most important challenge in performing integration tasks using traditional
middleware is the lack of a universal protocol. By being XML based and not tied
to any specific language, SOAP has been developed to become the initial de facto
standard protocol for performing integration tasks between many languages and on
many platforms. A SOAP message is an ordinary XML document containing the
following elements, as in Figure 2.5 [52, 60, 61]:
1. An Envelope element that defines a framework for describing what is in a
message and how to process it;
2. An optional Header element that contains header data;
3. A required Body element that contains call and response data;
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4. An optional Fault element that provides data about errors that occurred while
processing the message.
SOAP is constructed on the messaging concept of passing XML documents from
a sender to a receiver (endpoint). The XML document becomes known as a SOAP
document and consists of three parts (Envelope, Header and Body). Figure 2.5
demonstrates the structure of a SOAP document [52, 60, 59].
Figure 2.5: The structure of a SOAP document
SOAP is directly supported by the .NET, J2EE platforms and W3 standard. It is
promoted by every major vendor in the industry, and with SOAP implementations
working on virtually every platform, SOAP has established itself as the de facto
standard for accomplishing Web services today. So, SOAP ensures that systems have
a higher degree of interoperability with new schemes and with other organizations.
Here are some of the advantages of SOAP that has made it so popular, and there
are more in Table 2.1. On the other hand, there are some disadvantages of SOAP,
and we will also mention some of them, as follows [52, 62, 63, 59]:
Advantages of SOAP
• It is extensible and XML based.
• It is language and operating system independent.
• It can be used with multiple transport protocols and support by many vendors.
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• SOAP can cross firewalls (security systems for protecting against illegal entry
to a local area network that is connected to the Internet via computer).
Disadvantages of SOAP
• There are SOAP shortages of many advanced features. Many researchers and
developers have written about the advantages of SOAP as a lightweight pro-
tocol, but in XML there are a host of missing features e.g. security.
• SOAP-based services are the foundation of the current push toward service-
oriented Web architecture. Unfortunately, getting from the foundation to the
complete edifice still involves a lot of work [58].
2.5.3.2. XML-RPC
XML-RPC is a set of implementations that enables software to run on different
operating systems and in different environments to make it easy for computers to
share resources and procedure calls across the Web. Therefore, users are able to
directly access to the resources that they need to process, not only to read and
reuse systems. It is designed to be as simple as possible, while letting complex data
structures to be transmitted processed and come back as in Figure 2.6 [64, 65, 60]..
Figure 2.6: XML-RPC Structure
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2.5.3.3. SOAP vs. XML-RPC
Commonly, everything that SOAP can do, XML-RPC can as well. XML-RPC is
considered to have been widely adopted for a few years longer than SOAP. This
means that XML-RPC toolkits are probably more stable and mature. XML-RPC’s
simple specification has also contributed to its wide adoption and success, and indi-
cates that the protocol will probably be used for a few more years to come despite
SOAP’s entrance into the WWW trends. Table 2.1 shows the differences between
SOAP and XML-RPC [66, 62, 63, 60, 59].
Table 2.1: SOAP vs. XML-RPC
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2.5.4 Service Description
This is used for describing the public interface to a specific Web service. The WSDL
interface format is typically used for this purpose.
2.5.4.1. Web Services Description language (WSDL)
WSDL is an XML-based format published for describing Web services that are
implemented by using SOAP, and made accessible from the UDDI directory [22].
The browser who is wishing to access Web services can read and interpret the WSDL
file to discover the location of the service and the available operations. In this
situation, WSDL can be defined as the initial Web service interface that gives the
browser the information that he/she needs to interact with the service [5, 12, 17].
WSDL describes Web service acts as a contract between the Web service user
and the server. In this contact, the service provider and requester are able to
exchange data in a standard way [67]. One of the most important advantages of
the WSDL format is that it allows dividing the abstract functionality description
offered by a service from the concrete details description, such as message format
and communication protocol (HTTP or SOAP) [68].
WSDL file is a Web service using some main elements. These elements have
been considered stereotyped classes because they represent important components
and are explicitly defined in WSDL [67, 68, 6]:
2.5.4.1.1. Types
This encloses data type definitions that are relevant for the exchanged and sending
messages between client and server. Figure 2.7 displays the structure of type, which
is part name, element and type.
Recently, XML Schema Definition (XSD) has become ever more important when
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Figure 2.7: The Structure of Type Element in WSDL
it comes to conceptualizing knowledge and to define programming language inde-
pendent type systems. An XML Schema instance is an XSD and it has the filename
extension ‘.xsd’. The XSD type system can be used to define the types in a mes-
sage whether or not the resulting wire format is actually XML, or whether or not
the resulting XSD schema validates the particular wire format. This is exciting if
there are multiple bindings for the same message, or even only one binding, but that
binding type does not already have a type system in common use [67, 69, 40].
2.5.4.1.2. Messages
Message describes the names and format of the messages supported by the service.
Message contains one or more logical parts and each one is associated with a type
from some type system by using a message-typing attribute. The syntax of message
is shown in Figure 9.6:
Figure 2.8: The Structure of Message Element in WSDL
The message-typing attributes are in bold as in the middle of the above message.
The message name attribute supports a unique name between all messages defined
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inside the including WSDL file.
2.5.4.1.3. Port Types
Using the definition from WSDL documentation, a port type is a named set of
abstract operations and the abstract messages involved. They are a collection of
operations that describe the operations performed by the service through the defined
interface. The syntax of port type is shown in Figure 2.9:
Figure 2.9: The Structure of Port Type Element in WSDL
As we can see in Figure 2.9, a port type element has a unique name that identifies
it from any other port type elements. It includes any number of child operation
elements and these operations exist for each operation that will be exposed by the
Web service named during its name attribute. When writing a WSDL document,
the value of the name attribute is the name of the corresponding PHP function.
2.5.4.1.4. Binding
This defines the message format and protocol details for messages and operations
defined by a particular port type. The grammar for a binding is as follows:
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Figure 2.10: The Structure of Binding Element in WSDL
The binding is between a port type and both network protocol and message for-
mat, and defines the service interface in a concrete way. It must identify accurately
one protocol and not specify address information. When defining bindings, each
binding must have a unique name, identified by the value of the name of attribute.
The value of the type attribute identifies the port type for which this binding is
used. Using the port type described in the previous part, which was named server-
wsdlPortType, and it can begin constructing the binding as in Figure 2.10.
2.5.4.1.5. Ports
These specify an address for a binding and define an individual endpoint by speci-
fying a single address for the binding. The syntax of port is shown in Figure 2.11:
The port does not have to specify more than one address and does not have to
specify any binding information other than address information.
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Figure 2.11: The Structure of Ports Element in WSDL
2.5.4.1.6. Service
This defines one or more port and specifies the address (URL) for accessing the
service. The syntax of service is shown in Figure 2.12:
Figure 2.12: The Structure of Service Element in WSDL
The relationship between ports and service contains the following points:
• The outcome of one port is not the input of another.
• If the services have a number of ports that divide a port type, but employ
different bindings, the ports are alternatives. Every port supports semantically
equivalent behaviour. It lets the user of a WSDL document choose a port to
meet a particular description to communicate with, based on some criteria.
• We can determine a service’s port types. It lets the user of a WSDL document
determine whether or not to communicate with a specific service, based on
whether or not it provides a number of port types. It is helpful if there is some
implied relationship among the operations of the port types, as the entire set
of port types have to be present in order to achieve a specific assignment.
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1.5.4.1.7. Operation
An operation is an abstract description of an action supported by the service as in
Figure 2.13.
Figure 2.13: The Structure of Operation Element in WSDL
With WSDL, SOAP is much easier to deal with, both for users and developers.
WSDL is used to describe SOAP over HTTP and it has a number of XML elements,
as in Table 2.2, which summarizes those elements and their attributes and children
[70]:
Table 2.2: XML elements of WSDL
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2.5.5 Service Discovery
This compacts services into a common registry as the network Web services can
publish their location and description, and it makes it easy to discover what services
are available on the network. At present, UDDI is used for service discovery [32, 47].
2.5.5.1 Universal Description Discovery and Integration (UDDI)
Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI) project is a sweeping
industry initiative. It creates a platform-independent, open framework for describing
services, discovering businesses, and integrating business services using the Web [61].
It has three components [15, 71]:
• White pages, which contain address, contact details, and known identifiers for
Web services providers.
• Yellow pages that provide industrial categorization of Web services based on
standard taxonomies.
• Green pages that contain technical information about services.
UDDI provides a mechanism for customers to find Web services. Using a UDDI
interface, businesses can dynamically look up and discover services provided by
external business partners. A UDDI registry has two kinds of customers:
• Businesses that want to publish a service description (and its usage interfaces).
• Customers who want to obtain services descriptions of a certain kind and bind
programmatically to them (using SOAP).
UDDI itself is layered over SOAP and assumes that requests and responses are
UDDI objects sent around as SOAP [5]. UDDI is comparatively light-weight and
contains enough information to direct users to resources hosted outside it [71].
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2.6 What are Web Services Good for?
Web services are not replacements for any technologies but rather are complemen-
tary to other tools in the toolbox. They represent loosely coupled interactions, which
are better fitted to integrating disparate software domains and bridging incongruous
technologies rather than heavy-duty and higher-performance applications. In addi-
tion, they are excellent for submitting documents to long-running business process
flow, which seems in any case to be a good approach to begin with when performing
integration over the Web [14].
Many analysts believe that Web services will become a multi-billion-dollar mar-
ket in the future. They also realize that companies loath crafting SOAs to support
these models. Organizations will not fully embrace the model without proof that
the Web services they would like to exchange will be supported by most or all of
the architectures of their suppliers, customers and partners.
W3C recently received a submission for the formal approval of WS-Policy as
an industry standard, after its developers had filled a hole in the specifications that
made companies reluctant to write to it. WS-Policy was introduced in 2002 by IBM,
Microsoft, BEA Systems and others as a means for Web services to express their
requirements and policies to other Web services [72].
2.7 Who is Using Web Services?
The best example of the growth of Web services is auction engines such as the
eBay marketplace. The eBay Web site offers a highly successful auction service. It
has been developing Web services platforms by extending application programming
interfaces, which essentially turn a Web site into a platform. Tim O’Reilly has said
in a White Paper for eBay’s developer section [73]:
‘We are moving from a world in which the software that most people
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interact with is desktop software residing on a personal computer into
one in which software is running as a set of services provided over the
Internet’ [73, pp.4].
The auction site’s developer section provides wide-ranging information about
deploying an eBay Application Programming Interface (API). Since 1999, eBay has
offered APIs and currently offers more than one hundred Web services calls available
to developers to build applications that can connect to those services. They contain
payment options, pricing information, and buy-it-now features through the PayPal
subsidiary. The growth and use of APIs across the Web exemplify how quickly Web
services are spreading, even as technical issues such as security and authentication
are worked out by standards bodies.
Another example is Amazon.com. Some companies, such as Microsoft and Sun
Microsystems, have been helping its developers build and deploy Web services and
clients for Amazon.com for close to four years now [32].
2.8 The Future of Web Services
The future of Web services is related with the future of Web because Tim Lee, who
invented the WWW, has said that the next stage of the Web will be around data
not text (HTML (text), XML (data)). Many of the more significant aspects of the
distributed system are not available yet, for example security, routing, transaction-
setc. These features will be rolled out over time with standard SOAP headers. The
unusual growth of the WWW has given developers and researchers the ability to
easily and cheaply distribute electronic documents to international audiences [14].
The next generation of the Web is addressing some of the disadvantages of the
current Web, and is trying to find the best solutions for the more difficult Web
searches e.g. exact matches on text strings embedded in Web pages. The future
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of Web has to be achieved as an extension and evolution of the existing Web, as
it is not possible to substitute the entire thing and begin again. The solutions for
application-to-application communication difficulties have to be taken from Internet.
Microsoft is energetically working on a group of higher-level services known as
Global XML Web services Architecture (GXA). GXA is a set of technologies that
aims to make Web services appropriate for application integration across platforms
and over the Internet. Most GXA specifications are proposals for SOAP headers,
which provide other features of the enigma. Web services developers are intending
to aim the enormous global network of the Web, established for human interaction,
at entirely new goals. Software-oriented interactions will automatically perform
processes that beforehand required manual intervention. For example searching
and buying goods and services at the best price; streamlining business procure-
ment, billing, and shipping operations; and organizing travel tickets and restaurant
timetables for given information [14, 74, 75].
The Web services of the future will be truly providing information, content,
and updates targeted to specific customers. Anytime and anywhere service will
be possible, delivered on platforms ranging from wireless to traditional PCs and
notebooks. Additional interfaces such as Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) for
lower bandwidth wireless connection will be used and maximized. All elements of
corporate and customer knowledge bases will be linked and leveraged to permit
organizations to complete service profile of the customer in every interaction [75].
Web services are part of the Web’s future and they are being developed by
the largest computer corporations almost entirely in terms of standards bodies.
So, in addition to everything else, Web services developers must learn some basic
familiarity with the major players because if they do not understand the institutional
context of the relevant standards, they will find it hard to enact or to judge standards
compliance [76].
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2.9 Summary
This chapter has presented the key point about SOC, in that it involves extended,
loosely coupled activities among two or more independent business partners. Such
activities can be thought of as business processes that engage several services in
a manner that brings about the desired business outcome. Adopting SOC has the
potential to bring about decreased programming difficulty and expenses, lower costs,
quicker time-to-market, new revenue streams and improved operational efficiency.
In addition, this chapter has presented a survey of Web services, which are fast
becoming an important technology in the evolution of distributed computing over
the Web. Their technologies are rapidly changing, and a long list of additional
features and functionality is required to complete the vision. Web services allow
applications to be integrated faster, more easily and more cheaply than ever before,
and they can influence the data independence of XML to solve EAI problems, both
outside and inside the firewall. The basic Web services standards SOAP, WSDL, and
UDDI are immediately useful for many applications, such as publishing interfaces to
automated business processes, bridging disparate software domains, and connecting
wireless customers for Web purposes.
The next chapter presents the key points about VLEs, which are a form of e-
learning software packages that enable online interactions of various kinds to take
place between teachers and students. It presents an outline of the literature on VLEs
and their benefits. The architecture, challenge and functional and non-functional
requirements of VLEs are also described in this chapter, as well as the main aspects
of the evaluation of VLEs. The main features and tools of VLEs are described in
detail together with the benefits, criteria and limitations of OSSs generally, and why
they are used. The Future of VLEs is mentioned in the end of this chapter.
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Virtual Learning Environments as
E-learning Systems
Objectives
• To provide an overview of the literature on VLEs and its benefits.
• To focus on architecture and challenges of VLEs.
• To describe the main aspects, features and tools, and the future of VLEs.
• To give an overview on the benefits, criteria and limitations of OSSs.
3.1 Introduction
Using the Internet to enhance e-learning has become a trend in modern higher
education institutes. E-learning platforms are increasingly becoming a significant
part of the strategy for delivering online and flexible e-learning [77]. At present,
an explosion is occurring in the demand for e-learning all over the world. The next
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generation of e-learning needs to provide greater dynamism and flexibility to support
today’s increasingly pressurized e-learning requirements [78, 79].
E-learning systems are a group effort, where educators, administrators, and all
users from a variety of other areas of expertise come together in order to serve a
community of learners [80, 81]. E-learning offers institutes a number of benefits,
such as access anytime and anywhere. VLEs are a form of e-learning software that
enable online interactions of various kinds to take place between teachers and stu-
dents. In order for current and future generations of personalized VLEs to improve
learning efficiency and effectiveness, there are essential requirements that have to be
realized. In the last decade, a number of VLEs have been adopted and developed
by universities [82, 83, 84]. There are more than 250 e-learning packages and more
than 45 of them are Open Source Software (OSS) as in Table Table 3.4 [82, 85, 86].
This chapter presents an outline of the literature on VLEs and their benefits. The
architecture, challenges and the main aspects of evaluating VLEs are also described
on this chapter. The main features and tools of VLEs are described in more detail
in this chapter, together with the benefits and limitations of OSSs and why they are
used. The future of VLEs is mentioned at the end of this chapter.
3.2 Virtual Learning Environments
Nowadays, many researchers and developers have tried to use the emerging com-
puter and communication technologies to establish effective learning and teaching
environments [87]. VLEs offer a number of benefits for institutes such as anytime,
anywhere access, improved motivation, better integration of information and com-
munication technology tools, opportunities for independent learning, and increased
parental engagement [80, 85, 88].
Production service VLE systems are a form of e-learning software. They are a
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set of integrated learning tools designed to support a student’s learning experience
[79]. The principal tools of a VLE package contain online support for teachers
and students, curriculum mapping, Internet links to outside curriculum resources,
student tracking, and electronic communication [82, 88].
3.2.1 The Definition of Virtual Learning Environments
VLEs are computer applications that facilitate online teaching and learning. They
are e-learning systems that support a range of learning contexts, ranging from con-
ventional, classroom implementation to off-line or online learning, and distance
learning [88]. VLEs are essentially websites that provide various basic functions
deemed valuable in the learning process. Usually, a number of tools and navigation
aids are provided, with the aim of placing any online educational materials into
a clear, organised structure. The environment provides students with easy access
to online courseware, questionnaires, communication tools, course documents, and
lecture notes [80, 89].
VLEs are a set of teaching and learning tools designed to support a student’s
learning experience by including computers and the Internet in the learning process.
The scenario of VLE software is that it runs on a server which can be accessed from
anywhere with an Internet connection. The Europe Wide has defined VLE, and this
definition seems to reflect a perception that VLEs can be [85]:
‘Facilitators of changes in education and pedagogy towards more learner
centred approaches, enhancing interactivity in learning [and] helping con-
structional knowledge building’.
The Joint Information Systems Committee has also defined VLEs, and this def-
inition seems the most widely accepted [85]:
‘A VLE is an electronic system that can provide online interactions of
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various kinds that can take place between learners and tutors, including
online learning’ [85, pp.8].
In the beginning, VLE software packages were seen as primarily of interest to
the area of e-learning but they are now seen as having a wide range of applications
in traditional institutes. This view has been shaped by factors such as [89],
1. The growing number of staff and students with access to the Internet.
2. Learning, teaching and quality issues.
3. The desire to make more effective use of IT infrastructure in universities.
4. The needs and challenges of teaching more students in larger groups.
This is echoed by [90], which has defined VLEs as follows:
‘VLEs are learning management software systems that synthesise the
functionality of computer-mediated communications software (e-mail, bul-
letin boards, newsgroups etc) and on-line methods of delivering course
materials (e.g. the WWW). To date, several different packages have ap-
peared from both leading commercial vendors and university-based projects.
Other systems are currently under development’ [90, pp.3].
VLEs are increasingly seen as important tools by higher education institutes,
as VLEs contain many components for both learners and educators, who can then
participate in a wide variety of online interactions, particularly but not exclusively
online learning [85, 86]. Most British Universities will be using VLEs to support
at least some of their teaching and learning within the next few years. Qassim
University in Saudi Arabia therefore needs to develop its expertise in this area for
competitive reasons as well as any other perceived benefits. VLEs are also seen as
increasingly useful for collaborative projects, even with other universities [80, 89].
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3.2.2 The History of Virtual Learning Environments
Following the emergence of the Internet in the early 1990s, many systems have
been developed to exploit its benefits. Since the middle of 1990s, educators have
witnessed the appearance of e-learning systems such as VLEs whose purpose it is to
provide tools in order to support teaching and learning across the Internet. In the
last decade, a number of VLEs have been adopted and developed by universities;
many educators want to take this opportunity to capitalise on the benefits offered
by the Internet to support their own teaching tools [82].
VLEs are a new development and there is therefore not a great deal of history
about them. In recent years, they have been becoming increasingly popular, and
the introduction of several online learning companies has helped with this steady
progression of VLEs. Nowadays, VLEs are quite popular amongst universities and
the Open University is a perfect example; its system is named Moodle. At the end
of 1980’s and towards the middle of 1990’s, educational technology developments
in the UK developed from Open Learning, through to Computer Assisted Learning
(CAL), which included software and hypertext on CD-ROM and file servers [91].
3.2.3 The Benefits of Virtual Learning Environments
As with any technology used in teaching and learning, VLEs have no intrinsic ed-
ucational value in themselves. The way in which online courses and activities are
designed and delivered can add value and increase effectiveness. The main reason
why VLEs have become so popular and embedded in many institutions is that be-
cause there are actual and quantifiable benefits to be gained from the use of this
technology. Ever increasing student numbers is one obvious aspect of Higher Edu-
cation where VLEs can help. They can maintain good communication and there are
opportunities for automated assessment. In terms of widening participation, VLEs
can support and offer resources to, for example, part time students who cannot
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travel to the institute campus all the time. Below are some commonly perceived
advantages and disadvantages of using VLEs [80, 88, 92, 93].
Advantages
1. There are many advantages of using VLEs for the learner and indeed for the
institution.
• Tutors can use them to manage courses such as tracking student progress,
making announcements, issuing timetable information, setting, receiving
and marking assignments, creating multiple choice tests, and so on.
• They also offer huge advantages to the universities and their staff, as they
allow them to upload files onto the system for everyone to access; this
saves them having to attach documents to e-mails and then sending them
to the class.
2. Both the educator and the student can enjoy the privacy of their home envi-
ronment. The Internet provides cheap and easy access to information sources
of huge diversity. Interactivity is offered on a large scale and variety, and this
technology even provides drills and exercises for basic skills [77].
3. VLEs enable interaction between students and instructors almost free of time
and location constraints [88].
4. VLEs enable the benefits of integrating individual and group learning facilities,
and Web services will offer this for VLE systems.
5. Easy online delivery of materials and easy to use for students and lecturers.
6. Offers flexible support for educators who do not need to be in a fixed time or
place to support and communicate with students.
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7. Has the potential for new ways of learning and teaching such as active and
independent learning, which make use of online communication, online assess-
ment and collaborative learning.
8. Makes education available to the wider population [88].
9. VLEs are used for a whole host of things that both teachers and students need:
• Manage studying by using the online calendar.
• Students can submit their work and know when the deadline is.
• If students miss a lecture, they can get the slides on the VLE.
• Contact important people such as admin, lecturers, instructor, etc.
Disadvantages
Although VLEs offer many advantages for teachers, students and institutes, they
also have some limitations, and we will mention some of them as follows:
1. Both teachers and learners need training in order to be able to use a VLE. As
with every new technology, it takes some time to learn and gain confidence.
2. VLEs can be a dumping ground for material not designed for delivery online.
3. Copyright, legislation and accessibility of materials need to be considered.
4. Online support must be carefully planned and learning materials can become
outdated.
5. VLEs are expected to become more sophisticated and this requires more staffs.
6. Hundreds of articles, long lists of links, and high-resolution pictures and videos
all delay accessibility and lower satisfaction levels.
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3.2.4 The Architecture of Virtual Learning Environments
There is no consistent stranded architecture for VLE systems. All the available
architectures depend on the kind of VLE product and the institute’s requirements.
Therefore, there are no particularly significant differences between them and every
product has similar tools, and activities. The differences lie in the institute’s require-
ments and some universities integrate one or more VLE product with each other,
such as Oxford University which has integrated two OSS learning environments,
Bodington VLE and Moodle [94], which are slightly different from each other.
In this section, we will mention two VLE architectures as examples used by some
universities. As shown in Figure 3.1, VLEs act as a gateway to online learning, to
support features, and to technical specifications tools, and these are shown below.
The diagram is based on the one circulated widely in Autumn 1999 by BECTa, and
its main purpose is to position VLE as a sub-system within the range of information
systems and processes that a college’s e-learning environment includes [95].
Figure 3.1: VLE as a Sub-System within the E-learning Environment
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As in [1], the aim is to build particularly multi-user VLEs using the understand-
ing gained from prior efforts in distributed information systems. Users experience a
direct view of a locale within much larger and contiguous VLEs, as in Figure 3.2.
Users are able to move in a continuous environment from one position to the next.
The VLE functions as hyperlinks to web pages and other Internet-deliverable services
that can be viewed via the client embedded in a Croquet frame. Authenticated Users
would be able to see and interact with each other while their client caches data about
a locale and renders the scene in real-time.
Figure 3.2: User-experience Architecture [1]
Interactivity servers are fundamentally long-lived Croquet clients, and admit con-
nections from all clients for a VLE position to maintain transient or non-cacheable
objects. Since the Interactivity server goes back up the list of users in their posi-
tions to new visitors, it has been accepted as the norm for authenticating a user’s
identity and supporting gathering credentials. The Worldbase servers distribute dig-
itally signed, cacheable, authoritative data objects describing long-term persistent
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aspects of any position within the VLE, and a network locator for each position’s
Interactivity server.
3.2.5 Functional and Non-Functional Requirements of Vir-
tual Learning Environments
Whilst an initial investment of time is needed to establish and configure VLEs, the
implementation of the system should reduce administrative workload and free up
teachers’ time for teaching. Table 3.1 displays some functional and non-functional
requirements of VLEs [89].
Table 3.1: Functional and Non-Functional Requirements of Virtual Learning Envi-
ronments
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3.2.6 The Main Aspects of Evaluation for Virtual Learning
Environments
It is important to evaluate the existing VLE systems in order to select the most
suitable one that meets the future needs (requirements and specifications) of an
academic institution. The next chapter explores this in greater depth, evaluating
Moodle against some other well-known VLE products, but here we outline and four
carefully selected criteria, which will be used to make that evaluation, as in Table
3.2 [89, 90].
Table 3.2: The Main Aspects for Evaluating Virtual Learning Environments
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3.2.7 The Challenge of Virtual Learning Environments
Using the Internet to support teaching or learning has become increasingly popular
in education institutions all over the world. However, the majority of VLEs face
some challenges and they are still limited to the dissemination of teaching materials.
Neither have the strengths of the Internet been fully exploited nor have the functions
been fully utilized, for instance, supporting autonomous, exploratory, interactive
and collaborative learning. Nevertheless, many developers have attempted to use
the emerging computer and communication technologies to create effective learning
and teaching environments [87].
The next generation of VLEs could address the limitations of the current on-
line systems by providing a richer social context for online learning [96]. Existing
e-learning systems have failed to provide support for the deeper interaction and col-
laboration necessary to realize a community based learner-centred pedagogy. These
current systems have also failed to fully benefit from the powerful graphics and sim-
ulation capabilities of modern computers. Current e-learning systems are designed
primarily as centralized server architectures and have scalability problems that limit
their use for large-scale cross-institution collaboration [1, 96].
Another challenge that faces VLEs is to identify and maximize the pedagogical
possibilities that distinguish it from traditional classroom learning. This is the
challenge of using VLEs for highly productive e-learning and avoiding the temptation
of merely replicating the traditional classroom, and instead, of focusing on realizing
the teaching and learning experiences that VLEs invite and make possible. Like
distance learning itself, VLEs are neither a substitute for nor a complete departure
from the traditional classroom, but a compelling extension and development of that
architecture and its pedagogies.
As in [97], VLEs try to capitalise on two existing active areas of development.
The first is an SMS text messaging extension, which is used to support personal-
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ized messaging. The second is a Bluetooth-based communications service, named
BlueZone, which is used to complement SMS text messaging in order to present an
alternative communications platform to learners. The combination of these technolo-
gies supports a unified and charge-effective delivery mechanism for communicating
with university undergraduates on a large scale.
VLEs should not be designed in a vacuum, rather they should match students’
needs and desires as closely as possible, and be adaptable during course progression.
Therefore, as in [90, 97], there are a number of challenges within higher education
that VLE developers should consider:
1. Increasing student numbers.
2. Automated assessment.
3. Widening participation.
4. Improved access to limited resources.
With enormous quantities of diverse learning materials, teachers and students
still feel that retrieving and integrating educationally relevant learning materials in
VLEs is a challenging assignment. Two significant matters that are often raised are
how to increase the degree of relevancy among retrieved learning materials and how
to deal with the heterogeneity of varying data sources [80].
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3.3 The Main Features and Tools of Virtual Learn-
ing Environments
VLEs enable teachers to build resources fast and without the need to develop tech-
nical skills. They provide an integrated set of Internet tools, which allow the fast
upload of materials and offer a consistent look and feel that can be customised by
the user. VLE tools are criteria-based, and they enable developers to evaluate and
select the most suitable VLE product. No single product can possibly meet all
these criteria, and the most suitable within a specific context may not be perfect for
interface, technical, functional, or cost reasons. Table 3.3 describes the tools and
features that should be considered if a VLE is to facilitate a complete learning and
teaching experience [98, 87, 90, 93, 99].
Table 3.3: The Main Features and Tools of Virtual Learning Environments
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3.4 Open Source Softwares
OSS is the acronym for Open Source Software, which is becoming widely adopted
by educational institutions. Programmers use source codes as a language to cre-
ate software and these codes are open source, meaning that they are available for
everyone. OSS uses source codes that are unrestricted and freely available by down-
loading from the Internet. There are hundreds of OSSs already available, ranging
from simple email software to WWW servers (Appache) and full operating systems
(Linux). OSS is an emerging issue for all education and training sectors across the
world [79, 2, 100].
3.4.1. What is Open Source?
There is increasing interest in the existing applications of OSS in institutes in both
the public and the private sectors. OSS is defined as a licensing agreement that
requires the source code to be available and distributed with the program itself.
Depending on the exact license, users are unable to take the code and make it a
part of a closed source software package. In closed source, users get a working
program, but they are not able to access the code and see how it is written or make
any modifications. In contrast, OSS means that users are free to download, use,
modify and even distribute it under the terms of GNU [79, 100]. OSS has essential
features such as free re-distribution, available as code for everyone and modification
or derivation of other software from it [100].
3.4.2. Open Source Server
The structure of an open source server is as in Figure 3.3. This server provides open
online communities for educators and learners [2].
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Figure 3.3: Structure of Open Source Platform [2]
3.4.3. The Criteria of Open Source Software Packages
Open source does not just mean access to the source code. The distribution terms
of OSS have to comply with the following criteria [101, 102, 103]:
1. Source Code
All VLE platforms have source codes, but some of these are OSS codes, which allows
developers to modify and distribute them under license. Deliberately encrypted or
confused source code (closed) is not enabling because programs cannot be developed
or modified. In OSS, the aims are to make evolution and modification easy.
2. Integrity of the Author’s Source Code
The license can limit OSS from being distributed in modified form only if the license
enables the distribution of patch files with the code for the aim of modifying the
program at build time. This license should be clear to authorize developers to work
and distribute the source code.
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3. No Discrimination against Persons or Groups
The license should not distinguish against any group and person. In order to get the
maximum advantage from the process, the maximum variety of persons and groups
should be equally qualified to contribute to open source. So we prohibit any open
source license that locks anybody out of the process.
4. Distribution of License
The rights attached to the program have to apply to all to whom the program
is redistributed without the need for execution of an additional license by those
parties. This clause is intended to ban closing up software by indirect means such
as requiring a non-disclosure agreement.
5. Free Redistribution
The license should not limit any party from selling or giving away the software as
a component of a total software distribution containing programs from a number of
different sources. It should not require a royalty or other charge for such sale.
6. No Discrimination against Fields of Endeavour
The license must not limit anybody from making use of the program in any area of
endeavour. For example, it may not limit the program from being used in business,
or from being used for genetic research.
7. License Must Not Restrict Other Software
The license should not put limitations on other software that is distributed along
with the licensed software. For example, the license must not insist that all other
programs distributed on the same medium must be open-source software. Distribu-
tors of OSS make their own choices about their own software.
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3.4.4. The Limitations of Open Source Software
The use of OSS is, for most organisations, the most effective way to reduce costs
and improve system reliability and security. With OSS, institutes can take control
of their computer resources and manage their IT future. Nevertheless, there are
several disadvantages for OSS, as follows [100, 102, 2]:
1. OSS is against the principles of commerce.
2. It is against human nature to work for nothing. Development is usually only
done by hackers and students.
3. Restricted choice; in every area of software, there are many of choices for
different commercial packages, but rarely are there more than one or two
open-source options.
4. Nobody controls development. Anybody can change the software, which even-
tually becomes unstable and insecure.
5. There is no one to turn to for support.
6. When the lead developer leaves, the project dies.
7. Open-source projects eventually splinter, just like Unix.76.
3.4.5. Indicative List of Open Source of E-learning Systems
There are more than 250 platforms of e-learning and more than 45 of them are OSS,
as in Table 3.4. The best known of these are Moodle, Ilias, Eduplone, Claroline,
SAKAI, WebCT and Bscw, and they have wide developer communities and present
robust arguments for considering open source as a straight and potentially feasible
competitor to commercial products. One OSS of particular note, which has emerged
to meet the growing interest in open-source platforms, is Moodle [86, 98, 104].
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Table 3.4: Indicative List of Open Source Management Systems
No Name of Product Author/Sponsor/developer Country License






3 Bodington University of Leeds UK BSSL
4 Bazaar 7 University of Athabasca Canada -
5 CHEF University of Michigan USA GPL
6 Caroline 1.4 Universit Catholique de Louvain France GPL
7 CassWeb 2.0 University of California Los Angeles USA GPL
8 Coursework Stanford University USA -
9 dokeos dokeos Belgium GPL
10 eClass.Net Tulane University USA BSD
11 eConf University of Namur Belgium GPL
12 Eduzope/Eduplone Coalition (Infrae, Plone, others) Europe GPL
13 eLecture Online
Lecturing System
Christian and Thomas Lang Austria -
14 Eedge 1.2 Chuck Wight (University of Utah) USA GPL
15 eTutor University of Ottawa Canada GPL
16 Fle3 University of Art and Design
Helsinki
Finland GPL
17 Freestyle Learning University of Mnster Germany -
18 GANESHA Anma Formation France GPL
19 H2O Project Harvard Law School USA GPL
20 Ilias University of Cologne Germany GPL
21 Interact Christchurch College of Education New
Zealand
GPL
22 ILE Brad Cox USA BSD
23 ICR:Internet
Course Reader





Jones Advisory Group USA -
25 KEWL University of Western Cape South
Africa
-
26 LearnLoop IT university in Gothenburg Sweden GPL
27 LogiCampus Tap Internet & Tarrant County Col-
lege
USA CL
28 LON-CAPA Michigan State University USA GPL
29 .LRN MIT/Heidelberg USA/Ger GPL





Western New England College USA GPL
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32 MmerDesk 1.5.3.1 Ionstream Finland GPL
33 MnITS Internet
Teaching System
Daniel Bartholomew USA GPL
34 Moodle 1.8 Martin Dougiamas Australia GPL
35 OpenCourse Paul Jones USA GPL
36 O-LMS University of Utah USA -
37 OpenUSS University of Mnster Germany GPL
38 Segue Middlebury College USA -
39 Shadownet University of Missouri-Columbia USA GPL
40 Spaghettilearning.com- Italy GPL
41 STeam Univeristy of Paderborn Germany -
42 TextWeaver San Diego State University USA LGPL
43 Uni Open Platform FernUniversit?t in Hagen Germany GPL
44 WBT-Master Graz University of Technology Austria GPL
45 Whiteboard Todd Templeton USA GPL
3.5 The Future of Virtual Learning Environments
The increasing dependence on e-learning systems for learning and education through
technology (today the Internet, tomorrow Digital Television) will promote further
challenges to the universities in their traditional marketplace. By investing con-
trolled resources into the future development of VLEs, institutes will be best placed
to deliver learning into the next decade, as in Figure 3.4. Therefore, Web services
will play an important role with this future to enhance VLE products [3, 87, 103].
One useful way of thinking about how learning environments might develop is
to look at current trends in Internet technologies, and at a visual representation, as
in Figure 3.4. VLEs should be modular to make future development of applications
more easy and cost-effective. At the same time, the development of future teacher
training should be based upon the same principals as are foreseen for future educa-
tional and training practices: general monitoring, reflection and research of emergent
practices (especially of successfully incorporating technology), and individual and
flexible delivery of courses and other services [3, 105].
The future of VLEs will develop high-quality pedagogical standards and method-
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Figure 3.4: The Future of VLEs - The Visual Version [3]
ologies to support the users (teachers and students) online in relation to state-of-
the-art pedagogical and didactic methods and content matters in the light of future
teaching. In addition, OSS will enable the future of VLEs to make integration of
generative tools, such as visualising, mind-mapping, collaborative design tools and
digital libraries, all with archive capabilities. However, it is necessary to take the
needs of current teachers and students into account before more extensive innova-
tions can be incorporated [3, 106].
Currently, advances in academic computing, including the ubiquitous deploy-
ment of high-connectivity, have finally made it feasible for educators to shape the
new media in transformative ways. A persistent, unified, massively multi-user and
self-organizing virtual environment for learning, which capitalises on the rich collab-
orative capabilities of open-source technologies such as Croquet, is what is needed to
take e-learning to the next plateau, enabling online ‘interactivity’ in a constructivist
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sense e.g. ‘interactivity’ that is synonymous with vital, self-organizing communities
of practice [96].
Dynamic OSS provides social interaction, and thus facilitates online commu-
nities. More and more online communities will come into view around the globe.
Teachers should not hesitate to create and maintain their Web presence to help their
learners to build computer and information literacy [2].
3.6 Summary
This chapter has described the main aspects of VLEs, especially in higher education
institutes. The time is now right for educational institutions to incorporate the
power of visualization technologies into the online academic area. The main reason
why VLEs have become so popular in many institutions is that there are actual
benefits to be gained from the use of the technology. There are many reasons
why institutions are turning to OSS, but scalability and flexibility are particularly
significant. Scalability enables institutions to use OSS with as many users as they
like without incurring bigger license fees. Flexibility is because institutions can
choose to develop the OSS to meet their particular needs. Especially in developing
countries, it is now time to narrow the information gap by setting up more OSS for
educators and learners.
The next chapter is important because it focuses on the system that this thesis
will use and apply in its approach. This system is Moodle and this chapter gives
an overview of the literature on the reasons for choosing Moodle, and the history,
limitations and architecture of Moodle. The most important section in this chapter is
the comparative study between Moodle and other VLE products. Also, this chapter
presents the tools and activities of Moodle and concentrates on an assignments
module as a specific area of study.
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Chapter 4
A Comparison of Current VLE
Features
Objectives
• To produce a comparative study between VLE features.
• To present the literature on Moodle as a selected platforms including its ar-
chitecture, benefits, and tools.
• To focus on the reasons for choosing Moodle platform.
• To concentrate on the assignments module as a specific area of study.
• To produce websites that are using Moodle all over the World.
4.1 Introduction
Nowadays, there is an increasing demand for methodologies and technologies, espe-
cially, for e-learning. E-learning has been defined as interactive learning in which the
learning content is available online and provides automatic feedback to the student’s
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learning activities. While recognizing that the world at large will continue to use
terminology in different and often ambiguous ways, the term of Virtual Learning
Environments (VLEs) is used to refer to the ‘online’ interactions of various kinds
that take place between learners and tutors [107, 108, 83, 89].
There are already more than 250 providers of commercial e-learning and more
than 45 of them are open-source e-learning offerings, as in the previous chapter.
Perhaps the best known of these are Moodle, Ilias, Eduplone, Claroline, SAKAI,
WebCT and Bscw. They have wide developer communities and present convinc-
ing arguments for considering open source as a realistic alternative to commercial
products. One open-source project worthy of note, which has emerged to meet the
growing interest in open-source platforms, is Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic
Learning Environment (Moodle) [83, 85, 86]. Moodle is designed around peda-
gogical principles, namely a social constructivist philosophy using the collaborative
possibilities of the Internet [109]. Moodle is free Open Source Software (OSS), which
means that users are free to download, use, modify and even distribute it under the
terms of GNU [107, 83, 85, 110].
This chapter is structured as follows. A comparative study between VLE features
is presented in Sections 2, which is the most important section in this chapter. In
Section 3, a literature review of Moodle as a selected platform is presented, including
the reasons for choosing Moodle together with its limitations, the architecture of
Moodle and explains most of its components. Sections 4 and 5 focus on the VLE
tools of Moodle and an assignment activity respectively. Section 6 describes some of
the websites that are using Moodle across the world. Finally, the summery of this
chapter is in Section 7.
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4.2 Comparative Study of VLE Products
An important resource for higher education, especially universities, is VLE, which
has been enhancing students’ progress with high quality learning around the world.
This section will propose a suitable e-learning system to consider it as a specific area
of study through a comparative study of the most well-known e-learning systems.
It is an important to make a comparison study between VLE products to select
the suitable one and test it with our approach and also explore their strengths and
limitations. This comparative study is in two phases. The first phase is based on
the features and capabilities of VLE tools, and the second is based on the technical
aspects of the systems of VLEs.
4.2.1 Comparative Study Based on Features and Capabili-
ties of VLE Tools
VLEs have many features and capabilities such as forums, content management,
quizzes with different kinds of questions, and a number of activity modules. Moodle
has an additional number of contributed modules, including SCORM WebQuest
and the Document Management System [111]. In this section, we have selected
10 VLE products, including Moodle, to make comparisons between them, and our
first comparison is based on the features and capabilities of VLE tools. I am very
thankful to the EduTools website [112], which lists more than 80 VLE products and
has performed a comparison of 42 VLE features and capabilities, as in Table 4.1.
Our comparison focuses on two kinds of products. The first is commercial e-
learning systems and comprises Desire2Learn 8.1, ANGEL Learning Management
Suite (7.1), TeleTOP Virtual Learning Environment, The Blackboard Learning Sys-
tem (V7) and Scholar360. The second is OSS and comprises LON-CAPA, Sakai
2.3, dotLRN/OpenACS, ATutor 1.5.4 and Moodle 1.8. The comparison has two an-
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swers, Y or N. Y means the product has the feature and N means the product does
not. Table 4.1 displays information about the ten VLE software packages used in
the first comparison. VLE Tools are criteria-based products that enable developers
to evaluate and select the best VLE product. No single VLE product can possibly
meet all these criteria and may not be the best for interface, technical, functional,
or cost reasons. These criteria are described in Table 4.2 [83].
Table 4.1: General Information about the Selected Products
VLEs as an e-learning system have many features and capabilities. For simplicity,
we have divided these features and capabilities into three phases, which are Learner
Tools, Support Tools and Technical Tools, as in Table 4.2. Chapter 3 ‘Virtual
Learning Environments As E-learning Systems’ has more details about these tools.
Table 4.2 lists the features and capabilities of VLE tools that we have used in our
comparison in this chapter.
4.2.1.1. Learner Tools
This phase contains three kinds of tools: Communication Tools, Productivity Tools
and Student Involvement Tools. Each Learner Tool has some features and capa-
bilities as in Table 4.2. As we can see in Table 4.3, the comparison between the
VLE products is based on Learner Tools. Four products are shown to be the best
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Table 4.2: Summaries of the Features and Capabilities of VLE tools
with almost the maximum number of features - 15 out of 16 features or capabili-
ties of Learner Tools. These products are Moodle, Desire2Learn, ANGEL Learning
Management Suite, and Sakai.
The LON-CAPA and dotLRN/OpenACS products have the minimum features
and capabilities of Learner Tools, missing 5 out of 16 Learner Tools. TeleTOP
VLE and The Blackboard Learning System have missed 2 out of 16 Learner Tools.
Overall the best OSSs are Moodle, which missed 1 out of 16 Learner Tools.
Table 4.3 contains Learner Tools, which have many features and capabilities,
and in order to understand what they mean, please refer to Chapter Three ‘Virtual
Learning Environments as E-learning Systems’ where we explained them. We also
list them in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.3: The Comparison between Selected VLE Products based on Learner Tools.
4.2.1.2 Support Tools
These tools contain three kinds of tools: Administration Tools, Course Delivery
Tools, and Content Development Tools, and all of these tools have features and
capabilities.
As we can see in Table 4.4, this comparison between the VLE products is based
on Support Tools. In this phase, all products have all features and capabilities
except Scholar360, TeleTOP Virtual Learning Environment and The Blackboard
Learning System (V.7). This means that Moodle and the other remaining products
are strong on Support Tools.
The Learner Tools in Table 4.4have many features and capabilities, and to un-
derstand what they mean, please refer to Chapter Three ‘Virtual Learning Environ-
ments as E-learning Systems’. We have also listed them in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.4: The Comparison between Selected VLE Products based on Support Tools.
4.2.1.3 Technical Specifications Tools
These tools contain two kinds of tools: Hardware/Software Tools and Pricing/Li-
censing; all kinds of Technical Specifications Tools have some features and capabili-
ties, as in Table 4.5. The costs feature is different from other features because if the
product has no cost, it means that product has an advantage and we will calculate
it as Yes (Y). For example, in Table 4.5, Moodle has two N and we calculated N of
cost as Y, so in the final score Moodle has missed just one feature.
As we can see in Table 4.5, the comparison between the VLE products is based
on Technical Specifications Tools. In this phase, the best product is ATutor 1.5.4,
Moodle 1.8, Scholar360 and The Blackboard Learning System, which missed only
1 out of the 8 Technical Specifications Tools. The weakest product is LON-CAPA,
which missed 5 out of the 8.
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Table 4.5: The Comparison between Selected VLE Products based on Technical
Specifications Tools.
The Technical Specifications in Table 4.5 have many features and capabilities,
and to understand what these features and capabilities mean, please refer to Chapter
Three ‘Virtual Learning Environments as E-learning Systems’. We have also listed
them in Table 4.2.
4.2.1.4 The Final Result of the Comparison between the Ten
VLE Products
From Table 4.6, we can see the final result of the comparison between the ten VLE
products. The best product is Moodle 1.8, which has missed just 2 out of 40 features
and capabilities, and the second products are Desire2Learn 8.1, ANGEL Learning
Management Suite (7.1) and Sakai 2.3 equally, which have missed 3 out of the 40.
Also, Moodle is the best of the OSS products. The weakest product is LON-CAPA,
which has missed 10 out of the 40.
We use the GraphPad Prism software to analyse, graph and present scientific
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Table 4.6: The Final Result of the Comparison between Ten VLE Products.
data of VLE products because it is a powerful combination of basic biostatistics,
curve fitting and scientific graphing in one comprehensive program. It has been
dedicated to creating software exclusively for the international scientific community.
More than one hundred scientists in over one hundred countries rely on Prism to
analyse, graph and present their scientific data. Since 1984, created by scientists for
scientists, Prism’s intuitive programs have provided researchers worldwide with the
tools they need to simplify data analysis, statistics and graphing [113].
Figure 4.1 shows the comparison between the ten products of VLE systems. The
total features are 40 but no product has reached this number. In Figure 4.1, P1, P2
etc mean the VLE product as mentioned in Table 4.6 respectively.
As in Figure 4.1, the best VLE product is P10 (Moodle 1.8), which has 38 out
of 40 features and capabilities, and the weakest is P1 (LON-CAPA), which has 30
out of the 40. P10 (Moodle) has 38 out of the 40 features and capabilities and is
the number 1 out of the 10 VLE products. It is number 1 out of the OSS products,
which itself has missed just 2 out of the 40 features and capabilities.
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Figure 4.1: The Total Features of the Ten VLE Products
4.2.2 Comparison Based on Focusing on the Technical As-
pects of the VLE Systems
In this session, the comparison between the systems is based on technical categories.
All VLE systems will be compared with the Moodle system as part of our study.
As in our literature review, we have selected four studies focusing on this kind of
comparison.
4.2.2.1 First Study
As in [114], Moodle has limitations, notably it lacks SCORM support, and its roles
and permissions system is limited. However, these limitations can be fixed, and are
part of the project roadmap in Moodle site.
Table 4.7 reveals that ATutor, while strong in features and usability, has serious
architectural limitations, and although some features in ATutor warrant further
investigation, it may be that candidates will opt for Moodle.
ILIAS, while promising, has a complex architecture with tight coupling that is
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Table 4.7: Comparison based on focusing on the technical aspects of the VLE sys-
tems
hard to work with and debug. The code is new, and lacks maturity. The developer
community of ILIAS is small outside the core team. Nevertheless, some features in
ILIAS deserve to be reviewed before opting for Moodle.
Moodle has a good architecture, implementation, inter-operability, and inter-
nationalization, and also has the strength of the community. It is free and its
accessibility is average. On the other hand, it has limitations, as mentioned above.
4.2.2.2 Second Study
Table 4.8 shows the comparison between 4 products of VLE systems. The compari-
son is based on categories as [115] determined. This study has proved that Moodle
outperforms all other systems and scored 4.467 out of 5. In contrast, Boddington
gained the lowest score, at 2.439.
Moodle has nearly the maximum score because it has many of the features ex-
pected from an e-learning platform, including forums, resources, quizzes with dif-
ferent kinds of questions, and a number of activity modules. Furthermore, Moodle
is very beneficial for language teaching and learning because the interactive tools,
such as wiki, discussion forums, and quizzes, can be selectively employed to meet
the objectives of the course and to motivate students.
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Table 4.8: Comparison based on focusing on some Features and Categories of VLEs.
4.2.2.3 Third Study
In [97], the study reports that the result of the evaluation shows that Moodle has
the best rating in the adaptation category; it can be seen in Table 4.11 as the best
system concerning adaptation issues. It dominates the evaluation by achieving the
best value five times. The strengths of Moodle are the realization of communica-
tion tools, the creation and administration of learning objects, the comprehensive
didactical concepts and the tracking of data. In addition, the outstanding usability
of Moodle leads to the maximum evaluation value in the usability category. Con-
cerning the other platforms, ILIAS obtained the best values in the categories for
technical aspects, administration, and course management.
Table 4.9: Results of the Adaptation Category
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Moodle has gained the best results, especially in the specific adaptation evalua-
tion as in Table 4.9. It supports an adaptive feature called ‘lesson’ where learners
can be routed automatically through pages depending on the answer to a ques-
tion after each page. Furthermore, the extensibility is supported very well by a
documented API, detailed guidelines, and templates for programming. In addition
personalization and adaptability features are present in Moodle [97].
4.2.2.4 Fourth Study
In [116], the study reports the percentage of universities that are developing or
using e-learning frameworks. The result of e-learning survey conducted the use of
web-based learning management systems for higher education. This study discussed
with some members of the scientific community on this field in the Department of
Computer Science at the University of Oviedo.
As we can see in Figure 4.2, Moodle is the best product that has 34.55% and
the second product is WebCT/Blackboard that has 27.27%. The weakest product
is Sakai and dotLRN that have same percentage 10.91%.
Figure 4.2: Chart of use of web-based e-learning systems in Universities
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4.3 Moodle as a Selected Platform
According to the comparison study above, we have chosen Moodle as the suitable
platform for this project. In this section, we will present the literature on Moodle
including its architecture, benefits and limitations and tools, as well as we will men-
tion more reasons for choosing this platform. Moodle is the most user-friendly and
flexible free open-source courseware products available all over the world. Moodle
is a VLE that lets teachers provide and share documents, assignments, quizzes, fo-
rums, chats, etc. with students in an easy-to-learn and user-friendly interface. Moo-
dle is CMS designed to help educators who want to create quality online courses
[83, 114, 117]. It has excellent documentation, strong support for security and ad-
ministration, and is evolving towards Information Management System/Shareable
Content Object Reference Model (IMS/SCORM) standards [109]. Moodle has a
strong development and large user community and users can download and use it
on any computer they have at hand [85, 110].
4.3.1 The Definition of Moodle
An important feature of the Moodle is the Moodle.org web site, which provides a
central point for information, discussion and collaboration among Moodle users, who
include system administrators, teachers, researchers, instructional designers and of
course, developers. Like Moodle, this site is always evolving to suit the needs of the
community. Moodle is now used not only in universities, but also in high schools,
primary schools, non-profit organizations, private companies, and by independent
teachers and even home-schooling parents. A growing number of people from around
the world are contributing to Moodle in different ways [107, 83, 118].
Moodle is based on Social Constructionist Pedagogy, which is a learner-oriented
philosophy and most VLE modules are based on it. They are largely concerned with
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how course contents are delivered, in which students are involved in constructing
their own knowledge [117, 97]. The learner-oriented philosophy of learning is that
learners actively construct new knowledge by tinkering and experimenting, and they
learn even more by explaining what they have learned to others and by adopting
a more subjective stance to the knowledge being created. These ideas run parallel
to the way open-source development works, in which the developers also are often
users, everyone is free to tinker with the software and code is re-constructed or
adapted, peer-reviewed and refined by the means of open discussion [85, 79].
The attraction of Moodle is that can use on almost servers that can use PHP.
It is OSS, which means users are free to download, use, modify and even distribute
it under the terms of GNU. Moodle runs without modification on Unix, Linux,
Windows, Mac OS X, Netware and any other system that supports PHP, including
most web host providers. Data can be stored in a single database (MySQL and
PostgreSQL), but it can also be used with Oracle, Access, Interbase, ODBC and
others [107, 109, 119, 79].
4.3.2 The History of Moodle
Moodle was created by Martin Dougiamas while working on a postgraduate degree at
the Curtin University of Technology in Australia. In 2002, he was a Webmaster of a
university and a system administrator of WebCT installation. He started to develop
Moodle to solve some problems with WebCT. The original version was targeted for
small classes and a case study, but steadily many features were added by developers
and other contributors from all over the world [118, 111, 120].
Abhijeet Chavan and Shireen Pavri have said, ‘Moodle was born out of a need
to scratch an itch. Frustrated by proprietary alternatives, Martin, then a PhD
candidate in Education with a background in computer science, started Moodle
in 1999. In 2002, Version 1.0 was released. Since then, Moodle has continued to
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evolve at a rapid rate, managed by Martin and propelled by an active world-wide
community of users and developers’ [79].
The Moodle Company ‘Moodle.com’ has been providing managed hosting and
consulting services since 2003. Currently, Moodle has a large and diverse user com-
munity with over 550,000 users on this site, speaking 75 languages in 193 countries
around the world [83].
4.3.3 The Reasons for Choosing Moodle
OSS is rapidly developing, and new alternatives for non-profit organizations are
emerging and maturing. Additionally, open-source learning environments such as
Moodle are becoming widely adopted by university and educational institutions.
Managing an LMS can be a complex task. Moodle does not hide this complexity
and its detailed on-line help, examples and sensible defaults assist users in installing,
administering and using the LMS. Moodle allows users to post news items, assign-
ments, electronic journals and resources, and to collect assignments etc. The greatest
strength of Moodle is the community that has grown around the project. Both de-
velopers and users participate in Moodle’s active discussion forums, sharing tips,
posting code snippets, helping new users, sharing resources and debating new ideas
[83, 109, 117, 119, 118, 79, 121].
Thus, we have chosen the Moodle software to be the area of study and analysis.
We want to understand Moodle’s environment to explore its functionalities and
limitations in order to develop practical examples of the use of VLEs over the world.
We list here the most important reasons for choosing this package:
1. Moodle is OSS, which means users are free to download it, use it, modify it
and even distribute it under the terms of GNU [107, 83, 119, 79, 109, 122];
2. Moodle is CMS & VLE, and lets teachers provide and share documents, graded
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assignments, quizzes, discussion forums, etc. with their students in an easy-
to-learn manner and to create quality online courses [83, 85, 120];
3. Moodle can be used on almost all servers that can use PHP [79, 121];
4. The key to Moodle is that has been developed with both pedagogy and tech-
nology in mind. One of the main advantages of Moodle over other systems is
a strong grounding in social constructionist pedagogy with good educational
tools [119, 123, 2];
5. It works well with languages and is currently being used in 75 languages in
193 countries [83];
6. It has excellent documentation, and strong support for security and adminis-
tration and easy to upgrade from one version to the next[83, 85];
7. It has many user-friendly features such as easy installation, customization of
options and settings, good support/help and good educational tools [2].
8. It demonstrates the use of OSS in creating a high quality e-learning environ-
ment that incorporates many other subjects [122, 114];
9. Moodle is the LMS most often recommended of all the OSS, as well as being the
most popular. Therefore, the credibility of Moodle is very high. At present,
there are 52289 web sites from 193 countries that have registered with it [79];
10. The importance of Moodle is its good reputation according to good reports,
grade of admission and number of places, existing languages, etc;
11. Moodle should be able to be used in conjunction with other systems. It keeps
all files for one course within a single, normal directory on the server. Ad-
ministrators allow the provision of seamless forms of file-level access for each
teacher, such as SMB, FTP, and so on. Currently, there is work on more
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features planned for Moodle in future versions, such as export and import
data using XML-based formats that can be integrated visually into other web
sites. In addition, this thesis has presented a good solution for this integration,
enabling more VLEs to work together by using Web services technology;
12. Moodle runs without modification on Unix, Linux, Windows, Mac OS X, Net-
ware and any other systems that support PHP. Data is stored in a single
database: MySQL or PostgreSQL are best but it also supports Oracle, Ac-
cess, Interbase, ODBC and others [122];
13. Moodle is the core LMS for the New Zealand Open Source Virtual Learning
Environment project[114].
14. British Columbia Distance Learning Program [124] has recommended Moodle
and said:
‘We recommend that BC campus support a provincial implementa-
tion of Moodle for all public educational institutions at the same level
of support as currently provided for WebCT. Based on the investiga-
tions and implementations of Moodle at the local level of institutions
involved in this collaborative project, as well as a province-wide Moo-
dle pilot, we believe that Moodle is a viable alternative to WebCT as
an on-line Course Management System (CMS)’ [124, pp.1].
15. Some universities integrate Moodle with other VLE products, such as Oxford
University which has integrated two OSS learning environments, Bodington
VLE and Moodle [125], although they are slightly different to each other;
16. Itmazi [121], who is working at the Open University UK, has said:
‘According to the past review (of 58 studies of comparison and eval-
uation, Moodle is the LMS most recommended of all the packages
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of OSS, besides, Moodle is the most popular LMS of all the bun-
dles of OSS (it depends on the number of competitions times)’ [121,
pp.144].
4.3.4 The Limitations of Moodle
Moodle’s low cost, flexibility and ease of use helps bring LMS technology within
the reach of those with limited technical and financial resources. Moodle is a fine
example of how and why open source works [119]. On the other hand, Moodle has
some disadvantages and we will mention some of them, as follows:
1. OSS is only for IT experts and is too difficult for normal users to install and
use; more than 66% users of Moodle have identified themselves as teachers,
on-line learning researchers or educational administrators [79, 120];
2. Lack of simple-to-obtain support. The forum has a great deal of information,
but nearly all forums are in the English language [79];
3. It requires that someone on staff takes responsibility for making it work, you
cannot just telephone Moodle technical support;
4. Although good with languages, some developments may be needed for vigor-
ous handling of MathML and enhanced tracking features. Still, this program
receives a high recommendation [114, 120];
5. The Moodle website states that the steps required for getting Moodle up and
running on a web server are very simple, but in practise this is not the case.
There have been many problems that we have had to overcome, which required
a technical understanding of the underlying technology and the way it all hangs
together [122].
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4.3.5 Architecture of Moodle Sites
The strength of Moodle is its simple, but solid design and architecture developed
by Martin Dougiamas. The architecture of Moodle sets an excellent foundation,
following good practices of low coupling and high cohesion, which the other LMSs
fail to achieve. This yields a system that is simple, flexible and effective and easily
accessible to developers [83]. Figure 4.3 illustrates the architecture of the Moodle
site and its components.
Figure 4.3: Architecture of Moodle Sites
Moodle is a huge VLE software and it is difficult to focus on all parts in this
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chapter. Therefore, we will focus on the most important components, as in Figure
4.3, and these components are:
4.3.5.1. Main Screen
This screen is the main page of the Moodle site, and the administrator can control
this page by the Front Page button as in igure 4.4. This screen has choices that
the administrator can offer Moodle’s users; options such as site administration,
categories, courses, calendar and upcoming events, as well as the option to write an
introduction.
Figure 4.4: The Main Screen
4.3.5.2. People
The different kinds of users in any VLE platform and especially in Moodle are de-
scribed in Table 4.10. These users need especial authorization depending on their
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level in Moodle. For example, an administrator has the full permission to do any-
thing in the Moodle site and can control users and courses.
Table 4.10: The Users in Moodle Software
The authorization for users in Moodle is divided into six levels, as in Figure
5.9. Every user has some level of permission that Moodle permits, and Figure 5.9
displays this permission in percentage terms. Administrator has 100% and can do
anything in the site. In contrast, Guest has just 10%, such as looking at available
courses and sharing in general forums.
4.3.5.3. Activities
Moodle contains a wide range of activity modules, which are activity modules, re-
source types, and open source and they can be used to build up any type of course.
In activity modules, there is assignment module, which will be the area of focus
for our study. The study is aimed at analysing and evaluating the current Moodle,
focusing on assignment activity to explore its functionalities and limitations as in
Section 9 in this chapter. All these activities are under course in the Moodle archi-
tecture, as in Figure 4.3. These activities are described in Section 8 of this Chapter
in more details.
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4.3.5.4. Web services
Web services are a new technology and they have made important contributions to
knowledge, especially to the e-business field. Therefore, it is important to use this
technology in non-profit organizations such as e-learning. This thesis has succeeded
in using Web services together with VLE platforms, by using Moodle as a case study.
Chapters 5 and 8 have more information on how to use this technology with Moodle.
4.3.5.5. Administration
Administration has many tools related to course, as in Table 4.11. An administrator
can control the course through the administration tools but can only control these
tools by the permission granted. In our example, all these tools appear for the
administrator in the administration site, as in Table 4.11.
Table 4.11: The Tools in Administration Form in Course in Moodle Sites
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4.4 Virtual Learning Environment Tools of Moo-
dle
This section presents the main tools of Moodle, which are activity modules, resource
types, and open source. In activity modules, there is assignment module, which will
be the area of focus for our study. The study is aimed at analysing and evaluating
the current Moodle, focusing on assignment activity to explore its functionalities
and limitations. In Section 4.9 in this chapter, we will discuss assignment activity
in more detail. All these activities are under course in the Moodle architecture, as
in Figure 4.3. These activities are:
4.4.1 Activity Modules
Moodle contains a wide range of activity modules that can be used to build up any
type of course. These activities provide a central point for information, discussion
and collaboration among Moodle users. The current activates as in version 1.8 are
as follows [83]:
Assignments: The assignment module enables a teacher, in a simple way, to allow
students to upload and prepare any digital content for grading. In Section 4.9, we
will focus on assignment activity and go more deeply to discover all its features.
Chats: These allow participants to have a real-time synchronous discussion via the
web. This is a useful way to get a different understanding of each other and the
topic being discussed.
Choices: These enable teachers to ask questions, and they specify a choice of
multiple responses.
Forums: These are where the most discussion takes place between users. Here are
some of the advantages and disadvantages of forums as in Table 4.12:
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Table 4.12: Advantages and Disadvantages of Forums in VLEs
Glossary: This allows participants to create and maintain a list of definitions, like
a dictionary, and enables teachers to export entries from one glossary to another
within the same course.
Journal: This is private between student and teacher and each journal can be
directed by an open question. For each particular journal, the whole class can be
assessed on one page in one form. In journal, it easy to publish ideas, can set up
group blogs, pupils can help each other [122].
Lesson: This delivers content in an interesting and flexible way. It consists of a
number of pages; each page normally ends with a question and a number of possible
answers.
Quizzes: This module allows the teacher to design and set quiz tests, consisting of
multiple choices, true/false and short answer questions. Quizzes can allow multiple
attempts and they are automatically marked, and the teacher can choose whether
to give feedback or to show correct answers.
Resources: These contain information that the teacher wants to bring into the
course.
Wikis: This enables documents to be authored collectively in a simple markup
language using a Web browser. ‘Wiki wiki’ means ‘super fast’ in the Hawaiian
language, and it is the speed of creating and updating pages that is one of the
defining aspects of wiki technology. The Moodle Wiki module enables participants
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to work together on web pages to add, expand and change the content.
4.4.2 Resource Types
Moodle, as any VLE system, supports a range of different resource types that allow
users to insert almost any kind of web content into courses, and these resources are
under course [83].
Text Page: This is a simple page written using plain text. A number of formatting
types are available to help turn plain text into attractive web pages.
HTML Page: It is easy to develop a complete single web page within Moodle,
especially when users are using Moodle’s WYSIWYG HTML editor.
Files and Web Pages: These allow users to link any web page or other file on
the public Internet as well as any web page or other file that users have uploaded
into the course files area from their own desktop computer.
Directory: This can display a whole directory (and its subdirectories) from the
course files area. Students can then browse and view all of those files.
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4.5 Assignments Module
Firstly, some general information about the Assignment Module will help understand
how to apply its concepts. It gives teachers an easy-to-use method for their students
to upload digital content for grading of for storing on their hard drives, such data
can be submitted quickly in response to an assignment such as essay, audio, video,
etc. It does not necessarily require uploads. Teachers can create offline assignments
to remind their students of real-world assignments that they need to complete.
Assignment can be used to record grades online for activities that do not have an
online component[83, 126]. The main screen of assignment is as in Figure 4.5:
Figure 4.5: The Main Screen of Assignment Module in Moodle
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4.5.1 Assignment Types
Assignment type allows teachers to grade various types of student submissions.
There are four standard assignment types as in Figure 4.6:
Figure 4.6: Assignment Types in Moodle
4.5.1.1 Offline Activity Assignment
This is useful when the assignment is performed outside Moodle; it could be some-
thing elsewhere on the web or face-to-face. Students can see a description of the
assignment but cannot upload files. Grading works normally, and students receive
notifications of their grades [83].
4.5.1.2 Online Text Assignment
Teacher/Student can edit a text using the normal editing tools. Teachers can grade
them online, and even add in-line comments or changes. This kind of assignment
gives the user more options, as in Figure 4.7.
Figure 4.7: Online Text Assignment Type in Moodle
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4.5.1.3 Upload Single File Assignment
This type of assignment allows each participant to upload a single file, of any type.
This might be a Word processor document, or an image, a zipped web site, or
anything they have been asked to submit. Also, this kind of assignment gives the
user more options as in online text assignment, as in Figure 4.8.
Figure 4.8: Upload Single File Assignment Type in Moodle
4.5.1.4 Advanced uploading of files
This type of assignment allows each participant to upload one or more files in any
format such as Word documents, images, web sites, and zipped files and so on. Par-
ticipants may also enter notes describing the submitted files, progress status or any
other text information. Submission of this type of assignment must be manually
finalized by the participant. Users can review the current status at any time; unfin-
ished assignments are marked as Draft. Users can revert any ungraded assignment
back to draft status. Also, this kind of assignment gives the user more options as in
online text assignment, as in Figure 4.9[83].
Figure 4.9: Advanced Uploading of File Assignment Type in Moodle
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Assignment activity has one main class containing four main standard assignment
classes (in version 1.8). Assignment is an activity under course and this means that
users cannot access this activity without accessing the course, as in Figure 4.10.
A course has many activities (as in Section 4.8.1 earlier in this chapter) and the
assignment is one of them.
Figure 4.10: The Architecture of Assignment Module in Moodle
The above diagram illustrates all the main classes within the assignment model.
The main class (assignment base) has 55 functions. The sub-classes (assignment
uploadsingle, assignment online and assignment offline) have 5, 3 and 8 respectively.
Also, there are two other sub-classes (backuplib and restorelib) that have 11 and 7
functions respectively.
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4.6 Websites are using Moodle all over the World
Moodle has a large and diverse user community with over half a million registered
users on this site alone, speaking 75 languages, and currently 41906 Moodle sites
from approximately 200 countries have been registered [83, 110]. Table 4.13 shows
50 countries, chosen from those 200 countries, that have sites and have registered
with Moodle.
Table 4.13: The number of websites using Moodle in some countries around the
world.
The highest number of sites using Moodle is in the United States of America,
where there are more than 10979 sites. In Spain and the United Kingdom, there
are more than 3905 and 3876 sites respectively that have installed and are using
Moodle. In contrast, in Yemen there are only 6 sites using Moodle. Figure 4.11
illustrates Moodle on a map of the world. We can see from this map that Moodle
is concentrated in Europe and the United States.
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Figure 4.11: Moodle Sites that have registered with Moodle across the world.
4.6.1 Moodle in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Education in Saudi Arabia has been increasing over recent years, and therefore an
increasing number of institutions have been adopting e-learning systems. Figure
4.12 demonstrates the increasing use of the Moodle system in Saudi Arabia over the
last six years.
Figure 4.12: the increasing use of Moodle in Saudi Arabia over six years
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This chapter has mentioned the VLE systems in Saudi Arabia. The use of Moodle
was relatively limited in Saudi Arabia and there were just 16 sites in 2003, but now
in 2008, more than 80 sites have registered with Moodle, as in Table 4.14.
Table 4.14: The Moodle Sites in Saudi Arabia in 2008.
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4.7 Summary
This chapter has presented a comparison study between VLE features. According to
a comparative study of the most well-known VLE systems, we have chosen Moodle
as a suitable VLE system to consider it as a specific area of study. It is an important
to make a comparison study between VLE products to select the suitable one and
test it with our approach and also explore their strengths and limitations. This
comparative study is in two phases. The first phase is based on the features and
capabilities of VLE tools, and the second is based on the technical aspects of the
systems of VLEs.
In this chapter, we have presented the literature on Moodle including its ar-
chitecture, benefits, limitations, tools and the reasons for choosing this platform.
Moodle is a kind of LMS and it is now widely used all over the world by schools,
institutes, universities, companies and independent educators, and home-schooling
parents. The software of Moodle allows users to download and use it on any com-
puter device including web hosting, and it can scale from a single-teacher site to
a more than 50,000-student-university site. Moodle has a large and diverse user
community with over half a million registered users, speaking 75 languages in 193
countries.
In the next chapter, we will introduce the technical requirements for an SOC-
based VLE (Moodle) by highlighting the requirements (functional and non-functional)
for VLEs (Moodle) based on Web services. In the beginning of this chapter we will
give a brief summary on distributed systems and distributed VLE systems. The
main part of this chapter contains Web services for Moodle and the scenario of




Requirements for SOC Based on
VLE (Moodle)
Objectives
• To introduce the technical requirements of SOC-based VLE (Moodle).
• To give a summary on distributed systems and the distributed system of VLE.
• To illustrate an example of Web services for Moodle.
• Requirements For VLEs (Moodle) based on Web services.
5.1 Introduction
Before determining an assignment program, we need to determine exactly what its
technical requirements are. Technical requirements are a list of technical aspects that
need to be satisfied before something is possible, such as requirements for running
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Moodle. Here, the technical aspects of Moodle are of two types: functionality and
non-functionality requirements.
Functionality requirements reflect the principle that architects should design,
for example, a building based on the purpose of that building. They are a part of
the answer to a question about why some object or process occurred in a system,
which evolved through a process of selection or was designed with some goal in
mind. On the other hand, non-functional requirements specify criteria that can be
used to judge the operation of a system rather than specific behaviours, such as
performance-related issues, reliability issues, and availability issues [127, 128].
This chapter briefly describes a production of technical requirements for an
SOC-based VLE (Moodle) by highlighting the requirements (functional and non-
functional) for VLEs (Moodle) based on Web services. At the beginning of this
chapter we give a brief summary on the distribution systems of VLEs. Web services
for Moodle are presented in Section 4. The main part of this chapter is technical
requirements for VLEs (moodle) based on Web services including some examples.
5.2 Distributed System
Nowadays, Distributed Systems (DSs) are becoming more attractive both in industry
and academia. The DS has evolved a great deal during the last three decades, and
the spread of the Internet has made the area central for the development of modern
software. DSs, such as grids, mobile agent systems, and large-scale clusters are
gaining in popularity in every aspect of our lives. The development and testing of
a DS is difficult and takes more time than the development and testing of Non-DS,
which run on a single computer. In addition, a DS often has real-time constraints
that increase the testing difficulty of such a platform [129, 130, 131].
A DS is a computer processing network where different parts of a program are
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run simultaneously on one or more computers that communicate with each other.
It contains a group of independent computers, connected through a network that
allows these computers to organize their activities and share the resources over the
network, thus browsers see the system as single, integrated computing. A DS works
by dividing up one huge task into smaller pieces that can be processed at the same
time but independently. It is the opposite of a centralized system because although
a centralized one communicates with other computers, it appears to users as being
a single, huge store of shared data, software and hardware [131, 132, 133, 134].
[131] defined Distributed System as:
‘A distributed computer system consists of multiple software components
that are on multiple computers, but run as a single system. The comput-
ers that are in DS can be physically close together and connected by a local
network, or they can be geographically distant and connected by a wide
area network. DS can consist of any number of possible configurations,
such as mainframes, personal computers, workstations, minicomputers,
and so on. The goal of distributed computing is to make such a network
work as a single computer’ [131, pp.13].
Today, DS is everywhere from WWW through interconnected banking systems
to the network of computers in a modern aircraft. Therefore, this shift from single
server environments to global DS presents a great challenge in terms of defining and
enforcing appropriate computing policies. Nevertheless, providing good mechanisms
for these systems has many advantages, and these are [129, 130, 131, 132, 133]:
1. Sharing Resources: the ability to use any hardware, software or data anywhere
in the system.
2. Performance: using DS enables better performance instead of using single
processor solutions.
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3. Fault Tolerance: faults happen with hardware and software, and networks fail.
DS can maintain availability even at low levels of hardware/software/network
reliability. It is achieved through recovery and redundancy.
4. Openness: this is concerned with extensions and improvements of DS.
5. Scalability: the adaption of DS to accommodate more users and respond faster.
The system can easily be expanded by adding more machines as needed.
As DS has many advantages, it also has some shortcomings and challenges that
have faced developers and researchers in developing and deploying DS. These short-
comings and challenges are [129, 131, 132, 134]:
1. Security: private communications over public networks can allow others to
observe the data and therefore change it. Database fragments need to be
secured, and as DS is not centralized, remote sites must also be secured.
2. Economics: increased complexity and a more extensive infrastructure mean
extra labour costs.
3. Complexity: engineers have the added burden of ensuring that the distributed
nature of the system is transparent, and that they maintain multiple disparate
systems, instead of one big one. In addition, they must build in extra database
capacity to account for the disconnected nature of the database.
4. Location, location, location: placing data and computation for effective re-
source sharing, and finding it again once you put it somewhere.
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5.3 The Distributed System of Virtual Learning
Environments
The use of IT in learning and teaching in higher education institutions has increased
significantly in recent years. Therefore, there are strong strategic drivers that VLE
should become fully embedded into everyday learning and teaching practice, instead
of only in traditional e-learning. This movement towards e-learning systems is not
yet fully in place. So, the major challenges are to retain learners within education,
and to encourage a wider group of learners to engage in higher education. One of the
approaches that has been taken to meet these challenges is to use DS to encourage
closer working and cooperation between higher education institutions [134, 135].
DS as a popular, essential, important and powerful computing paradigm will take
a place in meeting these challenges and will support the large-scale use of learning
systems. In parallel with and subsequent to DS, SOC as an example of DS has
evolved with, for example, Web services [134, 135]. Our strategy, as in Figure 5.1,
is aimed to extend the core idea behind VLE (Moodle) tools, which are gradually
dominating academic institutes. The fundamental contribution that we are aiming
for is to build a VLE (Moodle) around Web services concepts.
Web services, as an example of SOC, support the integration of software applica-
tions in an incremental way, using existing platforms and languages that utilize and
adopt existing legacy systems. VLEs are one of the emerging domains that require
to be extended to SOC. Web services techniques such as service composition, de-
scriptions, registrations, discovery and binding has opened a gate for collaborative
VLE services that are flexible, widely distributed and effective. In order to prove
the concept, we have selected a service (courses and assignments), provided by a
well-known VLE product (Moodle).
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5.4 An Example: Web Services for Moodle
Nowadays, the e-learning environment has more than 250 commercial e-learning
platforms, and more than 45 OSS offerings, as in the previous chapter. Of these
latter ones, the more well known are Moodle, Ilias, Eduplone, Claroline, SAKAI, We-
bCT and Bscw; they have wide developer communities and present strong arguments
for considering open source a straight-forward and potentially feasible competitor to
commercial products. One open-source project of particular note, which has emerged
to meet the growing interest in open-source platforms, is Moodle [83, 85, 86].
Moodle is a web based CMS and VLE designed around pedagogical principles,
namely a social constructivist philosophy using the collaborative possibilities of the
Internet [109]. It lets teachers provide and share documents, graded assignments,
quizzes, discussion forums, etc. with their students in an easy-to-learn manner and
to create quality online courses. Moodle is a free OSS, which means users are free to
download, use, modify and even distribute it under the terms of GNU [107, 83, 110].
The goals of Web services are to standardize the roles, terminology, concepts,
message exchanges and the WSDL needed to express the notification components,
and to provide a language to describe topics. In meeting these goals, the Web
services specifications must explicitly address the functional requirements of its cus-
tomers. Therefore, it is important that a Web services framework is augmented so
that the functional requirements of a Web service can be determined at run-time,
and so that customers are bound to a service that best meets their functional re-
quirements as well as their non-functional requirements, which we will describe at
the end of this chapter.
This study proposes Web Services Matching and Selection (WSMS) system as
an extension of the existing Web services framework, which enables a collection of
functional and non-functional service requirements at run-time, the usage of col-
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lected data in discovery, binding, and the execution of Web services, as below in
Figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1: The Proposed Architectural Extension Based on Web Services for VLE
WSMS as in the top left of Figure 5.1 gives more flexibility to controlling the
connecting operation and obtaining the optimal service between consumer and ser-
vices. The most important advantage of this system is that it reduces the selection
services by using the attributes of both consumer and service, and it then offers the
optimal one to the consumer. Thus, this system is a friendly and easily accessible
mechanism for the discovery and selecting of services, and thereby has built trust
between the consumer and services communities. In addition, this section proposes
WSMS based on the UML modelling approach for Web service requests and offers,
as below in Figure 5.2 [136].
WSMS system suggests the new extension of Web services structural design,
which keeps data around the collection of Web services and frequently explores
these services to collect data about their functional and non-functional requirements.
WSMS system collects and analyses information to deduct additional requirements
of the service. Some of the major modules of WSMS system and their functions and
requirements are described below in brief, and this system will be explained more
deeply in Chapter 7 [136].
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Figure 5.2: UML for representing Web service offers and requests
This system starts with the discovery of a service by a potential user, and a
correspondence is established between the objectives of the consumer and the ca-
pabilities of the service. An application does not need to discover all the available
services matching a set of requirements and specifications, it just needs to find one
that is good enough in terms of features and quality. By basing discovery on meeting
a specified quality of service requirements, we decrease irrelevant outcomes, thereby
improving the payoff of the discovery computation[4].
WSMS system has used the environment of ponder language policy, which pro-
vides a common means of specifying security policies that map onto various access
control implementation mechanisms for firewalls, operating systems, databases and
Java. In addition, it supports obligation policies that are event-triggered condition-
action rules for the policy-based management of networks and distributed systems.
Ponder can also be used for security management activities such as registration of
users or logging and auditing events for dealing with access to critical resources or
security violations [137]. Chapter 7 has more information about the Ponder policy
and how WSMS applies this policy to be suitable for Moodle based on Web services.
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5.5 Requirements for Virtual Learning Environ-
ments (Moodle) Based on Web Services
Web services are applications that allow for requests from other systems across the
Web through vendor-neutral communication technologies, and that enable any net-
work to interact. Web services began by evolving and operating in an exceedingly
intelligent and dynamic way; they comprehend the context of every request and cre-
ate results based on each particular situation. Web services perform their processes
based on the user’s location, identity, reason, and preferences for a request[138].
This section highlights the functional and non-functional requirements of course
and assignment activities in a Moodle system. Certain features are taken from
course and assignment tools and are integrated into Moodle activities that allow for
the integration and upload of a single file, online text or offline assignment. They
also allow advanced uploading of files and resubmitting, determine maximum sizes,
allow comment inline and permit non-standard assignment types.
5.5.1 Functional Requirements
A functional requirement is the principle that an architect should design a project
based on the purpose of that project. They are a central aspect of the reasons why
some objects and processes occur in a system that has evolved through a process
of selection and was designed for a particular targets. This requirement indicates
functionality in specific bulleted items about what exactly a certain service accom-
plishes. Service operations, methods, actions etc, must be defined in terms of what
part of the functionality it provides [127, 128].
As in the top left of Figure 5.3, WSMS involves discovering a set of semantically
equivalent services by filtering a number of available services based on service meta-
data, and selecting an optimal service based on real-time during previous executions
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of a service. WSMS has some functional requirements that enable a user to find the
optimal service, and these requirements are related to Web services using some main
elements and attributes. These functional requirements are as below:
Figure 5.3: Web Services in Multi Moodle Platforms
5.5.1.1. ComplexType
WSMS not only receives basic data types and returns single values, but it can also
create complex data types to allow different structures to be passed to and from
the server. In this section, a more complex data type is created to return more
details about courses and assignments in two schools (Ajlan’s High School (AHS)
and Saudi School in Leicester (SSiL)). We have in every school many complexTypes
such as Course, Assignment, AssignmentGradesInput, AssignmentGrade, Student,
UserDataInput, UserDataOutput, and UserCounts. This section will focus on two
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5.5.1.1.1. ComplexType for Course
Complex data type for course has an array that is a data structure consisting of a
group of elements that are accessed by indexing. Each element has the same data
type and the array occupies a contiguous area of storage. Most languages array a
complex data type so as to return more and complex details [138].
Variables can store a series of related values by using an array, and in some
situations store a single value. Figure 5.4 shows the course details that have been
chosen from both schools (AHS and SSiL). The course has many details and we
have chosen the necessary information, which is id, full name, summary, start date,
assignments count, students count, category and school.
Figure 5.4: Complex Data Type for Course
5.5.1.1.2. ComplexType for Assignment
Assignment activity is what one activates under course, and which gives both teacher
and student a flexible way to achieve homework successfully. Figure 5.5 shows the
assignment details from both schools (AHS and SSiL). The assignment activity has
many details and we have chosen the necessary information, which is ID, name,
description, assignment type, resubmit and grade.
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Figure 5.5: Complex Data Type for Assignment
The course and the assignment, as in Figure 5.5 and 5.4, are the names of the
complex data type. The array defines all the elements that will combine to form the
course and assignment type. In this case, each of the items is a basic type, but we
can nest complex types within each other, or use more advanced types like arrays.
5.5.1.2. Register Service
The second requirement works to register the functions in the server class in Nu-
SOAP, and we have until now 9 functions as in Figure 8.7. Figure 5.6 shows the
registration of the getCourses function and the other functions are in Appendix B1.
Figure 5.6: Register getCourses Services in Server
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5.5.1.3. Data Source
The data source requirement is responsible for connecting with the database and
obtaining the required data for the course and assignment module. This service has
9 functions as in Figure 8.7. This section has only one function that connects with
the databases, as in Figure 5.7, which is for AHS.
Figure 5.7: Courses connects with database (SQL)
5.5.1.4. NuSOAP
NuSOAP is an important requirement that enable us to generate WSDL files for
services by registering our functions in the NuSOAP server. Introducing Web ser-
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vices to Moodle is one of the main objectives of our study, and recently, Moodle
developers have been facilitating the discussion about the development of Web ser-
vices. The best way to deliver Web services to Moodle is through the NuSOAP
approach. Allowing the NuSOAP package to dynamically generate applications can
help a great deal with debugging or adding new service methods. NuSOAP is a
good choice for creating and consuming PHP SOAP services for reasons that will
be explained in Chapter 8.
NuSOAP works as an x-UDDI registry and generates WSDL files. Therefore,
it provides information about every service that has registered with it. For ex-
ample, the getCourses function has the details, as in Figure 5.8, when registered
with the NuSOAP server. For more information about other functions and their
WSDL, please visit http://ajlan-alajlan.com/nusoap/complex server.php#, as well
as Chapter 8 has more details on how NuSOAP generates WSDL files.
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5.5.1.5. Matching and Selection System
As in the top left in Figure 5.3, WSMS gives the user the ability and flexibility to
search in the service registry, and to match all services that meet user needs. The
important advantage of this system is that it reduces the selection service by using
some attributes of both consumer and service in order to offer the optimal one to
consumer. These attributes depend on a few requirements: location, name of course,
name of school, number of services and time.
Selection mechanism is part of the WSMS system, which works with policy lan-
guage to state and find the optimal service, and by offering only the best services, a
user can select the optimal one; the selection that best matches his/her requirements.
After the user has found the services, the binding services are enacted, which means
how the user connects to, and interacts with, a suitable Web service after it has been
found in the service registry. Binding happens between the service provider and the
service requestor when the user finds his/her service from the service registry.
5.5.2 Non-Functional Requirements
Non-functional requirements specify criteria that can be used to judge the opera-
tion of a system, rather than specific behaviours, and these usually include flexibility,
security, trust, changeability, extensibility, reliability, availability and accessibility
issues. These non-functional requirements come into play when Web services are
constructed and deployed. This section details the non-functional requirements that
are required when both schools (AHS and SSiL) use Web services, and these require-
ments are:
5.5.2.1. Flexibility
Flexibility has become one of the more strategically competitive tools and is usually
a prerequisite. It refers to the availability of alternative resources. These resources
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may have diverse parameters, especially those related to physical and operating sys-
tems. Typically, flexibility is one of the major advantages of using Web services,
which are a set of protocols based on XML/SOAP over HTTP. The service is acces-
sible using SOAP, which offers more flexibility to developers because they can use
the technology that they are most comfortable with [139].
Web services and related techniques have opened a wide door for e-learning
services that are flexible, widely distributed and effective. WSMS, as an extension
of Web services, offers the most flexibility and functionality by using the features
of Web services. It provides teachers much more flexibility than traditional systems
because it allows educators at different institutions in different countries to work
together and share material by connecting individual courses together, which are
hosted on different VLEs. Therefore, 10 educators at different institutions that
teach the same course and can share assignments, chat, etc, and communicate with
each other. At the same time, WSMS gives all users more flexibility by availing
them many advantages and some of them as below and the others in Chapter 8:
• To search in all schools (here, AHS and SSiL) that register with WSMS.
• To display all courses and assignments in all schools by school and other cat-
egories in order to help users to choose the courses that best suit their needs.
• User can search by date (he/she can specify period and get the courses or
assignment or both in this period
• User can search by teacher.
5.5.2.2. Security
Security is a serious issue that every developer must be concerned with when writing
applications. It is always a concern for developers and becomes more of an issue the
more publicly available an application is. It is no different when working with XML.
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In many cases, it becomes more of an issue because XML documents are sent to and
received from remote sources. It is therefore important that the data can be trusted
before being processed. Security specifies how well a service provides confidentiality
and non-repudiation by authenticating the parties involved, encrypting messages,
and maintaining access control. A service provider can provide different security
levels and mechanisms depending on the service requester[140]. WSMS security
framework has to enable the following points [25, 140, 138]:
5.5.2.2.1. Authentication
Authentication is for the benefit of administrators, teachers, students and guests.
WSMS knows the parties that are already logged into the system and enables them
to access their school directly without logging in every time. It enables users to
obtain the data they need, such as names of the schools that register with WSMS,
number of courses in each school, activities, teachers and students, and so on.
Persistent and transient authentication of authorship of data is necessary for
important software packages, especially for banks and e-learning platforms. Thus,
WSMS has the ability to identify users and give them permission for their security
level, as in Figure 5.9.
5.5.2.2.2. Authorization
The authorization process is used to decide if user, device and program is allowed
to have access to data or service. Authorization is the principle of enabling access
to computer resources only for administrator, teacher, student and guest. It is a
process that defends computer resources by just enabling those resources to be used
by resource clients that have been granted authority to use them.
The authorization in WSMS is divided into five levels: administrator for WSMS,
administrator for schools, teacher, student and guest. As in Figure 5.9, every level
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has some permission that WSMS has permitted to their users. For example, an
administrator for WSMS has 100% access and can do anything in the WSMS site,
but an administrator for schools has only 75% access although he/she also has 100%
access to related schools and can do anything there, as in Figure ?? in Chapter 4.
Figure 5.9: The Levels of Authorisation in WSMS
5.5.2.2.3. Confidentiality
Confidentiality is ensuring that information is accessible only to those authorized to
have access, as in Figure 5.9. WSMS has provided confidentiality for its users by
giving them the ability to access with same login details. Every user can see the
information about all schools, but he/she cannot necessarily access those schools;
users can access their own school as a normal user in their school.
5.5.2.3. Trust
Trust is confident reliance. We may have confidence in people, events, or at least
in our beliefs, but if we do not rely on them, our confidence alone does not amount
to trust. This requirement determines the specifications for secure messaging mech-
anisms to facilitate trust relationships in diverse Web service environments. For
a secure communication between two parties, both parties must exchange security
credentials using a specification.
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Using the basic SOAP, WSDL, UDDI and HTTP framework for Web services,
users can engage in secure communications. When a request containing security
tokens arrives at a service as a SOAP message, Web services trust requires that
the message prove a set of claims, such as name, key, and permission. Otherwise,
the service will deny the request or ignore the message. To validate a request, the
service must have a trust engine that [4]:
• Verifies that the claims match the requirements of the service’s policy,
• Verifies that the signature proves the attributes of the claimant, and
• Verifies that the security tokens are trusted to issue their claims. As an al-
ternative, a trusted intermediary may verify the requester by simply asserting
the requester’s identity.
WSMS must have security that is sufficiently strong enough for all schools around
the world to trust it. Exchanging data over the Internet can be dangerous and prone
to fraud or being lost. Therefore, we are increasing our efforts to combat fraud on
the system with a variety of programs. We are also making sure our disclosures
about cooperating with law enforcement bodies allow us to respond to increasingly
sophisticated fraudsters and criminals. We are using messages to authenticate users
if, for example, they are using an unfamiliar computer in order to prevent fraudsters
from abusing users’ accounts.
5.5.2.4. Changeability
The Web is moving from being a collection of pages toward a collection of services
that interoperate through the Internet. Therefore, changeability is necessary for the
existing systems but handling change is a fundamental problem in software engineer-
ing. Evolutionary development has been proposed as an efficient way of dealing with
risks such as new technology and imprecise or changing requirements. Therefore,
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WSMS resolved risk at an early stage by incrementally evolving the system towards
completion instead of relying on the traditional approach. It designs and main-
tains open-ended architecture for the success of evolutionary software engineering
processes [141].
WSMS is open source and free, and this enables developers to make changes
under the terms of the GNU license. This has engendered a high level of trust for
developers so that they can update and build new technologies. It has also given
schools good reason to trust this system and to publish services, especially their
secure services such as grades.
5.5.2.5. Extensibility
Extensibility is the ability to add new features to an existing program without
disturbing any existing code. Extensibility, as in [4], is:
‘It is a system design principle where the implementation takes into con-
sideration future growth. It is a systemic measure of the ability to extend
a system and the level of effort required to implement the extension.
Extensions can be through the addition of new functionality or through
modification of existing functionality’ [4, pp.111, 434].
WSMS has the ability to extend and add more features in the future. Using the basic
SOAP, WSDL, UDDI and HTTP frameworks for Web services makes extensibility
easier and allows for new functions and modifications to be added to the existing
functionality. For example, houses can be built with future extensions in mind to
enable the owner or a new owner to make the extension easily without destroying
any other parts. Currently, WSMS deals with two schools and both are using the
Moodle platform, which is OSS. These kinds of platforms enable users to freely
download, use, modify and even distribute them under the terms of GNU.
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5.5.2.6. Reliability
Reliability is an important requirement, and is the ability of a system to perform
and maintain its functions in routine circumstances, as well as in unexpected cir-
cumstances. Reliability measures how often a service meets or exceeds its advertised
capabilities, typically specified as inversely proportional to the service’s number of
failures per time interval [4, 140].
The IEEE defines it as:
‘Reliability is the ability of a system or component to perform its required
functions under stated conditions for a specified period of time’.
5.5.2.7. Availability
Availability is a measure of whether a service is present and ready for immediate
use, or likely to be ready when it is needed. It can be specified as the probability
that the service is available, or specified in terms of the particular times it is usable
or, alternatively, the times when it is under repair [4, 138].
For example, a school might update its courses and assignments and the service
might be unavailable during this time. The WSMS system cannot match with
services that are not available in the databases of schools. As in Figure 5.7, the
function getCourses can only connect with a database that is available if it is to
obtain all the courses in AHS.
The advantage of WSMS is that it immediately makes a course or assignment
service available when a teacher creates a course or assignment. This enables users
to discover new services at once in both schools (AHS or SSiL).
5.5.2.8. Accessibility
Accessibility is a quality measure representing the likelihood that a service can satisfy
a request at a given point in time. A service might be available but inaccessible due
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to network traffic or busy. For example, a Web service submitting assignments to
deadlines for a large university might be inaccessible because of a high demand from
student applications trying to submit assignments. WSMS has a high accessibility,
which it achieves by moving users to the nearest service or to the server does not
have a high demand from students. Building scalable systems that can serve requests
consistently despite variations in volume is the target of WSMS to be sure that users
can get their requests without any delay or unavailable service [140].
5.6 Summary
This chapter has presented the key points about the production of the technical
requirements for SOC based on VLE (Moodle). Functionality requirements are the
principle that architects should design something only based on its purpose. They
are part of the answer to the question about why some object or process occurs in a
system that has evolved through a process of selection or was designed for a specific
reason. On the other hand, non-functional requirements specify criteria that can be
used to judge the operation of a system, rather than specific behaviours, and these
typically include performance-related, reliability, and availability issues.
This chapter has described the technical requirements for Web services based on
VLE (Moodle). It focused on a course and an assignment services in Moodle and
on how to use its concepts to help users informally identify technical requirements
or talk with others about technical requirements using standard terminology.
The next chapter will design the architecture for a SOC based on VLE. It will
fulfil the demand for a suitable syntax for SOC based on VLE by sketching a UML for
SOC with an example. It adapts the UML metamodel as defined in the specification
document of a typical SOC. In addition, the next chapter will present the scenario of
Web services for WSMS and use JFLAP with FSM to design the states of WSMS.
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The Architecture for an
SOC-Based VLE (Moodle)
Objectives
• To present the architecture for an SOC-based VLE (Moodle).
• To describe the role of the SOC approach, displayed in a UML package.
• To examine matching for specific types by UML language.
• To present the scenario of Web services for WSMS.
• To use JFLAP with FSM to design the states of WSMS.
6.1 Introduction
Modelling has been an active area in software development over recent years. When
writing applications, from using the simplest languages to the most powerful and
complex languages, there is still the need to model. Defining a model makes it easier
to break up a complex application or huge system into simple, discrete pieces that
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can be individually studied. A model allows developers to focus more easily on the
smaller parts of a system and then to understand the whole picture.
Currently, services are one of the most important issues within the scope of
Web Information Systems (WIS) development. Therefore, there are now a number
of middleware platforms that allow the implementation of Web services and that
facilitate the service-oriented applications development. However, the need for a
solid methodological base for the development of Web services and service-oriented
applications has increased the need for modelling techniques and methods that can
guarantee quality in the development of these sorts of applications [68, 142]. The
importance of a Unified Modelling Language (UML) for data and process modelling
in SOC projects has been underplayed. It adapts the UML metamodel as defined
in the specification document for typical SOC [143, 144].
This chapter designs the architecture for a SOC based on VLE (Moodle). It
will fulfil the demand for a suitable syntax for SOC based on VLE (Moodle) by
sketching a UML for SOC with an example. It adapts the UML meta-model as
defined in the specification document of a typical SOC. In addition, this chapter
presents the scenario of Web services for WSMS and uses JFLAP with FSM to
design different WSMS states.
6.2 Unified Modeling Language
UML is a standard language for constructing, visualizing, specifying, documenting
the artefacts of software systems, and for business modelling and other non-software
systems. UML is a notation, which is graphical language with rules for creating anal-
ysis and design methods. UML represents a collection of best engineering practices
that have proven successful in the modelling of large and complex systems.
UML is a very important part of developing object-oriented software and the
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software development process. UML uses mostly graphical notations to express the
design of software projects. Using UML helps scheme teams communicate, explore
potential designs, and validate the architectural design of the software. UML is
a supporting tool for the project and design process, and involves the creation of
various graphical or text based documents [127].
6.2.1 History of Unified Modelling Language
UML began to appear between the mid-1970s and the late 1980s as a variety of
methodologists experimented with different approaches to object-oriented design
and analysis. The number of identified modelling languages increased from less than
10 to more than 50 during the period 1989 to 1994. In the middle of 1990s, new
iterations of these methods began to emerge and these methods began to incorporate
each other’s techniques, and a few prominent methods came out.
The development of UML began in the end of 1994 when the primary authors,
G. Booch and J. Rumbaugh of Rational Software Corporation (RSC), began their
work on unifying the Booch and Object Modelling Technique (OMT) methods. In
1995, I. Jacobson and his Objectory Company joined Rational to unify their efforts,
merging them with the Object-Oriented Software Engineering (OOSE) method. In
the middle of 1996, the attempts of Booch, Rumbaugh, and Jacobson resulted in
the release of the UML 0.9 and 0.91 documents.
IBM, ObjecTime, Ptech, Taskon, Softeam, Reich Technologies and Platinum
Technology joined the UML partners to contribute to their ideas, and together they
produced the revised UML 1.1 in the beginning of 1997. The focus of the UML
1.1 release was to improve the clarity of the UML 1.0 semantics and to incorpo-
rate contributions from the new partners. It was submitted to the OMG for their
consideration and adopted in the autumn of 1997 [145, 146].
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6.2.2 The Aims of UML
UML has provided developers with many advantages that have made programming
easier [142, 146, 147], and these are that UML:
1. Offers easier understanding of a system, which is the first step in either building
or enhancing a system.
2. Supplies users with a ready-to-use, expressive visual modelling language so
they can develop and exchange meaningful models.
3. Provides extensibility and specialization mechanisms to extend the core con-
cepts.
4. Is independent of particular programming languages and development pro-
cesses.
5. Encourages the growth of the OO tools market.
6. Supports higher-level development concepts such as collaborations, frame-
works, patterns and components.
7. Offers many different notations to represent dynamic behaviour, such as state
chart diagrams, sequence and collaboration diagrams.
8. Supports the principle of separation of views, which is an effective means of
controlling complexity.
6.2.3 Why Use UML?
Developers and researchers use UML language for many reasons and here we will
mention some of these reasons as follows [142, 145, 146, 147]:
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1. Software is very abstract and hard to visualize
A visual modelling language such as UML allows software to be visualized in mul-
tiple dimensions so that software can be completely understood before construction
begins. Furthermore, UML can be used to produce several models at increasing
levels of detail.
2. The production of software and to improve quality
As the strategic value of software increases for many companies, the industry looks
for techniques to automate the production of software and to improve quality and
reduce cost and time-to-market.
3. Appropriate for both new and legacy systems
UML is appropriate for both new system developments and for improvements to
existing systems. It is a fallacy that in order to use a new modelling technique on
an old system, the old system will have to be completely documented in the new
style in order for any change to take place.
4. Solve recurring architectural problems
Companies recognize the need to solve recurring architectural problems, such as
physical distribution, concurrency, replication, security, load balancing and fault
tolerance. UML was designed to respond to these needs.
5. Accommodates incremental development and re-development
UML responds well to an incremental development environment. With UML it is
possible not only to develop just the parts of the model that are required to satisfy
the new requirements, but also to demonstrate that all the codes needed to fulfil
those requirements are in place.
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6.3 The Architecture for an SOC-based VLE (Moo-
dle)
A general scheme of the e-learning system for trend modelling is here presented.
Efficient learning is a requirement for students in many subjects. Therefore, further
development of VLE is required, especially distributed applications, and these appli-
cations need to be supported by platforms such as Web services. The aspects of the
technology shared by these platforms, such as the roles of service providers, service
requesters, and service registries as well as their publish, find, and bind operations,
are conceptualized in SOC [148].
Figure 6.1: The Architecture for an SOC-based VLE (Moodle)
In this section, we discuss how VLE (Moodle) can use a new technology, which
is the Web services. The idea of this technology is that Moodle will move from
its current position, which is Client/Server (C/S), to a new position, which is Web
services technology. The model moved the current Moodle from Web application to
applying Web services. As in Figure 6.1, this model has four phases as follows:
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6.3.1. Phase I
C/S is a network architecture that separates a client from a server by using a Graph-
ical User Interface (GUI). Each instance of the client software can send requests to
a server. Specific types of servers include: application servers, file servers, terminal
servers, and mail servers. Currently, the C/S model is still used on the Web, such
as by Moodle, where a user may connect to a service operating on a remote system
through the Internet protocol suite. Web browsers are clients that connect to Web
servers and retrieve web pages for display.
Moodle depends on C/S, which is based on PHP language, and all content of
operations and codes are in the server and the client, just as with web pages, are
passed on in html. The browser requests the application that is on the server, as in
Figure 6.2. Here, we will focus on the server side, which has two parts:
1. Presentation logic: The processing (instructions, routines, etc.) required to
present data. In general, it refers to the execution of GUI such as html.
Presentation logic means how we display these objects to a browser.
2. Business logic: The piece of an application program that performs the required
data processing of the business, such as PHP [149].
Sometimes, it is difficult to determine where business logic ends and presentation
logic begins. Occasionally, the business and presentation logics are so intricate and
interdependent that they become intertwined and can be difficult to separate them.
Why should we separate Presentation Logic from Business Logic?
There are a number of reasons why separating presentation logic from business logic
is preferable, and below are the most important ones [149, 150]:
1. This technique enables the user to improve performance by optimizing the
parts separately, and allows the user to reuse the business logic with different
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forms of presentation.
2. Presentation logic and business logic do not occur at the same time. Separat-
ing them minimizes time dependency and allows for concurrent development.
Developers can work on each part independently and then integrate them later.
3. They allow separation of workforce, which is important for large organizations
with very specialized developers.
In general, it is good practice to split applications into one part containing presen-
tation and business logic that is reusable, and one part responsible for presentation
to the client as in Figure 6.2.
Figure 6.2: Client/Server in VLE (Moodle)
In the current Moodle, the separation of presentation and business logic is not
clear, as can be seen in Figure 6.3 and 6.4. They are in the same file (Moodle/ques-
tion/preview.php) and their position is in the server. As in Figure 6.3, presenta-
tion logic means how we display these objects to a browser by using the HTML
language. In Moodle, presentation logic is in the server with business logic, and
therefore presentation logics should move to the client to facilitate the process and
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improve performance as well as to reduce time dependency and enable concurrent
development. Researchers are able to work on each part independently and then
put them together later.
Figure 6.3: Presentation logic in VLE (Moodle)
Figure 6.4 displays the business logic, which has a PHP code, and is in the server
with presentation logic. It is the piece of an application program that achieves the
required data processing of the business, in PHP code, as in Figure 6.4. As we
said in presentation logic, separating presentation logic and business logic will give
Moodle and other VLE products the advantages that we mentioned above.
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Figure 6.4: Business Logic in VLE (Moodle)
Figure 6.5 proposes a framework for separating presentation logic and business
logic. It suggests that presentation logic should be in the client and business logic
in the server. The presentation logic is executed before business logic, which will
organize the code in both client and server. This will give VLE products the benefits
mentioned in the beginning of this chapter.
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Figure 6.5: Separating Presentation logic and Business logic
6.3.1. Phase II
Phase two, as in Figure 6.1, is an abstraction phase. This phase is the process
of reducing the information content of a concept, typically in order to retain only
information that is relevant for a particular purpose.
Figure 6.6: VLE after Abstraction
The UML diagram is designed to let developers and researchers view a software
system from a different perspective and in varying degrees of abstraction. The
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main aim of abstraction in VLE (Moodle) is to reduce and remove all data that is
unnecessary from the current Moodle to retain only the information that is relevant
for a particular purpose, and the result is shown in Figure 6.6.
6.3.1. Phase III
This phase is the third phase in our model, as in Figure 6.1. This phase is a
refinement, which is a fundamental design technique that has often challenged the
formal methods. It is the verifiable transformation of an abstract (high-level) formal
specification into a concrete (low-level) executable program. Model based refinement
is an important technique for ensuring efficiency, effectiveness and correctness in the
practical design of complex computer based systems [151].
Figure 6.7: Service Oriented Style, Syntax of UML for Web services, and semantics
of the Find operation, Service Description and Requester
After abstraction and retaining only data that is relevant for applying Web ser-
vices, the refinement approach should take place before the final phase. It is impor-
tant to do this phase in order to check all the data that has been taken from the
original model (Moodle).
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The roles within the Web services approach are displayed in Figure 6.7, which
defines a service as components with stereotype ‘service’. In addition, service re-
questor and service provider are interpreted as roles of components that implement
and utilize the interface of Web services. A service broker is a service that discovers
a particular interface that is signed by (?) as short for a stereotype ‘broker’, where
the descriptions can be queried by requestors and published by providers [152, 153].
A description of service is a standard UML package signed by ‘desc’, as in Figure
6.7. The above architecture specifies the service and its interface, as indicated by the
‘specifies‘ dependencies. Requestors store their requirements for a service in pack-
ages assigned by ‘req‘. The ‘satisfies‘ relation represents the fact that all required
properties are guaranteed by a description. Additionally, a ‘knows‘ represents the
fact that a component (requester or broker) has access to a certain description.
6.3.1. Phase V
This phase is the final phase in our model and it is policy-based request matching;
matching users and requests for services that are available in the service registry.
As we enable similar services to be registered simultaneously (e.g. course and as-
signment), distributed among different Moodle servers, matching policies allow the
system to assign the most convenient service to the requestor. We use conceptual
graphs to model the matching process.
Consider the module application as one part of the VLE tools, which is like an
administrator for planning and making an assignment. For ease, we have confined
the functionality to making a suitable and realistic assignment, and for this reason,
the module software connects to external assignment information systems.
When the browser’s request (admin, teacher, student or quest) has made for a
course or an assignment, the system will query all available courses or assignments
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Figure 6.8: Communication Diagram of Web services Based on VLE
in the systems (third party), and after that will choose the optimal assignment
according to the browser’s request. The requirements guide the user to a distributed
and dynamic system where novel components can be brought in by assignment
systems at run-time. Therefore, the application that is chosen is a candidate for
being realized as a Web service, as modelled with UML for Web services, as in
Figure 6.8.
The prototype stage comprises configurations of component instances that are
bound to concrete instances at run-time. In Figure 6.8, we use UML collaboration
diagrams to model most configurations. We will assign new labels to the affected
elements if a set of connections and component instances are changed during the
execution. In our example, reconfiguration operations contain the creation of new
connections among the components. The communication feature is added to the
collaboration diagram by assigning the messages to the connection symbols. We
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use numbers to define the ordering of the messages. The specification artefacts, as
service requirements and service descriptions, are necessary to allow the dynamic
service discovery of Web services [144, 152].
6.4 Matching for Specific Type
The main idea of Web services semantics is to form expressions over the terms
supported by ontology. As a formal accuracy is necessary to guarantee a dependable
matching of offers and requests, we should use formalism (Graph Transformations),
which is in line with the visual representations of ontologies. They unite a formal
rigor with a visual appeal and, especially in combination with UML notations, have
found a large number of practical applications.
Figure 6.9: Ontology for Registration of Module
The proposed technique is based on ontologies and this mechanism uses graph
transformation rules to enable the flexible formulation of new services. Figure 6.9
enhances a simple sample ontology for ‘attend course’. It provides the basic termi-
nology and is depicted as a UML class diagram [154].
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The rule in Figure 6.9 displays that student express that his/her service is able to
handle for has account in Moodle by registration and get username and password.
Figure 6.9 displays the rule that a student who is requesting a service must do
so through his/her account, having first registered with a username and password.
The rule also affirms that a Web service needs data on a module to be already
registered, together with the personal data of the student (username, password and
email). These will create a new registration (logged in by username and password)
for the specified module and a new entry in the account for this student. With this
technique, it is easy to describe all sorts of different services in this area. As real
ontologies are far bigger than in our example, many services can be described by
constructing this kind of description technique.
Figure 6.10: Provider Rules
In Figure 6.10, a graph transformation rule consists of two graphs (left and right),
which are in our example visualized by using UML object diagrams. Every object
that is present in the right hand side is newly created, and every object that is
present only in the left hand side, is being deleted. Objects that are present on both
sides are unaffected by the rule. If only one object of a type exists, it can remain
anonymous, if a distinction between different objects of one type is necessary, then
they have to carry an object identifier, separated from their type by a colon. If an
even closer resemblance to standard UML concepts is called for, it is also possible
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to encode graph transformations in UML Collaboration Diagrams [154].
Graph transformation rules provide both a description of a service and the for-
mulation of a request. The left hand side of a provider position specifies the pre-
condition of his service, i.e. the case that has to be present or the information that
has to be available for the service to achieve its task. The right hand side describes
the post-condition, which distinguishes the situation after the successful execution
of the Web service. The left hand side of the rule of a requestor position represents
the information he/she is wishing to support to the service, and the right hand side
of the rule represents the case he/she wants to achieve by using the service [154].
Figure 6.11: Requestor Matching the Specifications
In Figure 6.11 above, we can see such a rule from a requestor’s point of view.
This rule expresses that the client is able to provide information on a student (an
account and his module) and that he/she is looking for a provider; a registration
can be constructed based on this information. This means he/she is looking for an
institute, and intuitively the provider rule from Figure 6.10 should be a suitable
candidate for this request, because in this rule a registration is created [154].
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6.5 The Architecture for WSMS with two VLE
Platforms (Moodle)
The diagram in Figure 6.12 illustrates the scenario of the WSMS system for two VLE
platforms (Moodle), which are AHS and SSiL. This diagram has some components
and we will describe them only briefly in this section because we explain them in
more detail in Chapter 8.
Figure 6.12: The scenario of Web Services for WSMS with two VLE Softwares
(Moodle)
Using services in VLE, as shown in Figure 6.12, will help teachers to give their
students the opportunity to study with more confidence and to progress in their
higher education more easily and more quickly. It also encourages students to share
information with their colleagues in the same institution and also with others insti-
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tutions across the world. The proposed system also brings easy access to the teacher
and student outside official working hours, as well as reducing the administrative
burden of the curriculum through the exploitation of the means and tools.
The proposed model in Figure 6.12 has five components, which are client, provider
1 & 2 (Moodle), policy, NuSOAP and security. It offers services for Moodle as a new
activity to help students to train themselves anytime and anywhere. This section
focuses on these components as follows:
6.5.1. Client
As in the top of Figure 6.12, the proposed model has four main users, which are
administrator, teacher, student and guest. These users are described in Figure 6.13
below with their functions:
Figure 6.13: Four Users in Proposed Model (administrator, teacher, student and
guest)
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The first one is administrator who has the ability to use all functions in the
system, such as add, delete and update (teacher, student, quest, course, assignment
etc). The second user is teacher who can access specific functions and has ability to
perform some functions, such as, add, delete and update (course, assignment) to the
existing module. The third user is student who can access course, assignment and
other activates, as well as update her/his personal information. The fourth user is
guest who can view courses and share information with students in the forum, as
well as updating her/his personal information.
There are many functions that browsers with different status are able to do and
use. Each browser has a definite function that can be performed by the system.
Table 6.1 shows all the functions that are provided by our exercise system:
Table 6.1: Features of users in WSMS model
6.5.2. Provider 1 & 2 (Moodle)
Services provider is the entity that provides services to other entities. It is the owner
of the service and it is responsible for publishing a description of its service to a ser-
vice registry. It also hosts the service and controls access to it. In our example as
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in Figure 6.12, there are two service providers that are hosting in different places
(http://www.saudi-school-le.net/ and http://www.ajlan-alajlan.com/moodle/), which
are Service Provider 1 Moodle (SSiL) and Service Provider 2 Moodle (AHS). Chapter
8 has more details about these providers and their functions.
6.5.3. Policy
A policy-based technique has become a promising and often-employed solution for
managing large-scale systems networks and distributed systems. The most impor-
tant advantages of using policy-based management are improved flexibility and scal-
ability for the system [152]. The WSMS model has used the environment of ponder
language policy, which provides a common means of specifying security policies that
map onto various access control implementation mechanisms for firewalls, operating
systems, and databases. Ponder can also be used for security management activities
such as registration of users or logging and auditing events for dealing with access
to critical resources or security violations [152]. Chapter 7 has more information
about the Ponder policy and how WSMS applies this policy so that it is suitable for
Moodle based on Web services.
6.5.4. NuSOAP
NuSOAP is an important component that enables both schools (AHS and SSiL)
to publish and register their services and generate WSDL files. Introducing Web
services to Moodle is one of the main objectives of our model as in Figure 6.12.
The best way to deliver Web services to Moodle is through the NuSOAP approach.
Allowing the NuSOAP package to dynamically generate applications can help a great
deal with debugging or adding new service methods. NuSOAP is a good choice for
creating and consuming PHP SOAP services for the reasons explained in Chapters
5 and 8.
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NuSOAP works as an x-UDDI registry and generates WSDL files. Therefore, it
provides information about every service that has registered with it. For example,
the getCourses function has the details, as in Figure 5.8, when registered with the
NuSOAP server. For more information about other functions and their WSDL,
please visit http://ajlan-alajlan.com/nusoap/complex server.php# [155].
6.5.5. Security
Security in WSMS is divided into five levels, which are administrator for WSMS,
administrator for schools, teacher, student and guest, as in Figure 5.9 in Chapter 5.
Every level has some permission that WSMS has permitted to the users. Our model
has strong security as it has authentication, authorization and confidentiality, which
makes all schools around the world trust it. Exchanging data over the Internet can
be dangerous; it can be fraudulently expropriated or simply lost. Therefore, we are
increasing our efforts to combat fraud in the system with a variety of programs.
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6.6 Finite State Machine
Finite State Machine (FSM) is used in a range of applications and they can be found
in almost all pieces of sequential digital hardware. An FSM goes from one state to
another and emits output symbols in response to the input symbols they receive
from the environment [156]. Hierons has defined a FSM as [157]:
‘it is model that defines the required behaviour of an implementation, it
is important to verify the implementation against the FSM’ [157, pp.1].
An FSM consists of a set of input events, a set of output events, a set of states,
an initial state and a set of transitions. It comprises of a data structure used to show
actions with a sequence of events. Figure 6.14 shows the basic model of FSM for Web
services and contains three states, firstly the initial state is SReq (Service Requestor)
and this state is also the final state. The second state is the SReg (Service Registry),
which contains all services. The third state is SP (Service Provider), which is the
owner of the services.
Figure 6.14: Basic model of Finite State Machine for Web Services
The transition between states are as follows:
SP state and SReg state is called ‘publish’.
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SReq state and SReg state is called ‘find’.
SReg state and SReq state is called ‘match’.
SReq state and SP state is called ‘request’.
SP state and SReq state is called ‘response’.
This section defines how to describe a FSM using JFLAP. An FSM is made up
of input events, output events, a set of states, an initial state and finally a set of
transitions. In addition, this section will examine the modelling of the software using
FSM, and how users can search for courses and related assignments in a single school
or in all available schools, as well as obtaining information about those schools that
register with the WSMS system.
6.6.1. Java Formal Languages and Automata Package
Java Formal Languages and Automata Package (JFLAP) is an instructional software
used to experiment with grammars automata. The main aspect of JFLAP is that
it can experiment with grammars and theoretical machines. JFLAP enables the
running and building of user-defined input on pushdown automata, finite automata,
and regular grammars. In addition, JFLAP has the ability to construct in steps the
proof of the transformation of one form to another form [158].
6.6.2. JFLAP with Design FSM
This section will examine the design of FSM, which has 15 states as in Figure 6.15.
The design starts with kind of user (admin, teacher, student and guest). A guest
user can only obtain limited results (e.g. name, description of course or assignment)
without a login, and if he/she is satisfied with these limited results, he/she can go
directly to any school. However, all other users must log in with their username
and password as they do in their own schools. These users can view all the details
about the courses and related assignments that pertain to them. For example, a
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student can only see the grade of his/her course and assignment, just as a teacher
can only see the grades of his/her students, but admin can see all the information,
as detailed in our examination of policies in Chapter 7. In addition, the design gives
the opportunity for these users to see the number of administrators, teachers and
students in every school.
Figure 6.15: The States of WSMS by using Finite State Machine
6.6.3. The Type Test in JFLAP
In JFLAP there are four different types of test. The first type test is step by step,
the second is fast test, the third type test is a multiple run test and the fourth type
test is a step with closure test. All these type tests show the model is working and
covers all the possibilities to test JFLAP. Here, we will use two types, step by step
and multiple run, as follows:
6.6.3.1. Step by State Test
The step by state test helps to run the model by using state by state to move to
another state if green, eventually to a final state of green. If there are any problems
between each state it will be indicated by red. Figure 6.16 shows our example
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(loginadminsearchassignmentbind), which starts in the initial state (SReq) and goes
to the final state (SReg), passing through q1, q2, q10 and q13.
Figure 6.16: WSMS using Step by State in Finite State Machine
6.6.3.2. Multiple Run Test
The multiple run test helps to run all states in the model at the same time and
accepts the model if it works correctly and rejects it if there are any problems to be
solved, as in Figure 6.17. The trackback of ‘accept’ for WSMS using the multiple
run test is displayed in Figure 6.18. This trackback has 11 screens and we have put
these screens in one figure, as in Figure 6.18.
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Figure 6.17: WSMS using Multiple Run Test in Finite State Machine
Figure 6.18: Trackback of Accept Test for WSMS Using Multiple Run Test
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6.7 Summary
The UML support for SOC sketched in this chapter requires further refinement, in
particular, if platform-specific details, e.g. of XML-based Web services, are to be
added. This aspect is, however, separated from the purely architectural view of
the notation so far, as it is concerned with the contents of service descriptions and
queries.
Still, at the architectural level, other types of diagrams are involved, like class
diagrams with interfaces to define signatures, and data types of operations and
sequence diagrams as alternative presentation of interactions. They are all left out
here because of space limitations.
The next chapter will consider the policy that has been used in this research,
which is the Ponder policy. This policy will be described in more detail in this coming
chapter, and it has two main parts. The first part is access control policies, which
has four parts: authorization, information filtering, delegation and refrain. The
second part is obligation policies. In addition, this chapter will contain graphical
representations of Ponder policies, which also has two aspects. These are domain
hierarchy policy and set operation policy. At the end of this chapter, we will explain
the tool simulations problem description and AGG simulation.
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Chapter 7
Devise A Policy-Based Techniques
for Enforce Security Environments
of VLE
Objectives
• To provide a comparative study between policy specification languages.
• To provide an overview of the literature on Ponder policies and its types.
• To present a graphical representation of Ponder policy.
• To illustrate problem by using the simulation of tools (AGG).
7.1 Introduction
The use of policy-based techniques has become a promising and often-employed
solution for managing large-scale systems networks and distributed systems. The
management of large integrated systems, especially trans-national ones, is difficult
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because of the wide variety of available policies and the differing types of information
that need to be managed. The most important advantages of using policy-based
management are improved flexibility and scalability for the system. Flexibility is
obtained by separating the policy from the implementation of the managed system,
and scalability is improved by uniformly applying the same policy to many sets of
devices [29, 159].
Web services are rapidly emerging as a popular standard for sharing data and
functionality between loosely-coupled and heterogeneous systems. Therefore, the
integration of individual existing Web systems technology allows the provision of
advanced and complicated services, such as enabling browsers to use different sorts
of resources and services at the same time in an easy procedure. However, the
management of a large number of services is not easy; it needs a suitable policy to
be defined in order to realize reliable and secure Web services [160, 142].
This chapter proposes a policy verification and analysis method by graph trans-
formations, which support an intuitive way to represent abstract policies in a simple-
to-understand style. It acts as an informal language reference for the environment
of Ponder policy language. The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section
2 presents a brief comparison among policy specification languages. An overview of
Ponder policies is described in Section 3. The types of this language are described
in Section 3. The representation of Ponder policies by graph rules is described in
Section 5. The most important section in this chapter is the simulation of AGG
tools with a set of graph rules, and then a policy example can be used to illustrate
how to verify and analyse a system with AGG tools.
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7.2 A Comparative Study between Policy Speci-
fication Languages
A policy is a statement of the objective of the users of computing resources, stating
how they desire those resources to be used. Policy specification languages formalize
the objectives of the policy programmers into a form that can be interpreted by
machines. Therefore, the target of policy specification languages is to give rights to
entities (users, programs, etc), permitting some and rejecting others. Every policy
has to describe the entities, their attributes and actions or permissions that can be
given. Then a single policy binds entities and their attributes to specified actions.
Each policy has actions, entities, attributes, and combinations and they can be
represented depending on the language used [160, 142].
This section will provide a suitable policy to use it with our approach through
a comparative study of the most well-known policy languages. Table 7.1 describes
a coarse-grained comparison of some policy specification languages that have been
described in this section.
Table 7.1: The comparison between some policy languages
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It can be seen from Table 7.1 that the Ponder, KAoS and Rei languages support
a good number of the features required for the security policy specification. Ac-
cordingly, this section will describe all policy specification languages that we have
described them in our comparison above as in Table 7.1 and these policies are:
7.2.1. Authorisation Specification Language
Authorisation Specification Language (ASL) is a formal logic language. It speci-
fies access control policies and this language includes a form of meta-policies called
‘integrity rules’ to specify application-dependent rules that minimize the set of ac-
ceptable access control policies. This language does not work particularly well with
large systems because there are no grouping rules in its structures for enabling
reusability; a separate rule in this language has to be specified for each action,
there is no explicit specification of delegation, and there is no manner of specifying
authorisation rules for objects groups.
7.2.2. IPsec Security Policy Specification
IPsec Security Policy Specification (ISPS) applies policy constraints on entities,
such as security gateways and router filters with a communication. ISPS speci-
fies confidentiality and integrity rules. It requires some important features such as
authentication, audit, delegation etc.
7.2.3. KAoS
KAoS is a collection of services and tools that enable the management, specification,
conflict resolution, and enforcement of policies. It uses ontology concepts encoded
in OWL to build policies [161]. This language distinguishes between authorization
and obligation policies. The applicability of this language is defined by a set of
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conditions, and those definitions can have components specifying required history,
state and presently undertaken action.
7.2.4. Language for Security Constraints on Objects
Language for Security Constraints on Objects (LaSCO) tries to express constraints
on objects. This language is specified as logical expressions and directed graphs.
The control aggregation and auditing operations problems are indirectly expressed
by this policy. The delegation policy is not supported by these policy syntaxes.
7.2.5. Policy Core Information Model
Policy Core Information Model (PCIM) is an object-oriented information model
for distributed systems. The specification of this policy treats the policy-based
system as a state machine in which the policies decide the approach in which state
transitions take place. It supports an abstract model for defining the structure of
policies and relationships among policy objects.
7.2.6. Ponder
This policy is an objected-oriented programming language for using a variety of
access control mechanisms for firewalls, operating systems, databases and Java.
Section 7.2 above has more details about this policy.
7.2.7. Rei
Rei is a policy framework that integrates support for policy specification, analysis
and reasoning. It allows users to express and represent the concepts of rights,
prohibitions, obligations, and dispensations.
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7.3 Ponder Policies
According to the comparison study above, we have chosen Ponder policy as the
suitable language for this project. In this section, we will present the literature on
this policy including its detention, benefits and types. Ponder policies for specifying
management and security policies evolved out of work on policy management at
Imperial College over a period of about 16 years . Ponder is an objected-oriented
programming language for using a variety of access control mechanisms for firewalls,
operating systems, databases and Java. It supports obligation policies that are
event-triggered condition-action rules for policy-based management of networks and
distributed systems. In addition, Ponder can be used for security management
activities [142, 162].
The key concepts behind Ponder policies are that they contain domains to group
the objects to which the policies apply, roles to group policies relating to a position
in an organization, relationships to describe interactions between roles, and man-
agement structures to describe a configuration of roles and relationships pertaining
to an organizational part [137].Ponder is one of a small number of languages for
specifying both management and security policies. It is simple language that uses
human managers and its design model is based on domain-based policy manage-
ment. Domains are hierarchical and are similar to directories. The advantages of
the use of domains are [137, 163]:
• They automatically allocate data to sub-domains, which allows them to handle
many data sets and thereby to provide scalability.
• They allow new objects to be added/removed from the system without any
need to modify policies.
Ponder is a collection of rules that can be used to change system behaviour. It
provides positive and negative authorization, information filtering, obligation and
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delegation policies. Ponder is a policy specification, which has to be compiled into a
programming language for Java and C [137, 161]. Before discussing the policies, we
have to introduce some definitions for the terms that are used in Ponder. These terms
are subject, target, domain, action, role, relationship, and management structure,
and are described in Table 7.2:
Table 7.2: The Syntax and Expression of Ponder Policy
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7.4 Types of Ponder Policy
Ponder is an object-oriented language for specifying management and security poli-
cies for distributed system paradigms. It is extensible and flexible, and can cope
with the wide range of requirements implied by the current platforms of distributed
systems. Here, we are interested more in the basic policy types of this language
than in its programming language features. This language has two main types of
policies [137, 161]:
7.4.1 Access Control Policies
An Access Control Policy (ACP) is one of the most fundamental and widely used
security mechanisms. It authorizes users to perform a set of actions on a set of
resources within a system as well as having the ability to permit or deny the use of
a particular resource by a particular entity. It can be used to manage many types
of resources (physical, logical and digital). This type of policy is concerned with
limiting the activity of permitted browsers who have accessed successfully. Ponder
policy provides ACP through four policy sub-types, and these are described below
[161, 137, 164, 165, 128, 166, 163]:
7.4.1.1. Authorization Policy
The authorization policy is central and the other types are considered as auxiliaries.
This type of policy specifies access control for security; it describes a member of the
subject domain that can access the group of objects in the target domain in order
to protect services and resources from unauthorized access. It has two types:
• A negative authorization policy identifies the actions that subjects are forbid-
den to undertake on target objects.
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• A positive authorization policy identifies the actions that subjects are permit-
ted to undertake on target objects.
Both positive and negative authorization policies must contain subject (except in
roles), target and action policy elements. The authorization policy is implemented
on the target host by an access control component. The structure of syntax in au-
thorization policy is shown in the Figure below, and the expression of this structure
is describes in Table 7.1.
Figure 7.1: Authorisation Policy Syntax
7.4.1.2. Information filtering Policy
Filtering policies transform the data input/output parameters in an action. For in-
stance, a location service may only authorize access to detailed position information,
for example a person in an exact area, to browsers within the sub-division. Outside
browsers can only determine whether someone is at work or not. Authorization
policies (positive) may include filters to transform input or output parameters as-
sociated with their actions, based on attributes of the target or subject, on system
parameters such as time. Fundamentally, the process has to be achieved and then
a choice made on whether to permit the results to be returned to the subject or
whether the results need to be transformed. Filtering policies can only be applied
to positive authorization actions.
As we can see in Figure 7.2, each action can be associated with a number of
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Figure 7.2: Filters on Positive Authorisation Actions
filter expressions. Every filter includes an optional condition and if the condition is
assessed as being true then the transformations are executed.
7.4.1.3. Delegation Policy
A delegation policy identifies an authorization that allows subject actions to be
delegated to others but a user must be strongly controlled by security policies to
delegate access rights to another. This kind of policy authorizes subjects to award
privileges, which they have to grant to achieve an action on their behalf; it enables
cascaded delegation of access rights and it is critical in software.
Figure 7.3: Delegation Policy Syntax
A delegation policy is related to an authorisation policy that identifies access
rights. A delegation policy is not meant to be used as a system of specified user
rights by security administrators. As above, delegation has two kinds of policy
(positive and negative) where negative delegation policies forbid delegation. Figure
7.3 displays the syntax of a positive delegation policy.
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A delegation policy has only one required part and it is the grantee type. This
type has three parts: subject, target and action. These parts must be subsets of
those in the associated authorisation policy. A positive delegation policy identifies
delegation constraints to limit the validity of the delegated access rights. Constraints
could be time restrictions, together with duration and validity periods, to indicate
the length over which the delegation is valid before it is revoked.
7.4.1.4. Refrain policies
Refrain policies indicate to a subject to refrain from doing something, and are similar
to negative authorization policies but are interpreted by the subject. These kinds
of policy define the actions that the subjects have to refrain from achieving even
though they may actually be permitted to access that target.
Figure 7.4: Refrain Policy Syntax
Refrain policies and negative authorisation policies have a similar syntax, but
are compulsory for subjects rather than target access controllers. They take action
as restraints on the actions that subjects achieve and are executed by those subjects.
In addition, they are used for situations where negative authorisation policies are
unsuitable because the targets cannot be trusted to enforce the policies. Figure 7.4
shows the syntax of refrain policies, which is the same as negative authorisation
policies.
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7.4.2 Obligation policies
Obligation policies are the second kind of Ponder policies. These types of policies
specify the activities that a subject has to do to a set of target objects, and they
define the duties of the policy subject. They are interpreted by an administrator or
agent at the subject, and describe the behaviour of the managers of a system when
an event happens. Obligation policies define the actions that have to be executed
by managers when certain events happen, and they support the ability to respond
to changing situations.
These kinds of policies are event-triggered and define the activities that subjects,
such as human or automated manager components, have to achieve on objects in
the target domain. Events can be an internal and external timer event notified
by monitoring service components. Composite events can be specified using event
composition operators. The required event specification follows the ‘on’ keyword
[163]. The syntax of obligation policies is shown in Figure 7.5.
Figure 7.5: Obligation Policy Syntax
As obligation actions, the aim of element is optional (it might be internal to the
subject), while authorisation actions always relate to a target object. Actions have
to be preceded by a prefix indicating the target set when they are to be invoked on
a target. The catch-clause is optional and defines an exemption that is implemented
if the actions are unsuccessfully executed for some reason.
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7.5 Graph Representation of Ponder Policy
Ponder contains tools for dynamically controlling the behaviour of system compo-
nents devoid of changing codes and requiring the cooperation of the components
being governed. A system should be able to be continuously adjusted to adapt
to differences in externally imposed constraints and environmental conditions. A
policy-based approach requires a suitable policy representation and the design and
development of a policy management framework for controlling a system. Policies
will become gradually more important to the real-world implementation of Web ser-
vices [161, 163]. This part discusses the representation of the basic policy types of
Ponder by graph rules.
7.5.1 Domain
Domain is a set of entities that is used to group the system data, and is managed
by all the policies. It is arranged in a hierarchical manner, represented by a graph,
with nodes for every domain and edges representing the sub-domain relation of an
object to a domain. In our graph, the representation has six domains (D1, D2 D3,
D4 D5 and D6), and this graph is presented in Figure 7.6.
Figure 7.6: The Search paths in Domains
The domain paths as in Figure 7.6 are displayed in Table 7.3. For example,
if our goal is Node 1, the search will take the first or third path in Table 7.3
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(D1/D2/D5/node1 or D1/D3/D5/Node1).
Table 7.3: The Domain Paths
7.5.2 Operation
Ponder uses operations of union, difference and intersection to represent domain-
ScopeExpressions in a policy. Figure 7.7 represents the operations of Ponder policies
for the graph representation of domains in Figure 7.6.
Figure 7.7: Set Operation
• The operation (D1 U D1...n), as in Figure 7.7, shows the union operation,
with one graph for every component. The symbol ‘+’ means that there exists
at least one edge in the path from a domain to a node. When a node satisfies
at least one of the graphs, the node satisfies the union.
• The operation D1 U D1n, as in Figure 7.7, explains the intersection operation.
It satisfies the whole graph if a node satisfies the intersection operation.
• The operation (D1 - D2), as in Figure 7.7, explains the difference operation.
The dashed edge represents the negative constraint and the solid edge repre-
sents the positive constraint such as absence of a path from D2 to node1.
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7.6 The Simulation of Tools
Simulation tools are computational models or computer programs that attempt to
simulate or model a particular system. They have become a useful part of all areas
in the modelling of many natural systems to obtain insights into their operation
and to observe their behaviour. Simulation tools are also effective at modelling and
analysing the true performance of evolving production systems.
A simulation environment enables developers of established systems to predict
behaviour and to apply the tools needed to manage disturbances to an acceptable
degree. Thus, simulation tools should intelligently direct us to a smoother and more
efficient performance for production systems as well as automatically enabling us to
predict the behaviour of most systems and increase production situations [167].
This section describes a simulation tool by using an AGG tool. This tool is a
rule based visual language providing an algebraic approach to graph transformation.
It will describe a simplified VLE problem with users who are using Web services.
In this part, we explain the problem and then use the AGG tool to create a set of
rules. Figures 7.9 and 7.10 show the relationship and the scenario for most VLE
platforms, and especially for Moodle.
We are using a similar syntax to the Ponder policy (refrain policy type or au-
thorization policy type) as in Figures 7.1 and 7.4 to design our policy as in Figure
7.8, because these types of policies specify the actions that subjects must refrain
from performing on the target objects. For instance, if a student submits his/her
assignment to teacher with data encryption for delivery, we can use our policy to
specify this activity, as in Figure 7.8. The syntax of WSMS contains some defini-
tions for the terms that are used in the WSMS policy. These terms are SUBJECT,
TARGET, ACTION, IF, and WHEN. All these terms are explained above in Table
7.2 and the syntax of WSMS policy is:
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Figure 7.8: The Syntax of WSMS Policy
7.6.1 The Explanation of Problem
An understanding of the relationships between the nodes is important for building
the scenario of the WSMS system in VLE products. Therefore, before we start
to analyse the problem, we should know the position of every node in the VLE
(Moodle), as in Figure 7.9.
Figure 7.9: The Relationship between users and course in VLE (Moodle)
Admin is the supervisor of any VLE system and especially Moodle. He/she can
invoke any target such as add, update, delete, etc. Teachers can access and control
their courses including activities (assignments), and can communicate with students.
Students can access their courses and related activities including assignments, as in
Figure 7.9. Table 6.1 in Chapter 6 has more details about the targets of users.
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7.6.2 AGG Simulation
AGG tools are a rule based visual language providing an algebraic approach to
graph transformation. They aim to the specification and prototypical implemen-
tation of applications with complex graph-structured data. These tools have some
characteristics that are [165, 168]:
1. Complex data structures are modelled as graphs by a type graph.
2. The system’s behaviour is identified by graph rules using (if-then).
3. Application of several rules sequentially shows an application scenario.
Figure 7.10 shows the type graph of WSMS by using AGG tools. This graph
describes the scenario of the problem, which is with some type nodes: Users node
(Admin, Teacher, Student and Guest) Course node, Assignment node, AssignmentG
node, Account node, Payment node, Login node and Request node.
Figure 7.10: The Type Graph of WSMS
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The most important nodes in our type graph for WSMS (Moodle) are the course,
student and request nodes. We describe this type with the rules and their policies
below.
7.6.3 The Rules and their Policies of the WSMS System
In this part, we set up some rules according to the scenario in the type graph of
WSMS as in Figure 7.10. We also build a policy for each rule depending on our
policy syntax, as in Figure 7.8. The tool that has been used to set up these rules is
an AGG tool as described in the above section. The abbreviations (t, s, c, ac and
a) in our policy indicate student, course, account and assignment respectively. The
left cell in each rule is the negative application condition, the middle cell is the left
side, and the right cell is the right side.
Here, we will mention only five rules; the other rules are in Appendix D. The
first rule gives the student node with condition (x = register) the right for a student
to enrol with that course node. The second rule allows all the student nodes to log
in by giving them three attempts (x = 3 time) to log in with the account node. The
third rule enables the student node to access the assignment node with condition (x
= s.registers(c), s.has(c), s.request(a) and s.askfor(a)) through the binding service.
The fourth rule enables the student node to access the course node with condition (x
= s.registers(c), s.has(c), s.request(c) and s.askfor(c)) through the binding service.
The fifth rule enables the teacher node to manage the course node with condition
(x = t.has(c), s.has(s)). These rules and their policies are as follows:
7.6.3.1 The First Rule
The first rule permits the student node to enrol with the course node as in Figure
7.11. The condition of this rule is that the student must be registered with the
course, satisfying the condition if (s.registered = true); so only the student node
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with student = register satisfies this rule and binds the service. The left cell in
Figure 7.11 is the negative application condition of this rule, and again the middle
cell is the left side and the right cell is the right side.
Figure 7.11: Rule 1-The enrolment of a student
Rule: enrol student.
Description: This rule says that a student cannot enrol on a course unless that
student is already registered with the teacher for that course.
Parameters: Course (id, name) and student (id, name).
The policy of rule 1 is described in Figure 7.14. This policy allows a student
to enrol on a course node only if that student meets the condition: if student =
s.registers(c); then the policy enables the student to bind the service.
Figure 7.12: The Policy of Rule 1
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7.6.3.2 The Second Rule
Figure 7.13 describes rule 2, which permits the student node to log in only up to and
including three times, thus allowing only three attempts. The condition is s.login(3),
so only the student node with student = login 3 times satisfies this rule.
Figure 7.13: Rule 2 - the login attempts of a student
Rule: login.
Description: This rule enables students to try three times to log in into their
account, and then the account will lock.
Parameters: Account (Boolean), student (id, name) and login.
The policy of rule 2 is described in Figure 7.14. This policy allows a student to
log in into an account node only if the student meets the condition: if student =
s.login = true; then the policy enables the student to bind the service and access
the account.
Figure 7.14: The Policy of Rule 2
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7.6.3.3 The Third Rule
The third rule shows how a student can access the assignment service by binding
the request service for a student, as in Figure 7.15. The condition of this rule is that
the student must s.register(c), s.request(a), c.has(a) and s.askfor(a). If a student
satisfies all these conditions, the rule will allow the binding service (AssignmentG
node), as in Figure 7.15.
Figure 7.15: Rule 3 - the binding to access the assignment service
Rule: Binding to access assignment.
Description: This rule enables students to access the assignment service only if
they have registered with the course that has this assignment, requested and asked
for this assignment.
Parameters: Course (id, name), student (id, name), assignment (id, name, grade,
description, assignmenType and resubmit).
The policy of rule 3 is described in Figure 7.14. This policy allows a student
into the assignment node only if the student meets all the conditions: if student
= (s.register(c), s.request(a), c.has(a) and s.askfor(a)); then the policy enables the
student to bind the service.
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Figure 7.16: The Policy of Rule 3
7.6.3.4 The Fourth Rule
The fourth rule is similar to rule 3 in that it shows how a student can access a course
node by binding the service, as in Figure 7.17. The condition of this rule is that
the student must s.register(c), s.request(c) and s.askfor(c). If the student satisfies
all these conditions, the rule will allow the binding service (Course node).
Figure 7.17: Rule 4 - the binding to access the course service
Rule: Binding to access course.
Description: This rule enables students to access a course if they have already
registered on the course, requested and asked for this course.
Parameters: Course (id, name), student (id, name), request.
The policy of rule 4 is similar to the policy of rule 3, and it is described in Figure
7.18. This policy allows a student to access the course node only if the student
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meets all the conditions: if student = (s.register(c), s.request(a) and s.askfor(a));
then the policy enables the student to bind the service.
Figure 7.18: The Policy of Rule 4
7.6.3.5 The Fifth Rule
The fifth rule describes how a teacher can manage a course node, as in Figure 7.19.
The condition of this rule is that the teacher must t.has(c), and t.teaches(s). If the
teacher satisfies all these conditions, the rule will allow the teacher to manage the
course node.
Figure 7.19: Rule 5- Teacher manages course
Rule: managing course.
Description: This rule enables teachers to manage a course only if they responsible
for this course and also have students enrolled (not an empty course).
Parameters: CTeacher (id, name), course (id, name), student (id, name), request.
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The policy of rule 5 is described in Figure 7.20. This policy allows a teacher to
manage a course node if the teacher meets all the conditions: if teacher = (t.has(c),
and t.teaches(s)); then the policy enables the teacher to mange the course service.
Figure 7.20: The Policy of Rule 5
7.6.4 The Result of Execution Rules
By using AGG tools we can execute our rules and the result of this execution is
displayed in Figure 7.21.
Figure 7.21: The Result of Execution Type Graph of WSMS System
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7.7 Summary
This chapter has presented a comparison study between policy specification lan-
guages. According to this comparison of the most well-known policy languages,
we have chosen Ponder as suitable policy specification languages to use it in this
project. Ponder is a language for specifying policies for the management and security
of distributed systems. Ponder includes authorization, filter, refrain and delegation
policies for specifying access control, and obligation policies to specify management
actions. Ponder thus provides a uniform means of specifying policy, relating to a
wide range of management applications, networks, storage, systems applications,
and service management.
This chapter has proposed a Ponder policy verification and analysis method by
graph transformations. It acts as an informal language reference for the environment
of the Ponder policy language. In addition, we have provided an overview of Ponder,
including the types of this language and a brief comparison with some other policy
languages. We have discussed in more detail the representation of Ponder policies
by graph rules, and we have used the simulation AGG tools with a set of graph rules,
and then a policy example was used to show how to verify and analyse a system
with those AGG tools.
In the next chapter, we will give an overview on some techniques that support
developers to create SOAP with PHP language. It will describe how to extend PHP
Moodle to support Web services by using the NuSOAP technique. Moreover, it
will illustrate that this use of Web services is a straightforward evolution of Web
programming models, and it will demonstrate how PHP can be used as a fast and
easy development tool for creating them. In the end of this chapter, we will provide
an overview of the most commonly used classes and methods in the WSMS system




The Extension of Web Services to
Support PHP Moodle by Using
NuSOAP Technique
Objectives
• To provide an overview of PHP Web Services Implementation Toolkits.
• To focus on the NuSOAP package (SOAP Toolkit for PHP).
• To introduce the Web services approach to VLE.
• To explain the implementation of Web services to support PHP Moodle.
8.1 Introduction
PHP is one of the easier programming languages; it is Object Oriented (OO), and
shows developers how to take full advantage of these new features. The PHP struc-
ture is fixed and very clear; it relieves developers from all the complexities of memory
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management and of dealing with the existing versions of C language. Most of the
rules and structure of PHP have been taken from the C, Perl and Java languages for
the creation of a smooth and easy-to-use language without any loss of power [169].
These days, PHP has become the preferred choice for developing SOC, especially
for Web services. Servers provide applications as services with XML data that are
written in PHP functions in order to implement these services and register these
functions with SOAP implementation; this automatically makes the PHP functions
remotely accessible. The outcome of this is that service owners can focus on improv-
ing and developing the services that they want to implement it in the server. Thus,
the connection between the client and the server, and the parsing of XML messages,
will all be automated [138]. Today, there is no standard API for developing Web ser-
vice applications, but there are some techniques that can help developers to develop
Web services. At the moment, the most popular techniques are NuSOAP, ezSOAP,
PEAR::SOAP, PHP SOAP and NuSphere [59].
This chapter will give an overview on some techniques that support developers
to create SOAP with PHP language. It will describe how to extend PHP Moodle to
support Web services by using the NuSOAP technique. In addition, it will illustrate
that this use of Web services is a straightforward evolution of Web programming
models, and it will demonstrate how PHP can be used as a fast and easy devel-
opment tool for creating them. Finally, this chapter will provide an overview of
the most commonly used classes and methods in the WSMS system through the
implementation of Web services in order to support PHP Moodle by using NuSOAP
technique.
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8.2 PHP Web Service Implementations
Web services enable enterprises to collaborate in distributed computing with external
business partners. They are an evolution of the standards and protocols used to
create the Web as we know it today, and are a group of emerging and established
communication protocols that consist of XML, SOAP, UDDI and WSDL over HTTP
[170, 171]. One of the greatest advantages of Web services is that they allow a
number of applications to be integrated more quickly, easily and cheaply than ever
before. They are expressed as WSDL, which is an XML-based language. A service
may be published and discovered using UDDI, while SOAP allows vendor-neutral
communication between applications over HTTP [171].
These days, there is no standard API of PHP language for developing Web
services (SOAP) applications but there are some techniques that can help developers
to develop Web services. The most popular ones at the moment are NuSOAP,
ezSOAP, PEAR::SOAP, PHP SOAP and NuSphere. This section will give a brief
description of these techniques, and the next section will focus on NuSOAP because
our research will apply this approach to Moodle (PHP)[59].
8.2.1. NuSOAP
NuSOAP is a group of PHP classes that allows developers to create and consume
SOAP Web services. It is a good choice for creating and/or consuming PHP SOAP
services. The next section (8.3) will give more details about this package and will
explain why it has been chosen for this study [172].
8.2.2. PEAR::SOAP
This package is distributed under the PHP license. The SOAP implementation
delivered by PEAR in this package offers a basic, yet very useful way of devel-
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oping SOAP clients and servers with PHP. It is similar to NuSOAP because it is
based on SOAPx4. On the other hand, this implementation has been developed
a little further, and is probably a little harder to understand. The installation of
PEAR::SOAP does not require any additional extensions, as the library will make
use of the overload extension if it is loaded. The latest version of PEAR::SOAP is
0.7 and it requires PHP 4.1 or later [59, 173].
8.2.3. ezSOAP
This kind of technique is free software, and is distributed under the GNU General
Public License (GPL). GPL obliges developers and researchers to supply the com-
plete source code of their package, even if they distribute it commercially. Therefore,
if anyone plans to use ezSOAP for commercial software, they need to purchase the
ezPublish professional license. With the PHP web-publishing suite ezPublish (from
ezSystems), comes a generic SOAP implementation called ezSOAP. Just like the
other SOAP implementations, ezSOAP provides a rather simple way of creating
and consuming SOAP services [59].
8.2.4. PHP SOAP Extension
PHP SOAP Extension is one of the most popular PHP implementations of SOAP
1.1 and 1.2, developed by the PHP Group. It supports WSDL, is easy to use, and
two statements are enough to call a SOAP service; www.xmethods.net offers a good
demonstration of SOAP service. The installation of this package is included in the
PHP 5.0.4 package for Windows, distributed by Zend Technologies [174].
8.2.5. NuSphere
This package is an Internet Application Platform (IAP) based on open-source com-
ponents. It supports an integrated foundation that enables businesses to deploy
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reliable, cost-effective, enterprise-class applications across Linux, UNIX and Win-
dows operating systems. One of the many advantages of NuSphere is its integrated
software suite, which pairs the reliability and cost effectiveness of PHP, Apache,
Perl and open-source databases in order to build business-critical web applications
and Web services. NuSphere was named the ‘Best Developer Tool’ at LinuxWorld
in the autumn of 2001; it is based in Bedford, Mass., and the company’s commercial
software services include training, technical support and consultation [170].
8.3 NuSOAP (SOAP Toolkit for PHP)
This package is distributed under the Lesser General Public License (LGPL). Nu-
SOAP is a group of PHP classes that allows developers to create SOAP. It can gener-
ate WSDL files and also to consume them for use in serialization. Both rpc/encoded
and document/literal services are supported. On the other hand, it must be noted
that NuSOAP does not provide coverage of SOAP 1.1 and WSDL 1.1, which are as
complete as other implementations such as Apache Axis and .NET.
NuSOAP and SOAP implementation work with each other in an easy manner
by automatically handling difficulties, and by supporting a fair amount of access
to the flexibility and nuance functions underneath. NuSOAP is provided by Nu-
Sphere and Dietrich Ayala, and is a rewrite of SOAPx4. It is a group of classes
written in the PHP language and there is no need for PHP extensions. This pack-
age enables developers to build Web services based on SOAP, WSDL and HTTP. A
numbers of current classes of SOAP allows researchers and developers to deal with
all information inside NuSOAP [138, 175, 59, 172].
The reasons for choosing this package over other packages are [59, 138, 172, 175]:
1. It provides more power and control for PHP programmers who use SOAP.
Sustained improvement of document service provides WSDL/XSD compliance,
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and this makes NuSOAP suitable for the formation of powerful Web services
for services, containing well-liked profitable services (Amazon and Google).
2. NuSOAP does not require any special PHP extensions and comes under LGPL.
It is a rewrite of the SOAPx4 library and comes in a 140K PHP file.
3. It delivers a complete SOAP implementation for PHP, without relying on any
extra PHP extensions, which makes it easy to use.
4. NuSOAP is easy to install for non-root users with tested servers. It has decent
compatibility with both PHP4 and 5.
There are a number of diverse implementations of SOAP under PHP language.
It is an uneven landscape where new SOAP implementations appear, and old ones
disappear. The NuSOAP implementation is the most commonly used and appears
to be the most fully developed and actively maintained, and it shows every sign of
continuing to be a robust and well-liked solution. It is not complete in terms of
features, including full documentation, but is still being developed. Nevertheless it
is extremely simple and viable to make use of SOAP implementation [59].
8.3.1 The Installation of NuSOAP Package
The developers can obtain the NuSOAP Package from SourceForge or the CVS tree
of the NuSOAP project on SourceForge. A browser-based CVS interface is provided.
Once developers have downloaded a copy of nusoap.php and they simply need to
place it in their code tree so that they can include it from their PHP code. Some
researchers and developers put it in a separate lib directory, but in our examples in
this research we placed it in the same directory as the sample code itself.
When running PHP, one needs a PC to download NuSOAP from the Internet,
available free from the developer’s site. The extension of the installation file is
zipped and should be opened before use in order to obtain a documentation folder;
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the nusoap.php file has the real PHP classes that researchers and developers need.
In this study, we have used the nusoap.php file with both schools
8.3.2 The Architecture of NuSOAP Package
The architecture of the NuSOAP package has nine classes, as in Figure 8.1, and all
these classes are in one PHP file called nusoap.php. The main class is nusoap base,
which has 28 methods, as in Appendix A. The authors of this package is Dietrich
Ayala (dietrich@ganx4.com) and Scott Nichol (snichol@users.sourceforge.net), and
the version that we are working with is $Id: nusoap.php,v 1.94 2005/08/04 01:27:42
snichol Exp $. Appendix A has all the details about the NuSOAP package, including
the classes and all their functions.
Figure 8.1: The Architecture of NuSOAP Package
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8.4 Introducing the Web Services Approach to
Meet VLE (Moodle)
Recently, the use of IT in VLEs in the higher education institutions has increased,
and so VLEs should become fully embedded into e-learning and teaching practice
instead the traditional approaches to VLEs. However, this movement within VLE
systems is not yet fully realised, and the most important challenges to this target
are retaining learners within education, and encouraging a wider group of learners
to engage in higher education. One of the approaches that has been taken to meet
these challenges is to use the Web services approach to encourage closer working
and cooperation between higher education institutions. The most widely accepted
and successful type of Web service is XML documents. This type of service has two
essential requirements: it communicates via Internet HTTP protocols, and it sends
and receives data formatted by XML messages [134, 135].
The proposed approach is aimed at extending the current architecture of Web
services to meet the technical requirements of Moodle, as in Figure 6.12 in Chapter
6. The aim of this approach is to explain how we introduce the Web services to
meet the VLEs (Moodle). The most important advantage of this approach is that it
allows users at different institutions in different countries to share material and work
together by connecting courses together, even though they are hosted on different
VLEs. Figure 6.12 has major components that are necessary if one is to use services
in Moodle 1 and 2, and we explain them in more detail here:
8.4.1. Service Provider
Service provider is the entity that provides services to other entities. It is the owner
of the service and it is responsible for publishing a description of its service to a
service registry. It also hosts the service and controls access to it. In our example,
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there are two service providers that are hosted in different places (www.saudi-school-
le.net/ and www.ajlan-alajlan.com/moodle/), which are Service Provider 1 (SSiL)
and Service Provider 2 (AHS), as in Figure 6.12.
8.4.1.1 Service Provider 1 Moodle (SSiL)
In our model (WSMS), the SSiL (Moodle) will be Service Provider 1. This provider
will publish its services, all courses and related assignments in service its registry.
When the service requestor searches for his/her specific order, the WSMS will reduce
the service selection by using the attributes of both consumer and service, and offer
the optimal one that meet requestor’s needs.
8.4.1.2 Service Provider 2 Moodle (AHS)
As in SSiL (Moodle), so will it happen in the second service provider, which is AHS
(Moodle). It will also publish its services, all courses and related assignments in a
service registry to be available to a service requestor. Also, here, the WSMS will
offer the optimal one that meet requestor’s needs.
8.4.2. Service Registry
The service registry plays an important part in our example; it is a NuSOAP pack-
age and works as an x-UDDI registry. We will consider it as a central store that
make possible service discovery by service requestors. This component provides a
searchable repository of service descriptions where service providers publish their
services, and service requesters find services and obtain binding data for these ser-
vices. It attracts many services from providers and offers them, enabling requestors
to find and use a variety of services that meet their needs. The main goals of service
registry are to support a friendly and simply-accessible mechanism for the publish-
ing and discovery of services, to build and maintain trust in both requestor and
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provider communities, and to match as many clients as possible to providers that
offer services of interest to the clients. [169].
8.4.2.1 Web Services Matching & Selection System
The WSMS system begins with the discovery of a set of services by a potential
requestor, and a correspondence is then established between the objectives of the
requestor and the capability of the service. Here, we do not need to discover all
available services matching a set of requirements and specifications; the system just
needs to locate one that is good enough in terms of features and quality. WSMS
offers a new extension to the structural design of Web services, which keeps data on
the Web services, frequently exploring them to collect data about their functional
and non-functional requirements. Chapter 5 and 6 has more details about WSMS.
8.4.2.2 Policy
The most significant advantages of using policy-based management are improved
flexibility and scalability for the system, especially large-scale systems. The WSMS
system uses the environment of Ponder language policy, which provides a common
means of specifying security policies that map onto a variety of access control im-
plementation mechanisms for firewalls, operating systems and databases [176, 137].
Chapter 7 has more information about the Ponder policy and how WSMS applies
this policy to be suitable for Moodle based on Web services.
8.4.3. Service Requestor
A service requestor is called a service consumer, and it is a software component in
search of the service to invoke across the Web. It finds the most suitable service
by discovering the set of available services that meets some pre-defined criteria. A
service requestor is the sender of a Web service message or the software program
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requesting a specific Web service. In WSMS, the service requestor is admin, teacher,
student and guest [33].
8.4.4. Course & Assignment Details
As shown in Figure 6.12, Moodle in both SSiL and AHS has many details, and
therefore the service providers in both will publish just the necessary data; they
published the details of their courses and assignments services, as in Table 8.1.
This data is available for a requestor as a service in the service registry (x-UDDI
(NuSOAP)).
Table 8.1: The details of courses and assignments
Table 8.1 shows the details of the courses and assignments that are the names
of the service attributes, together with a description of these attributes. Table 8.2
displays where this information is in the database, both in Moodle 1 and 2. It gives
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more details about the information: names of tables, fields and types.
Table 8.2: The location of details of courses and assignments (table, field and type)
8.5 The Implementation of Web Services to Sup-
port Moodle by Using NuSOAP Approach
The PHP language has been become a popular option for programmers using Web
services, especially in VLE systems, and therefore, the introduction of Web services
to Moodle is one of the main objectives of our study. Recently, the developers of
Moodle have been facilitating the discussion about the development of Web services,
and as a consequence of this, we have concluded that the implementation of Web
services to support PHP Moodle needs one of the techniques mentioned in Section
2 of this chapter. This technique is NuSOAP (SOAP Toolkit for PHP). It is one of
the most popular ones at the moment for the reasons mentioned in Section 3 of this
chapter. Allowing NuSOAP to dynamically generate applications can help a great
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deal with debugging or adding new service methods, and thus NuSOAP is a good
choice for creating and/or consuming PHP SOAP services.
The server will support applications with data in a standardized approach that
uses PHP functions to implement these services. Then functions will register with
NuSOAP implementation, which will mechanically make PHP functions remotely
accessible. The XML messages will be generated automatically by the NuSOAP
package implementation. The outcome will let developers to concentrate on im-
proving and developing the services that they would like to implement in the server.
The communication between the server and client, and the parsing of XML messages,
will all be considered automatically. The XML structure will become a standard
multi-dimensional PHP array and it can easily iterate to retrieve all values [59][2].
Central to the implementation is AHS, which has many files in (www.ajlan-
alajlan.com/moodle/) as in Table 8.3 and some of these files are PHP files. One of
them is the Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), which is a stylesheet language used to
describe the presentation of a document written in a markup language.
Table 8.3: The Files in WSMS System and all Schools
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Enabling Web services for more VLE system applications allows educators, stu-
dents and guests at different institutions in different countries to share material
and work together by connecting individual courses together, although hosted on
different VLEs. In our example, there are two kinds of VLEs, which both use the
same VLE system: Moodle. However, and in addition to this, our example can deal
with many VLEs as services by adding complex server.php (the VLE name) and
nusoap.php to the school server.
This section will focus on the above files and will describe in more detail the
target of each class and function. In addition, Appendix A has a full code of the
NuSOAP library.
8.5.1 Using WSDL
The NuSOAP file should be placed in the system/libraries folder (we assume we
already have there the nusoap class (nusoap.php)). We have to explicitly specify
which types are being used by the functions, and we describe the functional approach
for registering the types. Below is the WSDL configuration for a NuSOAP server:
Figure 8.2: The WSDL configuration for a NuSOAP server
8.5.2 Complext Types for WSDL
The service registry (NuSOAP) in WSMS not only receives basic data types and
returns single values, but it can create complex data types to allow different struc-
tures to be passed to and from the server. The addComplexType method registers
structures and arrays that contain a structure Course, Assignment, Assignment-
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GradesInput, AssignmentGrade, Student, UserDataInput and UserCounts. Here, a
more complex data type is created to return more detailed courses and assignments:
8.5.2.1. The ComplexType for Course and ArrayOfCourses
The following code is related to AHS and registers a structure Course, which contains
five members (an int ID, a string fullname, a string summary, a string category and
a string category description) and an array of Course structures. It is created to
return more details around the courses:
Figure 8.3: The Code ComplexType for Course and ArrayOfCourses
8.5.2.2. The ComplexType for Assignment and ArrayOfAssignments
The following code registers a structure Assignment, which contains six members
(an int ID, a char name, a string description, a string assignmenttype, a string
resubmit and a string grade) and an ArrayOfAssignment structure. It is created to
return more detailed assignments:
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Figure 8.4: The Code ComplexType for Assignment and ArrayOfAssignments
8.5.3 Registering Functions for WSDL
Functions will register with the NuSOAP and we need to specify the incoming
parameters/types and the return type. The following functions, getCourses, search-
Courses, courseDetails and getAssignments, take a string parameter title and return
a course and assignment structure. Here, we will just mention getCourses and getAs-
signments services.
Figure 8.5: The Registration of getCourses Method
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Figure 8.6: The Registration of getAssignment Method
8.5.4 The WSDL File
When the WSDL file specification is complete, it is possible to examine it by passing
the WSDL parameter to the PHP script. The script will return the generated WSDL,
which can be used to generate proxy classes. Figure 8.7 shows the functions that
have been registered as Web services in WSMS and also gives more details about
the specifications of the getCourse function. Appendix B has more information
about the WSDL code for this example and also it is available on the following link:
http://ajlan-alajlan.com/nusoap/complex server.php?wsdl
Figure 8.7: The functions that have registered as Web services in WSMS system
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8.5.5 Implementing Functions
By using the WSDL specification, we can return SOAP structures as regular PHP
associative arrays. When the server handles a SOAP request, it serializes and unse-
rializes the PHP arrays using the WSDL description. The following function returns
a course with its members:
Figure 8.8: Courses connects with database (SQL)
8.5.6 Database Services
Database services are important and they are responsible for making connections
with the database. Each school has special database services that connects with
the school’s database and obtains the data that we specify in every service, as in
Figure 8.9. WSMS has many database services such as getCourses, searchCourses,
courseDetails, getAssignments, getAssignmentGrades and getStudents.
Moodle uses Structured Query Language (SQL), which lets users access data in
relational database management systems, for example Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle,
Sybase, Informix, and others. It allows users to describe the data that the requestor
wants to see, and it defines and manipulates the data in that database [177].
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Figure 8.9: Data Source and How It Connects with Database
Figure 8.10: The Select Query of searchCourse Service in WSMS
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Moodle has a very large database, which has more than 198 tables in Version
1.9. Each database service has select query and this select depends on some of the
Moodle tables and the relationships between them. For example, the searchCourses
service has a long query and six tables, as in Figure 8.10, and the relationships
between these tables are displayed in Figure 8.11.
Figure 8.11: The Relationship of the Select Query of searchCourse Service in WSMS
A contextlevel in mdl context table should have one of the following values; we
have chosen 50 in our example because we deal with course as in Figure 8.12.
Figure 8.12: The Context Definitions in Moodle
8.5.7 Login Services
In WSMS, there are three users (admin, teacher and student) who can log in and
access their details, depending on the user. Their usernames and passwords are the
same as in their own schools. Guest users only need to provide the information that
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the service owner specifies in the service parameters, such as the getCourse service
that has id, summary and etc. parameters, as in Figure 8.3.
Figure 8.13: Login Form in WSMS
Figure 8.3 displays the complex type of login service. This complex type has two
arrays: username and password. Each array has one array as a complex type.
Figure 8.14: The Complex Type for login services
The login service must register, as all services do, in NuSOAP, and the login
details (username and password) are in getUserData, as in Figure 8.14.
When users log in, WSMS stores the user details in a session to enable them to
browse all the pages that the service owner allows them to see them, as in Figure
8.16. For more security the WSMS destroys the session and all the user details
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Figure 8.15: The Registration for login services in NuSOAP
when the user logs out. It is important to obliterate all login data for extra security
because these data are already in the database in their school.
Figure 8.16: The Session to Store User’s Data
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8.5.8 Student Service
As with any service in our system, a student service must register with the server
(NuSOAP), as in Figure 8.17. A student service is a complex service, and therefore
it has a complex type, as in Figure 8.18.
Figure 8.17: The Registration of Student Service in Server (NuSOAP)
Figure 8.18: The Complex Type of Student Service
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8.6 Summary
This chapter has introduced the proposed approach that is aimed to extend the
current architecture of Web services to meet the technical requirements of Moodle
as in Chapter 5. It has described the extension of PHP Moodle to support Web
services by using the NuSOAP technique. Moreover, it has illustrated that using
Web services technology is a straightforward evolution of Web programming models
and has demonstrated how PHP can be used as a fast and easy development tool
for creating them.
In this chapter, we have provided a comprehensive understanding for develop-
ing SOAP services and consumers with PHP. It mentions the most commonly used
SOAP implementations used today and focuses on the NuSOAP technique for de-
veloping SOAP applications, as well as writing clients to retrieve data from external
servers. This has not only given us a good overview of how communication between
clients and servers functions, but also how these XML structures get parsed into
PHP variables. In addition, this chapter has provided an overview of the most com-
monly used classes and methods in the WSMS system through the implementation
of Web services in order to support PHP Moodle by using the NuSOAP technique.
The next chapter will focus on analysis and evaluation models of VLEs. Then, it
will give more details around the value of the research study to research community,
teachers and learners. Moreover, it will illustrate the analysis of the WSMS model
for VLEs. The last part of next chapter will evaluate models of VLEs using a
questionnaire for four users admin, teacher, student and quest.
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Analysis and Evaluation of the
WSMS Model for VLEs
Objectives
• To introduce the value of the research study for the research community, teach-
ers and Learners.
• To illustrate the analysis of the WSMS model for VLEs .
• To evaluate WSMS model for VLEs including a questionnaire.
9.1 Introduction
With the growing reputation of the Web, not only as a research tool, but also as a
bona fide business communication tool, groups are finding new ways to communi-
cate with each other. Fortunately, technologies such as Web services are allowing
communication structures to be built easily and quickly, allowing even more partic-
ipation. They assist this process by using the information on the Internet in new
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ways, even if only allowing users to subscribe to pouches of information. Services
are directly notified when any new information is published, and this helps to create
complex business applications and to control complex real-time provide chains [138].
Systems architectures normally become more and more complex through in-
creasing functionality and implementing additional features. Therefore, analysis
and evaluation processes are an important process for breaking a complex topic
or substance into smaller parts to gain a better understanding of it. This implies
a common system view with comparable structures, similar modelling approaches,
and computer-aided system evaluation. The overriding process of analysis and eval-
uation in the WSMS is to gain a greater understanding of the needs of the users in
order that the WSMS system is better able to meet those needs in future [178].
The main aim of this chapter is to focus on VLE analysis and evaluation models.
It will focus on the value of the research study to the research community, teachers
and learners. In addition, it will illustrate the analysis of the WSMS model for VLEs.
Finally, this chapter will evaluate VLE models using four closed basic questions and
a questionnaire for four users, who are admin, teacher, student and guest.
9.2 The Value of the Research Study
Using the Internet to support teaching and learning has become a trend in modern
higher education by using VLEs that support online learning and teaching over the
Internet. Therefore, deploying techniques such as description, registration, discovery
etc. will open a wide door for collaborative VLE services that are more widely
distributed and that operate in a flexible and effective manner. Moreover, VLEs
support the worldwide trend of offering online joint courses over the Internet, which
includes institutes in different countries. This part will consider the value of this
research for the research community, teachers and learners as below:
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9.2.1 The Research Community
This research has laid a good foundation for the research community, especially
for other researchers intending to work in this area by providing a full picture of
Web services, VLEs and their components and related issues. This research has
used a complex technology (Web services technology) with a large and important
software package (Moodle as an example of VLE). The biggest beneficiary of this
research is Higher Education and especially the universities. This study enables
many institutions in different countries to work together and share materials that
are stored and hosted in different servers by deploying VLE as a service that can
be published, located and invoked across the Web. This thesis has provided the
following benefits for the research community:
1. It has contributed to the solution of a serious and complex problem that faces
institutions all over the world by allowing a number of applications to be
integrated between these institutions more quickly, easily and cheaply than
ever before.
2. The most important advantage of this research is that it allows educators,
students and guests at different institutions in different countries to exchange
data and cooperate fruitfully and usefully, and to share material and work
together even though the information is stored and hosted in different VLE
software platforms, both cheaply and easily.
3. The technology that is used in this study allows developers to separate soft-
ware engineering from software programming, and to redefine it into a) service
providing (for programmers), b) application building (for software engineers),
and c) service brokering. This has been done in order to highlight software
engineering, and to de-emphasize programming.
• This technology allows pieces of software to be written in different lan-
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guages and to run on different operating systems, both cheaply and easily.
• It allows applications running in different parts of an organization and in
different organizations to exchange data easily and cheaply.
• It can have applications running anywhere on any technology or device
that has Web services.
4. The WSMS system is a multi-language platform as we can see in Figure 9.3.
5. This project has reduced the time and effort needed by offering a good foun-
dation for other researchers intending to work in this area by providing a full
picture of Web services, VLEs and their components and related issues.
6. The WSMS system has an excellent login service that enables users to log
in to WSMS just as they log in to their own schools. This service checks
whether the kind of user exists, and if they exist, it will direct them to their
file. Otherwise, it will give them a message ‘Username and/or password are
invalid’ and consider them as a guest. After users have logged in, WSMS stores
these details in a session to enable users to browse their pages, and after they
have logged out, the session will destroy those details.
According to the results of the questionnaire, it has been confirmed that the
WSMS system satisfies all kinds of user, especially teachers and students. Most of
the users (teachers and students) agree and are very happy with this new idea. In
addition, the users’ comments also prove that this project will enhance knowledge,
especially in e-learning systems. Moreover, they are satisfied with the login as they
can log in with their own username and password without needing to register. The
last point is that the authentication and authorization of the system are satisfactory
for all users and gives them sufficient trust to deal with this project.
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9.2.2 Teachers
Teachers play a major role in any VLE, because teachers are an active element in
the educational process. Their position is critical to the future aspirations of the
many students that come into the classroom. For example, when schools have good
and effective teachers, greater numbers of the students will graduate and will enter
higher education.
In addition, teachers play an important role in our WSMS system because teach-
ers can control both their courses and their activities with their students. They can
publish their courses and their activities as a service in WSMS so as to be easy and
quick for students to discover. The most important advantage of this study is that
it allows teachers at different institutions in different countries to work together and
share material by connecting individual courses with their activities together, even
though stored and hosted on different VLEs. Therefore, teachers at different institu-
tions who teach the same course can share courses modules, assignments, chat, etc.
and communicate with each other both cheaply and easily. This thesis has provided
the following benefits for teachers:
1. The most important advantage of this study is that teachers can integrate their
work with other teachers, even those who are teaching at different institutions
in different countries.
2. The WSMS enables teachers to search and discover a set of courses by filtering
a number of available courses that register with a WSMS system, and then
to select the most suitable ones. This study encourages teachers to discover
courses that are similar to their own courses, and to exchange data both easily
and cheaply.
3. Teachers do not need to register separately with the WSMS, because the login
service in this system enables them to log in as they do to their own schools.
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4. The WSMS system allows teachers to teach in two or more schools anywhere
in the world.
5. Teachers can log in to WSMS to access all the data for their students. For
example, they can see the grades of their students in every module that they
teach (in one or more schools), but they cannot see the other modules that
they do not teach, because the only one who can see all this information is the
admin user.
According to the results of the teacher questionnaire, the majority of teachers are
very satisfied; most of them are in agreement and are very happy with WSMS. They
said in their comments, ‘this system is useful and will help most teachers around
the world to work together in a flexible, widely distributed and effective manner. In
addition, it will help students to enjoy any course anywhere in the world’.
9.2.3 Learners
Learners form the body of any VLE and accordingly they play an important role in
the WSMS system. This study has contributed to enabling learners to discover the
courses that are best suited to them and to find the activities that are most similar
to or directly related to those courses. Learners can search a set of semantically
equivalent services (course & assignment) by filtering a number of available services
that meets their needs, and then selecting the most suitable service during a single
execution. This project has thus reduced the time and effort needed by students. In
addition, there is better coordination and cooperation between academic institutions
than before. This thesis has provided the following benefits for learners:
1. The most important advantage of this study is that learners can discover other
courses and related activities that are similar to their own courses. They can
also contact their own and other teachers and students, even when those other
courses are hosted at different institutions in different countries.
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2. Learners do not need to register with the WSMS system because the login
service in this system is very straightforward in that it enables learners to log
in as they usually do to their own schools.
3. Learners can log in to WSMS to access all the data and related activities for
their courses. For example, they can see the grades of their courses in every
module that they are enrolled on, but they cannot see the other modules with
which they are not enrolled.
4. This system allows learners to work and share with other learners in other
institutions if they have only one teacher. For example, if a teacher teaches a
module in two universities using the WSMS system, the learners in these uni-
versities can work together more easily, quickly and cheaply than ever before.
5. This system furnishes learners some basic information about other teachers
and learners, such as name, telephone (home and mobile) and email, to enable
these learners to contact them even though these users may be at different
institutions and in different countries.
According to the results of student questionnaire, the majority of students are in
agreement and are happy with the WSMS system. This system allows them to
discover other courses and related activities, and to work with other students and
even other teachers in different institutions in different countries anywhere in the
world. In addition, it enables them to gather more information relating to their
courses, or at least similar ones, in an easy, cheap and quick way. They said in
their comments, ‘if we use this system, it will help us to work together with others
students and also teachers and discuss our issues with each other. Also, it will allow
us to benefit from any course anywhere in this system over the world’.
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9.3 Analysis of Models for VLE
The architecture of the WSMS system, as in Figure 6.12 in Chapter 6, lays the con-
ceptual foundation for establishing interoperable Web services in VLE. It identifies
a number of important abstractions and their interdependencies. The contribution
of this architecture provides a coherent framework that allows specific technologies
to be considered in a logical context and facilitates the work of specification writers
and architects [179]. In this section, we will analyse the most important services in
our WSMS system in order to measure the quality of these services. The analysis
will examine them and explain the function of each service and the relationships
between them.
9.3.1 Course and Assignment Services
At the moment, the WSMS system has 10 services and the main ones are course
and assignment services. One of the main targets of this system is to enable users
to search and find the most suitable course and related activities in all schools that
have registered with WSMS. This system enables users to see more details about the
courses; as the owner of each service (school) had specified them when they published
them in WSMS. The current details of the courses that have been published by both
Saudi School in Leicester (SSiL) and Ajlan’s High School (AHS) are displayed in
Figure 9.1.
As we can see in Figures 9.1 and 9.3, the result of search is 14 courses with their
details (name, category, start date, assignments, students and school). In addition,
users can search by assignment for all schools or can choose a specific school, as in
the middle of Figure 9.1.
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Figure 9.1: The Main Page of WSMS where all users can search and see basic
information
9.3.2 Main Page
The main page in WSMS is very simple, like the Google main page. The sce-
nario of WSMS starts with the request of the (potential) student who types his/her
course/assignment in the main page, as in Figure 9.2. It has the ability to find the
optimal services that meet that user’s needs. WSMS will search in NuSOAP as an
x-UDDI registry to check whether or not the service is registered. Each service has
a select database, as in Figures ref Database9 and 8.10 in Chapter 8, which enables
WSMS to obtain service details, depending on the service owner’s specifications
(Provider 1 & Provider 2) as in Figure 6.12 in Chapter 6, in order to locate the
requested service and bind it to the user.
As in most VLE systems, there are four users, which are admin, teacher, student
and guest. The authorization in WSMS is divided into four levels, as in Figure 5.9
in Chapter 5. Before logging in, all users can search and see their details, and view
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Figure 9.2: The Front Page of WSMS
basic information about the courses in their school or in other specified schools, as
in Figure 9.1.
9.3.3 Login Service
As we explained about this service in Chapter 8, admin, teacher and student users
have the ability to log in to WSMS just as they do to their own schools. WSMS
has a service that checks whether the kind of user exists, and if they exist, it will
direct them to their file. Otherwise, it will give them a message ‘Username and/or
password are invalid’ and consider them as a guest. After users have logged in,
WSMS stores these details in a session to enable users to browse their pages, and
after they have logged out, the session will destroy those details.
9.3.4 Admin Service
Every user in WSMS system has his/her own services. These services enable users
to see all the details that the services’ owner (school) has registered and published
in the NuSOAP registry. The WSMS system gives full permission for admin to see
all the details in his/her school, as in Figure 9.3.
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Figure 9.3: The Main Page of Admin, Teacher and Student Users
The difference between Figure 9.1 and Figure 9.3 is the blue link on the Course,
Assignments and Students columns. Admin, teacher and student users can access
these links after login. The difference between admin and student is that admin can
see all the data, as in Figure 9.4, and student can only see some of the data, as the
service owner has specified, as in Figure 9.5.
Figure 9.4: The Student Details that Admin can see
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Figure 9.5: The Student Details that Student can see
9.3.5 Teacher Service
Teachers are important users and can log in to WSMS to access all the data for their
students. For example, they can see the grades of their students in every module
that they teach (in one or more schools), but they cannot see the other modules
that they do not teach, because the only one who can see all this information is the
admin user.
9.3.6 Student Service
A student service, as in the last section, enables students to see all their courses and
assignments (around the world) as long as they have been registered with WSMS.
This service displays important information for students, such as grades, and this
information depends on the decision of the service owner (school). WSMS allows
students to see only their grades, and if students try to see other students’ grades, the
system gives them the message, ‘It is either no students have taken this assignment
and/or you are not permitted to see this grade’, as in Figure 9.6.
Figure 9.6: The Message that appear for users if they do not have access permission
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9.3.7 Guest Service
Guest users do not have a login service and can only see some limited details about
courses such as names, assignments, students and schools, as in Figure 9.1. If a
guest requires more information about any course or assignment, they can visit that
school by clicking on the name of the school; WSMS provides guests with a link to
go directly to any selected school.
9.4 Evaluate the Models for VLE
Evaluation is the process of examining a subject, and rating is based on its signif-
icant features. We decide how much or how little we value something, using our
judgement but depending on criteria that have been predefined. In this section,
several important questions will be asked, and the answers to these questions will
provide explanations for the main aspects of WSMS [178].
Q1. Is this system secure?
It is important that the data can be trusted before being processed, and WSMS
uses languages that are very secure. These languages are XML, WSDL, SOAP and
PHP. WSMS needs to be sufficiently secure so that institutions can trust publishing
their services all over the world. WSMS has divided users into four levels, as in
Figure 5.9 in Chapter 5. The authentication of our system has the ability to check
the following points:
1. Check if users exist in any school (SSiL and AHS).
2. Check and audit the kinds of users and direct them to their pages.
3. Users do not need to register; they can log in by using the username and
password from their own school.
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4. The system gives users more confidentiality and privacy; it does not allow
any user to see the data of other users. For example, students cannot access
teacher or admin services.
Q2. Is this system easy or hard to use?
According to the questionnaire, we can see that the system is easy and simple to use,
and has a friendly interface. The main page is a simple page and it is similar to the
Google main page. Users can search for any course and related assignment in any
school that is registered with this system without logging in. In this situation, users
can access information about courses such as name, category, assignment, student
and school. On the other hand, admin, teacher and student can log in and search
to obtain more details about schools and their activities, depending on the kind of
user, as in Figure 5.9 in Chapter 5. In addition, WSMS offers extra information for
users who can log in, such as the number of administrators, teachers and students
in every school, as in the left top of Figure 9.3.
Q3. Does this system meet overall goals?
The results of the questionnaire confirm that users are happy with WSMS, espe-
cially teachers and students. The main point that users are satisfied with is that this
project opens a wide door for collaborative VLE services that are flexible, widely
distributed and effective. Furthermore, VLEs support the worldwide trend of of-
fering online joint courses over the Internet, which includes institutes in different
countries who employ roaming staff and target mobile students.
Q4. Do you think that students and teachers benefit from this system?
This system enables teachers and students who are using Moodle in different insti-
tutions in different countries around the world to work together and share material,
although that material may be hosted on different VLEs.
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9.4.1 Questionnaire
Questionnaires are generally viewed as a valid method of assessment, and ours are
capable of providing significant discrimination between the various types of users
with respect to WSMS system skills. The questionnaires are based on samples of
administrators, teachers, students and guests. The answers to the questions are
a choice of: strongly agree, agree, normal, disagree, and strongly disagree. The
questions depend on the kind of user and we have tried to set these questions to
consider that kind of user. Each of these groups will now be considered as below:
9.4.1.1. Guest Questionnaire
The purpose of the questionnaire for guests is to discover their impression about
WSMS system, and also to get their feedback. The study has chosen 46 guests and
the results of their answers are summarized graphically in the following figures:
1. What is your impression of the site?
The answer to this question is that 8 guests strongly like the design of system and
most of them (22) said it is normal; 14 like it and 6 dislike it. Finally, only 2 guests
strongly dislike this system.
Figure 9.7: The results of answers of Question 1 by guests
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2. Please type ‘History’ in search form and press search.
a) In general, are you satisfied with the result?
The answer to this question is that 13 guests strongly like the design of the system
and most of them (18) said they agree; 9 think it is normal and 5 disagree. Finally,
only 1 guest strongly disagrees.
Figure 9.8: The results of the answers to Question 2-a by guests
b) Are you satisfied with the interface of the result?
The answer to this question is that 5 guests strongly agree with the design of the
system and 12 of them said it is normal; 14 agree and 11 disagree. Finally, 4 guests
strongly disagree.
Figure 9.9: The results of the answers to Question 2-b by guests
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c) Are you satisfied with the use of this system?
The answer to this question is that 6 guests strongly agree with the design of the
system and 22 of them said it is normal; 10 agree and 6 disagree. Finally, only 2
guests strongly disagree.
Figure 9.10: The results of the answers to Question 2-c by guests
Overall, the results of the questionnaire for guests are that users are satisfied
and most of them agree and are happy with this system although they do not have
login and can only search to view general information about courses in the schools
that publish their services.
9.4.1.2. Student Questionnaire
The purpose of the questionnaire for students is to discover their impressions of the
WSMS system, and also to get their feedback. The study has selected 130 students
out of 291 from SSiL. The students in this school are from various countries such
as Saudi Arabia, Libya, UK, Somalia, Syria, Palestine, Egypt, Algeria, Morocco
and the Gulf countries. The results of the answers to the questions are summarized
graphically in the following figures:
1) What is your impression of the site?
The result is that 9 students strongly like a system and most of them (56) said it is
normal; 28 like it and 26 dislike it. Finally, 11 students strongly dislike a system.
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Figure 9.11: The results of the answers to Question 1 by students
2) Please log in to the site using your own username and password, and
type ‘History’ in the search form and click search.
a) In general, are you satisfied with this result?
The result is that 18 students strongly agree and 47 of them said it is normal; 42
agree and 15 disagree. Finally, 8 students strongly disagree with this system.
Figure 9.12: The results of the answers to Question 2-a by students
b) Are you satisfied with the interface of the result?
The result is that 21 students strongly agree and 49 of them said it is normal; 44
agree and 12 disagree. Finally, 4 students strongly disagree with this system.
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Figure 9.13: The results of the answers to Question 2-b by students
c) Are you satisfied with the use of this system?
The answer to this question is that 14 students strongly agree with the design of the
system and 41 of them said it is normal; 32 agree with it and 25 disagree. Finally,
8 students strongly disagree with this system.
Figure 9.14: The results of the answers to Question 2-c by students
3) Please log in to the site using your username and password and search
for any of your courses, and then click on the assignment and the press
on the name of the assignment to see your grade:
a) In general, are you satisfied with the assignment details?
The result is that 24 students strongly agree and 34 of them said it is normal; 54
agree with and 13 disagree. Finally, 5 students strongly disagree with this system.
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Figure 9.15: The results of the answers to Question 3-a by students
b) Are you satisfied with seeing your grade on the chosen course?
The result is that 29 students strongly agree and 31 of them said it is normal; 57
agree and 10 disagree. Finally, 3 students strongly disagree with this system.
Figure 9.16: The results of the answers to Question 3-b by students
Overall, the results of the student questionnaire show that the majority of them
are satisfied, especially with the student login. Most of them agree and are happy
with this system and, as they said in their comments (Appendix G), ‘this website
will help us to discover all courses anywhere in the world, especially those that are
similar to our courses and assignments’ and, ‘it is an easy and fast way to see our
grades and check our assignments’.
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9.4.1.3. Teacher Questionnaire
The purpose of the questionnaire for teachers is to discover their impressions of the
WSMS system, and also to get their feedback. The study has selected 18 teachers
from SSiL. The teachers in this school are also from various countries such as Saudi
Arabia, Libya, UK, Syria, Palestine, Egypt, Algeria, Morocco and the Gulf coun-
tries. The results of the answers to the questions are summarized graphically in the
following figures:
1) What is your impression of the site?
The result is that 3 teachers strongly like this system and 4 of them said it is normal;
7 like it and 3 dislike it. Finally, only 1 teacher strongly dislikes this system.
Figure 9.17: The results of the answers to Question 1 by teachers
2) Please log in to WSMS using your username and password and type
‘History’ in the search form and click search.
a) Are you satisfied with the result?
The result is that 2 teachers strongly agree with the system and 8 of them said it
is normal; 5 agree with it and 2 disagree. Finally, only 1 teacher strongly disagrees
with this system.
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Figure 9.18: The results of the answers to Question 2-a by teachers
b) Are you satisfied with the interface of the result?
The result is that 2 teachers strongly agree with the system and 5 of them said it
is normal; 7 agree with it and 3 disagree. Finally, only 1 teacher strongly disagrees
with this system.
Figure 9.19: The results of the answers to Question 2-b by teachers
c) In general, are you satisfied with seeing your courses and students in
this system?
The result is that 4 teachers strongly agree with the system and 6 of them said it
is normal; 6 agree with it and 1 disagrees. Finally, only 1 teacher strongly disagrees
with this system.
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Figure 9.20: The results of the answers to Question 2-c by teachers
3) Please log in to the site using your username and password and search
for any of your courses, and then click on the assignment and the press
on the name of the assignment to see your student’s grades:
a) Are you satisfied with the course and assignment details?
The result is that 4 teachers strongly agree and 6 of them said it is normal; 5 agree
with and 2 disagree. Finally, 1 teacher strongly disagrees with this system.
Figure 9.21: The results of the answers to Question 3-a by teachers
b) Are you satisfied with seeing your grade on the chosen course?
The result is that 3 teachers strongly agree and 5 of them said it is normal; 6 agree
and 3 disagree. Finally, only 1 teacher strongly disagrees with this system.
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Figure 9.22: The results of the answers to Question 3-b by teachers
Teachers are important users in our system because they are at the heart of VLE
and they have the ability to control courses and students. Generally, the results of
teacher questionnaire show that the majority of them are very satisfied. Most of
them agree and are very happy with WSMS. They said in their comments, ‘this
system is useful and will help all teachers around the world to work together in a
flexible, widely distributed and effective manner. In addition, it will help students
to enjoy any course anywhere in the world’.
9.4.1.4. Administrator Questionnaire
The purpose of the questionnaire for administrators is to discover their impressions
of the WSMS system, and also to get their feedback. The study has only 6 admin-
istrators from both AHS and SSiL. The administrators in these schools are all from
Saudi Arabia because these schools are supported by the Saudi government. The
results of the answers to the questions are summarized graphically in the following
figures:
1. What is your impression of the site?
The result is that 1 administrator strongly likes this system and 2 of them said it
is normal; 2 like it and 1 dislikes it. Finally, no administrator strongly dislikes this
system.
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Figure 9.23: The results of the answers to Question 1 by administrators
2. Please log in to WSMS using your username and password, and type
‘History’ in the search form and click search.
a) Are you satisfied with the result?
The result is that 1 administrator strongly agrees with the system and 1 of them
said it is normal; 3 agree with it and 1 disagrees. Finally, no administrator strongly
disagrees with this system.
Figure 9.24: The results of the answers to Question 2-a by administrators
b) Are you satisfied with the interface of the result?
The result is that 1 administrator strongly agrees with the system and 2 of them
said it is normal; 1 agrees with it and 2 disagree. Finally, no administrator strongly
disagrees with this system.
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Figure 9.25: The results of the answers to Question 2-b by administrators
c) Are you satisfied with seeing your courses and students in this system?
The result is that 2 administrators strongly agree with the system and 1 of them
said it is normal; 1 agrees with it and 2 disagree. Finally, 1 administrator strongly
disagrees with this system.
Figure 9.26: The results of the answers to Question 2-c by administrators
The results of the administrator questionnaire were not bad. Some of them
agree and are happy with WSMS, but others said that although this is a good idea,
it needs a great deal of effort, cooperation and consideration between institutions
across the world (Appendix G has some of their comments).
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9.4.1.5. The Final Result
Generally, the results of the questionnaires have confirmed that the WSMS system
satisfies all four kinds of user, especially the teachers and students as in Table 9.1.
Most of the users (teachers and students) agree and are very happy with this system.
In addition, their comments also prove that this project will enhance knowledge,
especially in VLE systems such as the Moodle system. Moreover, they are satisfied
with the login as they can log in with their own username and password without
needing to register. The last point is that the authentication and authorization of
the system are satisfactory for all users and gives them sufficient trust to deal with
this project.
Table 9.1: The Final Result for all Questions of the Questionnaire for all Users
Table 9.1 summarises all users’ answers in this questionnaire. It proves that the
most of users are happy as in columns Agree and Normal. As we can see in all
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questions, most of the users (teachers and students) agree and are very happy with
this system.
Figure 9.27: The Final Result of the Questionnaire for all Users
Figure 9.27 displays the final questionnaire results for all users. There are 166
users who strongly agree with this system, and in contrast, there are just 55 who
strongly disagree. In addition, there are 344 who agree with this system, but only
149 who disagree. Finally, there are 375 who said that this system is normal.
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9.5 Summary
This chapter has analysed and evaluated the final models of VLE with the Web
services approach. In the beginning of this chapter, we considered the value of
this research for the academic community, teachers and learners. In addition, this
chapter has analysed WSMS as proposed in this study. The security requirements
of VLE systems based on Web services have also been considered in this chapter.
Also, the authorization, verification and authentication of security issues have been
examined in this chapter.
In the last part of this chapter, we evaluated our WSMS system through a set of
basic but important questions and answers, as well as introducing the questionnaires.
These questionnaires are based on samples of administrators, teachers, students and
guests. The answers to the questions are a choice of: strongly agree, agree, normal,
disagree, and strongly disagree. The questions depend on the kind of user and we
have tried to set these questions to consider that kind of user.
The next chapter will summarise the work presented in this thesis. The signif-
icance of the main findings will be presented in that chapter. In addition, it will
highlight the most important contributions made, and will then discuss methods




This thesis has been focusing on two important fields for academic institutions across
the world, which are VLE and SOC. VLEs are increasingly becoming a significant
part of the strategy for delivering on-line and flexible learning, and therefore, there
is an increasing demand for their methodologies and technologies. This thesis has
presented the key points about SOC: that it involves extended, loosely coupled
activities among several independent e-learning partners. Web services, as a part of
SOC, is fast becoming an important technology in the evolution of both distributed
computing and the Web throughout the world. Web services allow many applications
to be integrated faster, more easily and more cheaply than ever before.
The main challenge of this investigation has been to find a suitable solution
for using Web services with VLEs and related technologies. Web services allow
educators at different institutions in different countries to work together and share
material by connecting individual courses together, even though yhy may be hosted
on different VLE platforms. This approach has provided a richer social context
for VLEs and a set of robust core capabilities that enable instructors to efficiently
manage courses, author content, create assignments, and foster collaboration, among
other key functions. Moreover, this study has suggested a new approach that meets
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this challenge, and it has explored novel architectural designs for VLEs based on
the SOC paradigm. This approach has demonstrated that VLEs can be considered
as services that can be published, discovered and composed, as perceived within the
SOC paradigm [180].
This investigation contains a survey of VLE and SOC methods, a description
of the work needed to be done to satisfy the research problem, and an overview of
the results and the contributions we have made. It has successfully achieved the
proposed work, which was to extend the core idea behind VLE tools by building a
VLE around Web services and its related techniques. In addition, this research has
answered all the questions that we had posed at the beginning of this thesis, and
these questions and their answers are as follows:
1) How can we enable Web services to facilitate the process of building
VLE around SOC?
This thesis has succeeded in using Web services, as part of SOC, in tandem
with VLE software packages. It has used two VLE systems, which are AHS and
SSiL, as in Chapter 8. These VLEs use the PHP language and because there is no
standard API to develop Web services applications, we adopted some techniques to
help us develop Web services in order to make our VLE systems work smoothly.
At the moment, the most popular techniques are NuSOAP, ezSOAP, PEAR::SOAP
and NuSphere, but in this research, we have chosen the NuSOAP technique for the
reasons mentioned in Chapter 8 [180].
One of the greatest advantages of Web services is that they allow a number
of applications to be integrated more quickly, easily and cheaply than ever before.
They are expressed as WSDL, which is an XML-based language. A service specifies a
contract between the client’s requests and the operations that it can offer. A service
may be published and discovered using UDDI, while SOAP allows vendor-neutral
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communication between applications over HTTP.
The proposed approach has extended the current architecture of Web services
to meet the technical requirements of Moodle, as in Chapter 5. This approach
allows institutions to exchange data cheaply and easily, and deploys techniques such
as service descriptions, registrations, discovery and binding for collaborative VLE
services that are distributed, in a flexible and effective manner. Figure 6.12 in
Chapter 6 explained how we introduced the Web services approach to meet our
VLEs (AHS and SSiL). The most important advantage of this approach is that it
allows educators, students and guests at different institutions in different countries
to share material and work together through connecting individual courses together,
and hosting them at AHS and SSiL servers.
2) How to enhance the traditional security requirements and modify
them to cater for the highly mobile and changeable environment of
VLE?
Security is an important issue in all fields, especially in e-banking and e-learning.
It is a critical isssue that every developer must be concerned with when building
applications. It is important that the data can be trusted before being processed.
The most important area for security and privacy in VLE systems is policy including
all types. In this thesis, we propose to use Ponder as an environment for policy and
implementation in VLE systems.
This thesis recommends using access control policies with VLE that are used to
identify the accessing right for subjects to execute actions on specified objects. These
policies protect the resources and services in VLE products. Chapter 7 has four
policy types that support access control, which are authorization policy, information
filtering policy, delegation policy and refrain policy.
Authorization policy has positive and negative aspects; the positive is used to
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specify the action that subjects are permitted to achieve on a targeted object, and
the negative is to state the actions that subjects are not allowed to perform on a
targeted object. Filtering policies transform the data input/output parameters in
an action, for example, a location service may only authorize access to detailed po-
sition information, a person in an exact area, or to browsers within the sub-division.
Outside browsers can only determine whether someone is at work or not. Delega-
tion policy is used to provide permission to the subjects (through an authorization
policy) to delegate all or some of their access rights to a new set of subjects. Refrain
policies indicate to a subject to refrain from doing something, and are similar to
negative authorization policies but are interpreted by the subject.
The security policies are used to protect the VLE products, to protect them from
unauthorized access outside and inside system. These policies are implemented us-
ing obligation policy in Ponder as in Chapter 7. Security specifies how well a service
provides confidentiality and non-repudiation by authenticating the parties involved,
encrypting messages, and maintaining access control. A service provider can pro-
vide different security levels and mechanisms depending on the service requester,
as in Figure 5.5 in Chapter 5. The WSMS security framework has to enable the
some points that are Authentication, Authorization, Confidentiality, Integrity and
Auditing (we explained them in more detail in Chapter 5).
WSMS should have robust levels of security; sufficiently strong enough for all
schools that deal with a WSMS around the world to trust it. Exchanging data over
the Internet can be unsafe and prone to fraud or being lost, and we are therefore
increasing our efforts to combat fraud on the system with a variety of requirements.
We are also making sure our disclosures about cooperating with law enforcement
bodies allow us to respond to increasingly sophisticated fraudsters and criminals. We
are using messages to authenticate users if, for example, they are using an unfamiliar
computer in order to prevent fraudsters from hacking into the system.
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3) What is the best method of supporting the worldwide trend to offer
joint online courses over the Internet, which includes institutes in dif-
ferent countries who employ roaming staff and target mobile students?
Currently, the widespread use of Information and Communication Technology, to-
gether with VLE software, to support higher education institutions has been in-
creasing all over the world. This is the driver behind plans that wish to see VLEs
become fully embedded into e-learning and teaching practice, instead of just using
VLEs in their traditional supportive role.
There are more than 250 providers of commercial e-learning and more than 45 of
them are OSS VLEs. Of these, the more well known are Moodle, Claroline, SAKAI,
WebCT. One of the best VLEs to have emerged to meet the growing interest in OSS
is Moodle. It is a free OSS which means users are free to download, use, modify and
even distribute it under the terms of GNU. We chose this software to be the focus
of our research for the reasons mentioned in Chapter 4.
VLEs are yet fully developed or as widely deployed as they could be.The most
important challenges guiding their further development are to retain learners within
education, and to encourage a wider group of learners to engage in higher education.
One of the approaches taken to meet these challenges is to use Web services to
encourage closer working and cooperation between higher education institutions.
As we mentioned in the answer to Question 1, the best approach is to support the
world-wide trend in offering joint online courses over the Internet, using Web services
and benefiting from their advantages to support e-learning.
4) Can this approach be applied to all VLEs, and especially to Moodle?
The answer of this question has two parts, which are:
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The first answer is yes, this approach is applicable for VLE (Moodle), and this
investigation has proved that using Web services with VLE (Moodle) is possible,
as in Chapters 6 and 8. It enables teachers who are using Moodle in different
institutions or in different countries around the world to work together and share
material, although that material may be hosted on different VLEs, as in Chapter 8.
In addition, this approach is applicable to other VLEs that use the PHP language.
The second answer to this question is that we are not sure that the VLE software
packages that use other languages, such as Blackboard (V6.2) built in Java, can use
this approach. This issue will be considered and confirmed in our future studies.
6) And what are the effects by applying Web services on VLEs (Moo-
dle)?
This thesis has discovered that it has been not easy to work with Web services
and its associated technologies using PHP, especially with the release of PHP 5.
The inclusion of a diversity of XML tools supplies developers with a store of tools
to undertake virtually any type of challenge involving XML. In addition, the lat-
est version of PHP has taken the extra step with the SOAP extension, supporting
SOAP servers and clients, allowing developers to create Web services more easily
and quickly. Therefore, PHP has become a more feasible solution for implementing
applications with XML and Web services but it is still difficult for inexperienced
developers to understand how to start using any of these tools. Developers not
only need to understand the API of these extensions, but they also need to know
which extension they should use. In addition to this, they also need to have an
understanding of the specifications of Web services technologies.
The PHP language has strong tools that support security, as well as providing
many mechanisms to deal with XML documents, but the security and authentication
of data is a big and very important challenge, especially for large VLE software. This
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thesis has covered the more important standards and methods for supporting Web
services encryption and digital signatures in documents, as in Chapter 9 [60].
7) How can we demonstrate that VLEs may be considered as services
that can be fully utilised and published within the SOC paradigm?
As we mentioned in the answer to the above question, it has not easy to work
with Web services and their related techniques (XML, WSDL, SOAP, UDDI and
HTTP), and to create services and publish them in a service registry in order to
enable service requestors to find them cheaply and easily. As in Chapters 2 and 8,
the scenario for Web services is that service providers publish and deploy services
in a service registry, and a service requestor works with a service broker to discover
services; the requestor then negotiates with the service providers to bind those that
meet the needs of the requestor. A service requesters could be a human client, a
device, an application, or any other Web service. A service broker provides registries
for exposing Web services. The roles of service provider and service requestor are
logical constructs and a service can exhibit characteristics of both.
Chapters 5, 6 and 8 explained the above approach as we used it in this study.
Moodle is written in PHP but currently there is no standard API for developing
Web services applications with PHP language. Therefore, we used the most popular
technique (NuSOAP) to aid us in developing Web services with Moodle. Chapter 8
has more explanation about this approach and how to apply it.
10.1 Future Work
Using the Internet to support learning has become a trend in modern higher educa-
tion institutes. In order for current and future generations of personalized VLEs to
improve educational effectiveness and efficiency, there are fundamental requirements
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that must be realized. While recognizing that the world at large will continue to use
terminology in different and often ambiguous ways, the term of VLEs is used to refer
to the online interactions of a variety of kinds, which take place between students
and instructors. VLEs refer to the components through which students and teachers
participate in online interactions of various kinds, including online learning [171].
The approach in this thesis focuses on a Web services technology that support
the integration of software applications in an incremental way, using existing plat-
forms and languages that utilize and adopt existing legacy systems. This thesis has
succeeded to introduce a Web services technology to meet the requirements of VLE
by extending the existing architecture of VLE. The big challenge of our model in
the future is to improve the level of security and privacy of the environment of VLE
system. Figure 10.1 suggests a Collaborative E-learning Model that has an inte-
gration modular security with partners e-learning as a provider service usin a Web
services technology. This model will apply the introduced approach in this thesis as
in Figure 10.1.
Figure 10.1: The Security Environment of a Collaborative E-learning Model using
a Web services technology
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As we can see in Figure 10.1, the service provider for all partners, service registry
and service requestor are control by integration modular security. This system will
provide a cooperative and interactive VLE environment for students to interact with
teachers or intelligent agents in terms of their preferences and interests from any
universities at any time by using mobile or private access tools. Also, it will enable
all teachers in partners e-learning to work together and share material by connecting
individual courses together, which are hosted in different VLEs. However, there are
some requirements, especially security and privacy issues, and these are :
10.1.1 Security and Privacy
Exchange information over the Internet is vital, because it is an insecure and un-
trustable public network infrastructure, prone to malicious attacks by professional
and amateur intruders. Therefore, security has become a critial issue in e-learning
over recent years, especially for large institutions. These institutions should use
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) and a login system to protect their applications and
databases. Security should be handled in layers, and the applications, the networks
and data need to be protected by using XML security, which is one of the better
methods for protecting data [171].
Neither the data structure nor XML itself are sensitive, but they are vulnerable if
a hacker gains access to an application and begins sending their own XML instruction
sets. The XML must be signed on the sending side and verified for both integrity
and sender authenticity by providing additional authentication of the commands
and digital signatures using XML signatures. By adding a layer of complexity to the
application, the system in turn adds an extra layer of security as in a Collaborative
E-learning Model in Figure 10.1 [171].
Privacy is also an important issue, and can be defined as the control that in-
dividuals have over their personal space, free from interference by other users and
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institutions. The information held in VLE products is of concern to students as the
institutions handle and control data about them.[166].
Our future work will present and implement a policy-based privacy and security
management scheme for collaborative VLE products. Privacy and security manage-
ment is achievable in e-learning products by using Ponder and related techniques,
as policy language specification.
10.1.2 Trust
Trust is a confident reliance. We may have confidence in people, events, or at least
in our beliefs, but if we do not rely on them, our confidence alone does not amount
to trust. Trust is a specification that uses the secure messaging mechanisms of Web
services security to facilitate trust relationships in diverse Web service environments.
However, each party needs to determine for themselves if they can trust the asser-
tions of the other party. The Web Services Trust (WS-Trust) language uses the
secure messaging mechanisms of WS-Security to define additional primitives and
extensions for issuing, exchanging, and validating security tokens. Using these ex-
tensions, applications can engage in secure communications while using the basic
SOAP+WSDL+UDDI+HTTP framework for Web services [4].
10.1.3 Flexibility
Flexibility has become one of the more important strategic competitive tools, and
refers to the availability of alternative resources. These resources may have diverse
parameters, especially these related to the physical and operating systems. Typi-
cally, flexibility is one of the major advantages of using Web services, which are a set
of protocols based on XML/SOAP over HTTP. The service is accessible using SOAP,
which offers more flexibility to developers because they can use the technology that
they are most comfortable using [139].
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Glossary of Acronyms Used
ACP Access Control Policy
AHS Ajlan’s High School
AGG Attributed Graph Grammar
API Application Programming Interface
AICC Aviation Industry Computer-Based Training Committee
ATutor Open Source Web-based Learning Content Management System
BEEP Blocks Extensible Exchange Protocol
COBOL COmmon Business-Oriented Language
C/S Client/Server
CAL Computer Assisted Learning
CMS Course Management Systems
CVS Concurrent Versioning System
DSs Distributed Systems
EAI Enterprise Application Integration
ESP External Service Provider
FSM Finite State Machine
FTP File Transfer Protocol
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GPL General Public License
GUI Graphical User Interface
GT Graph Transformations
GXA Global XML Web services Architecture
JFLAP Java Formal Languages and Automata Package
J2EE Java Platform, Enterprise Edition
JIT just-in-time
ILIAS open source web-based learning management system
IT Information Technology
HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol
LS Legacy Systems
LIS Legacy Information System
LCMS Learning Content Management System
LON-CAPA e-learning platform
LDAP Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
ODBC Open Database Connectivity
OO Object-Oriented
OMT Object Modeling Technique
OOSE Object-Oriented Software Engineering
OSS Open Source Software
OSS Source Software
VLE Virtual Learning Environments
Moodle Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic Learning Environment
MLE Managed Learning Environment
Sakai community of academic institutions
SSiL Saudi School in Leicester
SOAP Simple Object Access Protocol
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SCP Social Constructionist Pedagogy
SLAs Service Level Agreements
SLM Service Level Management
SMTP Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
SMS Short Message Service
SQL Structured Query Language)




PHP Personal Home Page
LMS Learning Management System
KSA Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
SCORM Sharable Content Object Reference Model
RSC Rational Software Corporation
WIS Information Systems
WSMS Web Services Matching and Selection
WSPS Web Services Protocol Stack
W3C World Wide Web Consortium
WAP Wireless Application Protocol
WSM Web Services Management
WSDL Web Service Description Language
WIS Web Information Systems
XML Extensible Markup Language
URL Uniform Resource Locator
UML Unified Modeling Language
URI Uniform Resource Identifier
UDDI Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration
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Appendix C
The Architecture of NuSOAP
Package
The architecture of NuSOAP package has nine classes as in Figure 8.1. The main
class is nusoap base which has 28 methods as in Figure C.1. The Author of this pack-
age is Dietrich Ayala dietrich@ganx4.com, and Scott Nichol snichol@users.sourceforge.net
and the version that we are working with it is $Id: nusoap.php,v 1.94 2005/08/04
01:27:42 snichol Exp $.
C.1 nusoap base Class
Figure 8.1 displays the name of nine classes that NuSOAP depends on them to
create a service with PHP. The main class is nusoap base that has 28 methods as
in Figure C.1.
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Figure C.1: The Methods in nusoap base class
C.2 soap fault Class
This class contains information for SOAP fault. Mainly used for returning faults
from deployed functions in a server instance. This file has two classes and two
methods as in Figure C.2 below.
• class nusoap fault extends nusoap base
• class soap fault extends nusoap fault
Figure C.2: The Methods in soap fault class
C.3 nusoap XMLschema Class
Parses an XML Schema, allows access to its data, other utility methods no validation
yet, very experimental and limited. This class has two class and 16 methods as in
Figure C.3.
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• class nusoap xmlschema extends nusoap base
• class XMLSchema extends nusoap xmlschema
Figure C.3: The Methods in nusoap xmlschema class
C.4 soapval Class
For creating serializable abstractions of native PHP types. This class allows element
name/namespace, XSD type, and XML attributes to be associated with a value.
This is extremely useful when WSDL is not used, but is also useful when WSDL is
used with polymorphic types, including xsd:anyType and user-defined types. This
class has one class and 3 methods as in Figure C.4.
• class soapval extends nusoap base
Figure C.4: The Methods in soapval class
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C.5 soap transport http Class
Transport class for sending/receiving data via HTTP and HTTPS. Note that PHP
must be compiled with the CURL extension for HTTPS support. This class has one
class and 17 methods as in Figure C.5.
• class soap transport http extends nusoap base
Figure C.5: The Methods in soap transport http class
C.6 nusoap server Class
nusoap server allows the user to create a SOAP server that is capable of receiving
messages and returning responses. This class has one class and 17 methods as in
Figure C.6 which are:
• class nusoap server extends nusoap base
• class soap server extends nusoap server
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Figure C.6: The Methods in nusoap server class
C.7 WSDL Class
Parses a WSDL file allows access to its data, other utility methods. Also builds
WSDL structures programmatically. This class has one class and 26 methods as in
Figure C.7.
• class wsdl extends nusoap base
Figure C.7: The Methods in wsdl class
C.8 nusoap parser Class
This class has two class and 8 methods as in Figure C.8 which are:
• class nusoap parser extends nusoap base
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• class soap parser extends nusoap parser
Figure C.8: The Methods in nusoap parser Cclass
C.9 soapclient Class
soapclient higher level class for easy usage. The usage of this class is instantiate
client with server info $soapclient = new soapclient (string path [boolean wsdl]).
This class has two class and 25 methods as in Figure C.9 which are:
• class nusoap client extends nusoap base
• lass soapclient extends nusoap client





Figure D.1: Rule 1-The enrolment of a student
Rule: enrol student.
Description: This rule says that a student cannot enrol on a course unless that
student is already registered with the teacher for that course.
Parameters: Course (id, name) and student (id, name).
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Figure D.2: Rule 2 - the login attempts of a student
D.2 Rule 2
Rule: login.
Description: This rule enables students to try three times to log in into their
account, and then the account will lock.
Parameters: Account (Boolean), student (id, name) and login.
D.3 Rule 3
Figure D.3: Rule 3 - the binding to access the assignment service
Rule: Binding to access assignment.
Description: This rule enables students to access the assignment service only if
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they have registered with the course that has this assignment, requested and asked
for this assignment.
Parameters: Course (id, name), student (id, name), assignment (id, name, grade,
description, assignmenType and resubmit).
D.4 Rule 4
Figure D.4: Rule 4 - the binding to access the course service
Rule: Binding to access course.
Description: This rule enables students to access a course if they have already
registered on the course, requested and asked for this course.
Parameters: Course (id, name), student (id, name), request.
D.5 Rule 5
Rule: managing course.
Description: This rule enables teachers to manage a course only if they responsible
for this course and also have students enrolled (not an empty course).
Parameters: Teacher (id, name), course (id, name), student (id, name), request.
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Figure D.5: Rule 5- Teacher manages course
D.6 Rule 6
Figure D.6: Rule 6- Teacher manages course
Rule: payment.
Description: This rule enables students to pay the sees only if they have account.
Parameters: student (id, name), account (Boolean), payment (Boolean).
D.7 Rule 7
Rule: Binding to access assignment.
Description: This rule enables guest to access the assignment service only if they
have requested with the course that has this assignment, requested and asked for
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Figure D.7: Rule 7- Binding to access assignment
this assignment.
Parameters: CTeacher (id, name), course (id, name), student (id, name), request.
D.8 Rule 8
Figure D.8: Rule 8- managing course and supervisores teacher
Rule: managing course and supervisores teacher.
Description: This rule enables admin to manage a course and supervisores teacher
only if they responsible for this course and also have students enrolled (not an empty
course).
Parameters: Admin(id, name) Teacher (id, name), course (id, name).
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